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“Ob, no, there is no trouble with
prohibitory law in Maine when anyig like an honest and brave effort is
:e to execute it. as is shown in Bath at
present time, where it is said that no
m dares to sell
liquor. The simple fact
he prohibitory law is the most drastic
effective, when used, of any law in the
latute books.15.The ice in the Kenneriver has gained but slightly in thickss in the last few
days, which has oc-'Mnned but little anxiety among the ice
a
as
it
i1
tors,
gained sufficient to remain
the river should a
January thaw cofne.
s now about
eight inches. Some little
idling lias been done....Mr. Seth T.
iiipc of Batii is the choice of the Bidde*i <1 members of the G. A. It. fur
departut commanner.
The annual encampnt of the Maine
department will be
!•: in Portland
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ii the Portland tire, the Hallowell
fire,
Mechanic Falls tire and the North
itcrfurd fire, Maine makes a bad beginmg of the record for 1P00.
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Washington Whisi'kiiings,
At the
abiuet meeting Jan. 12th, Secretary
Hay
'■■id the reply of the British government
■curding the Hour seizures in Dalagoa
iv.
Members of the cabinet, after the
ting, said that the British answer was
ntirely satisfactory to this government.
The several resolutions of inquiry as to
the conduct of the war which have been
ntroduced in Congress were discussed
■m<l the statement was made that full and
"tnplete information would be furnished
it all of
the matters conveyed at the
earliest day possible.The House committee on census heard Prof. Alex. Graham Hell, Friday, upon the amendment to
the census bill for the compilation of
complete statistics regarding the deaf,
dumb, blind and other afflicted classes.
In the past statistics of the afflicted class
have only been taken at institutions.
1 hese, Prof.
Bell said, hardly covered
four per cent, of the afflicted.Senator
Pettigrew has presented a petition from
the Woman’s Suffrage association of South
llakota, asking for an amendment to the
constitution, affording the women of the
i nited
States, Porto Iiico, Hawaii and the
Philippines the right to vote.
1

■

In Bkik.f.
General Lord Roberts, the
new commander of the British
forces in
South Africa,and hischief of
staff, General Lord Kitchener, have arrived at
Cape
Town.Sir Thomas Lipton has finally

case was re opened Monday
morning
County Attorney Bowden, after which

eleven witnesses for the State were called
and sworn. Hollis M. Howard of Montville
was the first to testify.
He stated that he
was at his barn to do the chores between
sunset aud dark the afternoon of Dec. 5th;
that be had no light or matches.
He closed
and fastened all the doors. He was up about
2 o’clock next morning caring for a sick child,
and his son Mark told him the small barn
was on fire.
Mark dressed hastily and went
out, but witness remained indoors.
Two
barns and a smaller building were burned.
The uew barn’, which was 40x60 feet, was insured for $450, the other buildings for $25
each. The cattle aud a mowing maclune
were saved.
The hay, carts, harrows, harnesses, sleighs, and the farm implements and
tools were burned. Blake was burned out
in the Hustus house Oct. 23d, and the next
day applied for the rent in Ralph Howard’s
house. He moved in soon after. The Blakes
came to his house nearly every day and were
given food and other necessaries. One day
Blake asked him to haul him some wood; to
haul some groceries from the store, and to
have Mark come down aud sleep in the house
while he (Blake) was away. Witness then
gave Blake some advice about working and
trying to support himself. Blake left, apparently in anger. The Hustus house was
burned Oct. 23d, and the White house, near
by, some time before.
Mark L. Howard, son of Hollis M
corroborated his father in the main points, and
gave a detailed account of his work at the
fire. He found the door of the small barn
open about a foot aud a half when he got
there. The brother of the witness, Ralph
W. Howard, had some grain and lumber
stored at the house where Blake lived. Mark
saw some of this grain in Blake’s lien pen
aud moved the grain and lumber to bis
father’s house. Blake told him there was a
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Inhabitants of
lor pauper supfurnished
the
piles
hy
plaintiff town to the
family ot one J. H. Pumroy. Die defense
claimed that the pauper hail a legal settlemetit in Swanville, and a great deal of evideuce was introduced showing where tie had
lived for several >ears past
He is a laborer
and harness maker, ami has gone wherever
he could Hud work, and the case was to
decide in which town he had a settlement—
in Hampden from Ins father or in Swanville
by live years residence since he became of
age. The case was tried at the September
term, 18!>9, with a verdict against Hampden
for $22 21, which the presiding justice set
aside.
At the present term the jury found a
verdict against Hampden for $28 »>!•. Motion
for new trial tiled.
Exceptions filed and
allowed. Thompson and Dunton & Dunton
for plaintiff.
Vose for defendant
Wm. S. Maiden vs Chas. S M< Kinney;
action on accouut for services, supplies and
cash advanced for $1513 70. Tried by jury;
verdict for defendant.
Knowlton for plaintiff. Hutchings of Bangor for defendant.
Clara J. Manning, petitioner, vs Alphonso
Mauuiug; action to compel the defendant to
support his wife, the plaintiff. The petition
was dismissed on motion of the petitioner's
council, ,J. H. Montgomery. Dunton & Dunton for defendant.
Mareelms B Knowlton, in equity, vs. Ida
M. Bradbury.
Bill in equity to compel the
defendant to convey the Windsor House in
Belfast to the plaintiff, under the terms of a
lease.
Tin case went to the Law Court and
it was decreed ordering the defendant to
convey the property on payment of $7 000. fire started at his house the same night
Jan. It), 1!HH), tin- plaintiff deposited $7,000
Hollis Howard’s barns were burned. Witwith the Clerk of Courts, and the court ness went down there and found a
box,
issued a decree ordering the defendant to near the house,
partly burned. It was a
convey the property. Thompson for plain- Stickney & Poor packing case, with a cover
tiff
Williamson & Burleigh f<>r defendant.
of rough boards fastened to the top by
Ulmer Hannon vs. 1 n habitants of Liberty; hinges made of strips of leather cut from a
action to recover $50 for transporting pupils boot leg. There were small holes bored in
two terms, one term two nnles to East Pa- | the sides, ami an extra bottom was
put on
leruio and one term two and a half miles to in such a way as to leave a small
open space
South Liberty. The case was non suited on
between it aud the sides. The box was filled |
the ground that the plaintiff did not show
with straw, shavings, etc. The day before
that he was employed hy the Superintendent the fire the witness fitted a window in the
t" transport the. scholars or that t he School
tieup at his brother’s place, leaving the
Committee of the town had decided that shavings on the floor. They were gone, next
such transportation was, necessary. Staples day.
Behind the barn they found a pile of
for plaintiff
Dunton & Duutoir for de- straw, on which was ashingle weighted by a
femlaut.
stone. There was snow on the ground under
Ida Burgess vs. Beuel Bohiusou; writ of the straw, but none on top.
Blake told
entry to recover a farm of 187 acres in Searswitness that he saw the fire before the
mont
The plaintiff claims the property
Howards did ; that be was at home and saw
inder
deed given by tin* town of Sears- the light before any one gave the alarm. He
iiMint, ti;»- t'-wn’s title being a tax deed. The did not go up because he was afraid that
defendant
claims
under a sheriff’s sale
whoever set that fire would come and burn
Tile case goes
against Jus.-ph S Burgess.
lum out.
11• the Law G
rf on report.
Dunton &
Ralph W. Howard testified to the bargain
l! .nt.oij for plaintiff'
Bobmson for himself.
by which Blake moved into the house. Blake
Arthur B > d assignee oi II. B. LittleHeld,
was to have his rent free, with what wood
<
in
bank nr ff
o
quit, v, vs. George W. he needed for home use. He was to look
Partridge and Herbert Black. Bill inequity after the place and keep things in order. He
to set aside a mortgage of real estate given
had the use of a bedstead, some chairs, a
bv I.iUi. lienl to Partridge to secure a pre- stove,
etc., his having been destroyed in the
• xistmg
debt of 8 1.2(H)
A part, of the debt Hustus fire.
He testified to many points
secured by the mortgage has been transfer- the same as his brother—about the
box, the
red to Black; the mortgage was not recordpile of straw, the grain and boards, etc. He
ed three months previous to tiling the pe- was
teaching school in Searsmont up to the
tition in ius dveney.
Decree in favor of the day after the fire.
plaintiff, setting aside the mortgage. Duu1 lie Court adjourned for
dinner, after
ton
Dunton for plaintiff. Fellows for dewhich Arthur Jackson was called. He corfendant.
roborated the others about the burning of
ruv uces.
the H. M. Howard barns, the condition
The following divorces were decreed:
around the Blake house, etc.
J. C. Carey, selectman of Montville, lives
Ida B. Warren, Islesboro, from Byron L
4 miles from the Howard place. Saw a tire
Warren, of parts unknown.
in
M.
that direction about 3 o’clock the mornfrom
Moses
Snow, Winterport,
Augusta
A. Snow, Laconia. N. H ; libel lee to pay the ing of Dec. 6th. Learned what it was about
9
o’clock.
libellant $1,000 in lieu of alimony.
Went to Howard’s and Blake’s
Elmira II
Chandler, Northport, from with E. A. Sprowl and others in the afterCbailes F. Chandler. Cliina, Me.; custody of noon. Saw where there had been a fire on
their minor child to remaiu with sai l Charles the side of the Blake house. Testified the
F. Chandler until further order of the court.
same as the others about the box, the straw,
Sarah I Pendleton, Islesboro, from Dod- etc. Saw no snow on the top of the rock.
L.
ridge
Pendleton, Islesboro; custody of Compared the straw with that in the sheep
minor child to mother; lihellee to pay libel- pen at the Blake place; it was similar. The
boards on the fence were of the same kind
lant for tlie support of the child $13 every
as the cover on the box.
three months.
E. A. Sprowl, selectman, corroborated Mr.
Amy E. flodgkinsou. Belfast, from Samuel Hodgkiuson, Belfast; custody of minor Carey as to the conditions at Blake’s. There
child decreed to grandparents, Austin and was no snow on the rock. Found a match
one-third burned near the box, on the snow.
Harriet Danfortli, until further order of the
Frank A. Cushman testified the same as
court.
Abbie Sheldon, Morrill, from George the two preceding witnesses; also that the
fire at H. M. Howard’s spread over quite a
Sheldon, Morrill.
Lura B. Heal, Lincolnville, from David large portion of the ground near the buildH. Heal.
ings.
W. A. Poland was at the H. M. Howard
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
tire.
Saw Blake in the forenoon.
Blake
Wilbert H. York, appellant from decision said his
buildings had been fired and witof Trial Justice Buzzell, in which appellant ness went down with others. It
began to
was found guilty of assault, and fined $2
snow about! o’clock.
Snowed about a half
and costs. The jury found a verdict of not inch.
The tire spread over considerable
guilty.
ground at H. M. Howard’s.
Charles L Larrabee, indicted for robbery
Ralph Howard, recalled ; said he heard of
in taking 30 cents from A. T. Webb; plead- a box like that
found at Blake’s in the posed uot guilty; tried by jury; verdict not session of one
Stevens
Asked Blake to go
guilty.
to the Stevens’ neighborhood and learn
Charles L. Larrabee, indicted for larceny
something about it.
in stealing a robe from William White,
S. G. Norton, Sheriff, went to Montville
pleaded guilty ; sentenced to 30 days in jail. the afternoon of Dec. 6th. Described things
Several of the liquor cases were sent to
at the Blake house substantially as did the
Law Court on demurrer; the others were
other witnesses. Said to Blake "It is funny
continued
two fires should follow you.” Blake replied,
"You needn’t accuse me of this. I am innocent and I can prove it.”
Blake told the
Transfers in Real Estate.
sheriff that the lire was at his house about 1
o’clock and at H. M. Howard’s about an
The following transfers in real estate hour later. It was on the little
corner board
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of the small barn, towards the large barn.
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 17, 11)00: It was some little time before he heard any
alarm.
When asked why he didn’t give an
Florence M. Wentworth, Freedom, to Mary
alarm Blake said he didn’t think of it.
J. Wentworth, Knox; land in Knox. L. D. Found pieces of leather at Blake’s similar to
Hamilton, Swanville, to Willis E Hamilton, the hinges on the box.
Mark F. Messer testified to the box and
Belfast; land and buildings in Swanvilla' other things at Blake’s. There was no snow
Wm. P. Farnsworth et als., Islesboro, to J. in the box; the cover was
open when he first
Willis Fenwick, Lineolnville land in Isles- saw it.
Frederick L. Odlin, detective, of Lewiston,
boro. John O.Farrow, Islesboro, to J.F. Grin*
arrived in Montville Dec. 11th.
Saw Blake
die; land in Islesboro. John F. Norton, Los Dec. 19th.
Blake told him he was burned
Angles, Cal to John A. Chadwick, Rock- out in the Hustus house and moved to the
Howard house.
His mother called him the
land; land ana buildings in Belfast. J.
morning of Dec. 6th and he found a tire on
W. Brock, Searsport, to Herbert H. Felker,
the outside of the house.
Put the fire out
do.; laud in Searsport.
Wm. W. Clark, and pulled the banking of brush away from
that part of the house.
After putting out
to
A.
C.
Frankfort,
Ridley, Prospect; land the fire he and his wife built a fire and
in Prospect. Lizzie G Gerry, Troy, to C.
warmed themselves.
Saw the fire at Ii. M.
A. Gerry, et als., do.; laud in Troy,
Belle
Howard’s; did not give any alarm. Did not
to
the
was
afraid
to leave home
go
fire;
Randlett, Belfast, to Sarah E Peavey, after his own
house had been afire.
Witness
Swanville; land and buildings in Belfast.
saw Blake again the 23d.
He then told the
same story as before.
Blake said: "They
needn’t accuse me of this; I am innocent.”
Resolutions of Respect.
Blake said nothing to the contrary about being on other than friendly terms with the
Ladies’ Aid Society No. 12,of A. E. Clark Howards.
jonn
Ferry lives naif a mile beyond
Camp, No. 43, Division of Maine, has adoptBlake’s.
Passed Blake’s house on his way
ed the following resolutions:
to the lire. Gave an alarm as he went. Saw
Whereas, it was the will of our Heavenly a light in Blake’s house.
Passed Alfred
Father to take from us our dearly beloved Howard’s
house, saw no lights there.
sister, Alberta Dickey, aswe deeply feel her
Leon Perry, son|of above, corroborated his
loss, miss her presence in our Society, yet statements.
we truly believe she has left these
earthly
The defense was briefly opened by Arthur
scenes only to enter into a higher and more
Ritchie, Esq., who called three witnesses.
complete life, therefore,
Lauren W. Blake, the accused, took the
Resolved, That in the death of our sister stand in bis own
behalf.
Moved to the
we have lost a true and faithful member of
Hustus house in September; it was burned
this Society.
Oct. 23d. A few days later moved to the
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
Howard house. The Hustus house
mourning for thirty days and that these Ralph
was thoroughly aft e before he knew it, and
resolutions be placed upon our records, a
the family barely got out with a small porcopy be sent to her mother, and a copy to
tion of their effects. Testified to the bargain
The Republican Journal for publication.
about moving into the Howard house, same
Ethel Wise,
l Committee
as Mr. Howard had.
Took the advice of
Nettie Perkins, <
Mr. H. M. Howard kindly.
on
Witness deAntilca Young,
Resolutions. scribed the fire at his house the same as
testified to by the detective, but more in deA very curious
revived is tail. His mother discovered the fire and
that the sap of a
tree ebbs and flows Blake and his wife put it out with water
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PACK t>

", Field, D D..Register of Deep
-..lion. Levi T. Bootliby
Kish ami

Montville Arson Case.

which attracted the most attention in the Supreme Judicial Court in this
city, Jauuary term, was that of Lauren W.
Blake of Montville, for arson in burning the
barns of Hollis M. Howard in that town
Dec. 6th.
The court room was crowded
throughout the trial. The respondent pleaded not guilty aud the case was
opened Friday afternoon to a drawn jury, as follows:
Fred L Palmer, foreman, Monroe; M. A.
Harden, Knox; True S. Heagan, Belfast;
Ralph H. Howes, Belfast; Adelbert Knight,
Belfast; H. B. Leman, Palermo; Anson
Leonard, Morrill; George G. Pierce, Belfast;
Frank L. Philbrick, Thorndike; George R.
Poor, Belfast; S. A. Prescott, Searsport;
Wilbur H. Ridley, Stockton Springs. The
jury went to Montville Saturday to view the
premises.
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The

His
Jan. 12th on his way to St. L mis.
tour includes speeches
at St.
Louis,
Frankfort, Ky., Cincinnati and the New
England States, and will not be finished
until Feb. 3.John Barrett, ex-United
States minister to Siam, publicly named
Senator Hoar Saturday night at lake
Forrest university as the United States
Senator whose anti-expansion speech was
cabled to llong Kong and subsequently
put in the hands of the Filipino soldiers
causing, as Mr. Barrett believed, the open
iusunectiou.Halsey J. Boardrnan, a
prominent lawyer in Massachusetts, and
widely known throughout the country,
died Jau. loth, aged 05.

Real Estate

:t ville Arson Case..
Sen ices of Rev. l)r.

PAGE

passed through Lincoln,

The
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theory lately
living

in some way in sympathy with the tides
of the ocean. This idea comes from Italy,
where a grower of vines says that no
tree should be tapped or pruned
except
during the hours of ebb tide.

from a well across the road. After warming themselves awhile they saw the fire at
H. M. Howard’s. It was running up the
corner
boards of the small barn, on the
corner
next the larger barn. The fire a
Blake’s house was about 1 o’clock, and they

190(L

NUMBER 3.

the fire at Howard’s about 2 30. Didn’t
feel like going out and leaving the house
after it had been set afire once; but did start
later with his wife and went a short disIt snowed a little
tance, and returned.
when the fire occurred at Blake’s house.
The door between his mother’s room and
the parlor frequently came open and sometimes bound. He planed it off. The Howards always treated him kindly and he
appreciated it. Had no hard feelings against
any of them.
Harriet Blake, mother of the accused,
told of the events of the night. There was
never any trouble between Lauren and the
Howards. Lauren and his wife frequently
went out evenings before the Hustus fire, but
had not since that time. They were not out
the night of the fire except as Lauren had
testified.
The Court here adjourned to Tuesday

saw

morning.

At the

morning,

»ud

her

same

as

personal.
C. C. Brooks of Boston
fi rst of the week.

ably argued

Elmer Sherman went to Bangor last Tueson business.

Llewellyn Bruce went to Gardiner Tuesday to work in a shoe factory.
Mrs. Frank B. Mathews will leave to-day
a visit in Rochester, N. Y.

for

Miss Bessie Robbins of Rockland arrived
week to visit Miss Emeroy Ginn.

last

True Hay ford arrived home Saturday
evening from Augusta, w here he has been
employed.
Mrs. H. H. Kirkpatrick and daughter
Eurie from Debec, N. B., are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. S. G. Cottrell.

Arthur

by

Ritchie. Esq., for the defense, and by County Attorney Ellery Bowden for the State.

Judge Fogler charged the jury briefly.
referring to the amount of evidence

After

convict in

necessary to

a

criminal

Mrs.

Funeral

Services

ot

Rev.

Dr.

are some

who

entirely innocent,
hands of other?, or one

believe that Blake, if

in the
of the gang, and it is
claimed that since he aud his family have
been away from the bouse others have bad
the opportunity to put the stolen articles
where they were found. The officers say
that the house has been thoroughly guarded
since the Blakes left and o one has bad
the opportunity to place anything there.
Detective Odliu thinks they have convicted the right man, aud be speaks in the highest terms of the diligence and fairness of
Sheriff Norton iu his work iu the case.
was

School

High

The Rhetoric class

a

tool

Notes.

is

studying “letter

writing.”
Hills. '03, is among the members
have joined the American Literature
We wish them joy iu rnakiug up last
class.
term’s work.
Maine

who

Smalley, '03,

Miss Lillian

left school.

Tell-Tale is to be issued next week.

The

Classical music is

now

The Freshmen who
their

has

studies

are

the

recess

The funeral services of the late Rev.George
Field, D. D.. were held in the Central

W.

church, Bangor, Saturday morning
o’clock. The obsequies were the most

at 10 32
notable

respects of any held here for several
years. The attendance was very large, and
all walks of life were represented in the
many people who gathered at the church to
pay their last respects to the deceased. The
funeral party arrived at the church shortly
before 10 30 o’clock. The mourners entered
the church on the left and proceeded to the
front, where seats were reserved for them.
in many

taken to their last

resting place

in Mt.

Mr. and Mrs.

Frank M. Staples returned
South Hancock Saturday, after visiting
in Belfast, Washington and other
places.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea returned to
New York Monday, anil Mr. Shea’s brother
James returned to Boston the same day.

Hope

Henry Haugh has a situation as clerk in
hotel Seymour in Lynn, Mass.
His
mother, Mrs. Mary E. Haugh, visited him

The remains were brought in through the
right entrance. The procession up the aisle
was headed by Rev. John S. Penman, who

MEMORIAL

the

last week.
Mr. Austin W. Keating of this
city wrasin
Islesboro last week and put into the new
Pendleton store the actyleue gas works for
which he is agent.

read

SERVICES.

his

a

wonderful and

one

eulogies

Cleora R. Haney, '99, has
Senior Greek class.
Miss

begin the
a

Wayside

here for many years.

joined

the

Some of the Sophomores seem to think
the school keeps fashionable hours.

Hatch, ’98, has joined the Sophomore

Greek class.

Superintendent Brick has repaired the
plate electrical machine for the use of
the scholars iu physics aud it will soon
be returned to the High school laboratory, It has been out of repair and quite
badly broken for some time. The Leyden
jar, which is used iu connection with the
machine, was made by E. J. Morisou, under
the direction of W. A. Huston, the High
or

’89.

SOPHOMORE SUGGESTIONS.

fruit.
Maine college.
What everyone ought to be.
A famous battle.
Houses.
The capital of Texas.
A style of hat.
A State.

A

A

Condition.

Boston, Jan. hi. A report which was
printed in Boston to the effect that the condition of Congressman Boutelle is hopeless
is denied
absolutely at the McLean hospital.
Dr. Cowles stated,to day, that the
congressman had not had a single
relapse since his
arrival at the asylum; that he was comfortable and gradually
gaining strength, and
that there was not the slightest foundation
for the statement that his life was in
danger.
Prospect. A goodly number of spiritualists met recently at W. M. Jellison’s and

brought out some good testimonies from
the spirits of departed friends.Melvin
Clark and wife spent an evening with F.Partndge last week....Miss Grace Partridge of
Belfast is visiting her sister, Miss Elma
Partridge-C. H. Partridge has sent his
second case of eggs to Boston_Miss Ella
Cole of Winterport visited her sister, Mrs.
Lulu Cole, last week.
I. F. Gould has shipped six cows to parties iu New Hampshire.
....Jasper Gray has bought the Mrs. Jennie
Marden lot in Prospect-Isaiah Colson is
going to work his team on the Perkins lot.
some

of prayer,

one

Dora Casey, who has been in charge
Mrs. H. B. Cunningham’s millinery department, left Thursday for a vacation at.
her home in Southbridge, Mass. She will
return before the spring opeuiugs.
Miss

of

Swanville.

Mrs.

Ranlett

stored her

has

goods and is visiting her sister in Dixmont.
Mrs. Peavey and family have moved in.
G. W. Cottrell has been quite severethe past two weeks, but is somewhat improved at this writing; and under
the skillful treatment of Dr. Kilgore and
the care of a good nurse her friends hope for
Mrs.

whose

ly

a

ill for

speedy recovery.

Mr. Geo. P. Field of Boston. Mr. aud Mrs.
Charles II. Field. Miss Carrie Field, Mr.
Benjamin D. Field and Mr. Herbert T. Field
of Belfast aud Mr. II. S. Pearl of Bow-Join
college attended the funeral of the late Rev.
Geo. W. Field in Bangor last Saturday.

j

Rev. G. G. Winslow and wift* arrived
home last week after an absence of several
weeks. Mr. W. has been in various places
in the interests of the East Maine Con:-rence Seminary at Bu> ksport.
Mrs. V* ms a w

!

Killed by the Train.

George T. Ranlett has sold her house
High street to Mrs. Sarah E. Peavey of

Mrs.
on

j

News of the Granges.

C. Tuttle went to Madi-

Saturday, where Mr. Tuttle has bought
a photographic studio.
This makes nine
branch studios operated by Mr. Tuttle and
his family.

as a ser-

has been

visiting in Boston aud vicinity,

The Boston Journal of Jan. loth

j

>ntains

portrait anti sketch oi Charles F. Wildes
of the Somerville, Mass
Journal, wh- lias
| just been re elected President, of the
publican City Committee of Somerville.
Mr. Wildes has been a frequent visitor n
Belfast, and lias many friends in Maine.
a

Grange, Thorndike,

Harvest Moon

degrees

on

four

Prentiss Colson of 118 Waldo avenue, was
struck by the train and killed while walking
on the railroad track Tuesday
morning. He
started from ho « e about 7 o’clock to go
smelting on the river, and when about five
rods below the lower Rolerson crossing was

confer-

candidates last Satur-

This, Thursday, evening the Grange

will have

a

box sociable and supper.

All

are

invited.

pering

and is

ings.

It is

as one

of

the

was

banner granges of

the State.

was

little hitch about the
a committee has
what result I do

stone cutters pay yet, and
gone to headquarters, with
not know.

books from the late Dr. George W. Field to
Public Library.
Dr. Field has always
been a generous benefactor to the library,

Citypoint station,

and

He

but this

was

1

physiAdelbert Millett, who
a

was ou

H. P. Barker.
were

Belfast.

Last Monday evening Past Master Albert
S. Nickerson assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Curtis installed the following officers for
the ensuing year in Comet Grange, Swanville: M., Capt. N. Smart; O J. F. Littlefield; L., Louise Cunningham; Chap., Abbie
Damm; Sec’y., Ellen Cunningham; Treas.,
H. P. White; 8., H. F. Maddocks; A. S.,
Clarence Walker; G. K., Chester Curtis; P.,
Flora Littlefield; F., Flora White; Ceres,
Margaret Greeley; L. A. S Alice Damm.

The

impanelled the following jury :
Dickey, Chas. W. Lancaster, E. R.
Conner, C. E. Owen, W. J. Clifford, James 1
F. Fernald. The inquest was opened at the I
Maine Central depot, where the train hands
were examined.
The jury then visited the

O

coroner

J.

accident and returned to the
city, re opening the inquest in ttie Common
Council room in Memorial building. The
evidence disclosed facts as stated above and
the jury returned a verdict “That Prentiss
Colson came to his death by being struck by
train No. 132 on the morning of
January 16.
on the Maine Central Railroad near the Rolscene

reported last week the officers of
Granite Grange, No. 192, North Searsport,
were
publicly installed, Jan. 9, by Past
Master Nickerson, assisted by Martha MathAs

of the

latest remembrance, arranged for
few months ago, was especially characteristic of him.
He conceived the idea of
giving such books as the ministers particularly would find of interest and help in their
work.
It may not be generally known that
the library has had for some time really an
excellent start towards a ct: I lection of reThis Dr.
ligious and theological books.

only

sent for. Dr.
the train, said he could not live. Drs.
Small and Johnson drove to Citypoint, and
found that he was injured at the base of the
skull He hied quite freely from the wound.
He died about 9 o’clock
Corouer Chas. R.
Coombs was sent for and drove to Citypoint,
but before he arrived there the down train
came along and the body was removed to
cian

After the installation
made by Worthy Master S. Poland and brothers Dolloff of Knox,
Farrar of Searsmont and Carey of Montville.
A bountiful supper was partaken of at the
close of the ceremonies.
Mrs.

prevent bitting Mr. Colson.

taken to

Editor of The Jot knal Permit,
call attention to the recent gift of

the

to

our

seen

in time to

Halldale, Master of Waldo

County Pomona Grange, installed the officers of Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville, on the evening of Jan 6th. He was
assisted by J. W. Farrar of Searsmout, and
good speeches

To
me

by the 7 20 passenger train. He
by the engineer, who iu addition
to the regular crossing signal at once gawe
the “down brakes” whistle and set the air
brakes. The train stopped suddenly, but not

very interesting meetto take its old place at the

going

Dr. Field's (iitt to Belfast*

overtaken

holding

a

Field has

finely supplemented

with

some-

than one hundred dollars' worth
of books which in their departments contain
much of the freshest aud most stimulating
In addition are a few
thought of the day.
classics and some older standard authorities
that every library ought to have, borne valuable books intended for this collection
are not in the published list as Dr. Field
had reserved them first for his own reading. Now I am sure that not the ministers alone but
others will hold Field
what

in

more

very

grateful

benefaction.

And

most to know that
on

the shelves, let

memory for
as it would

these books
me

this

kind

please him

were not

emphasize

the

idle

privi-

lege which is given to some of us. The
teachers in our Sunday schools especially
have new tools for their work. For the <>!lection is rich in books that will help in the

interpretation of the Bible. We have, for
erson crossing in Belfast.
The officers iu example, for the first time a complete modAfter the installation all were invited
charge of said train having done everything ; ern popular commentary on the books of the
to the dining room, where a bountiful dinner
in their power to avert the accident are at Old aud New
;
Testaments; while such books
had been prepared. After dinner the grange j
as those ou the early
no fault.”
history of Israel and
j
was called to order and the following
proMr. Colson was born in Winterport, and the messages of the prophets and the life and
gram given: Remarks, by retiring officers;
was 67 years old at the time of his death. In
teachings of Jesus, with their latest and
singing by the choir; rec Florence Murphy ;
early life he worked as cook for the lumber- freshest thought based ou critical scholarreading, Mrs. Putuam ; reading, Carrie Stin1 men and on board large vessels.
When the ship, but written for the general reader,
son : story, Capt. Nickerson;
reading, Rosa
j war broke out he enlisted in the Fourth ought to prove for the next few years at
Russell; reading, Mrs. Putuam.
Maine Infantry, Company I. He was trans- least of gieat value.
L trust t hat tlm ‘Tv ligStar of Progress Grange, P. of H., Jackson,
ferred to the Nineteenth Maine and again to ious alcove” in the library where the libraheld its regular meeting Jan. 13th, when the the First Maine Heavy
Artillery. He was a i rian has thoughtfully planned to have toj
officers for the ensuing year were installed prisoner iu A udersouville eleven
months. I gether for easy reference all these and
|
by Past Master W. E. Gould, assisted by ! After the war lie again went to sea until kindred books, will be much sought out.
Sister Abbie Gould as G. M.
After the in1870, when he learned the stone cutters’
George Sherman Mills.
stallation ceremonies were completed re- trade, which he followed as
long as he was
freshments were served and then followed a able to work. For five years
past he has
Old Newspapers.
fine literary program and remarks for the lived with his son, Albert P. Colson, in this
good of the order. The new officers are: city. He married Sarah, daughter of AmTo THE Editor of The Journal: The
W. M., R. E. Page; O., A. D. Holmes; S., brose Colson of Newburgh, who survives
following is from a recent issue of the PittsWm. Whitten; A. S., Frank
Gould; Chap., him, with two sons and one daughter, Albert field Advertiser: “One sometimes
gets paid
Mrs. C. H. Gatchell; Sec., W. E. Gould; P. and Herbert H. Colson of Belfast and
for keeping old newspapers.
It is said that
Treas., N. A. Cilley; Flora, Alice Gould; Bessie V. Colson of Bangor. He was a mem- S. P.
Humphrey of Pittsfield, who had a
Ceres, Lottie Page; Pomona, Agnes Cilley; ber of the Grand Army and Seaside Grange,
newspaper of the date of Jan. 4,1800, sold
L. A. S., Eliza M. Nickerson.
having served as gate keeper in the latter the same Thursday for *100.
The paper
several years. He was an honest, reliable was a memorial edition on
the death of
and
was respected by all who knew
man,
The Situation at Mt. Waldo.
George Washington. There is known to be
him.
only one more of the original copies in existence and that is in the museum at WashThere has been another break at the Mt.
Sudden
Death
of
Cyrus Sherman.
Waldo Granite Co’s, sheds in Frankfort.
ington, D. C.”
By the failure of the labor union officials to
The writer is mistaken in regard to there
sanction the rate agreed upon
amicably
Camden, Me., Jan. 16. Cyrus Sherman
but two of the original copies in exisbetween the company and the local union died
being
the
street here this
suddenly upon
granite cutters, the truce is off and non* morning. He was the son of
tence. I have one of the original
copies,
union labor will, this week, be at work at man, one of the oldest and Ignatius Sherwealthiest set- which I will sell.
J. E. Hall.
the sheds, f Bangor Commercial.
tlers of Camden.
Halldale, Jan. 15th, 1000.
ews.

j

fat.

Mr. Boutelle’s

-There is

Mr. and Mrs. W.
son

as a

B. F. Foster of

A Sophomore has joined the English History class.

of

man

delightiug

front rank

Opposite

was a

her most eminent citizen. “I remember,”
judgment,—wise
dove,—his delicious hu- said Mr. Hawes, “of bis preachiug and the
to turn the laugh upon himbeauty of it as t heard him in his prime life.
self, his sly shafts of satire—dipped ever in There can be no true eh queuce without
the milk of human kindness (for he did not
having at the back of it truth aud the power
use poisoned arrows), his love of the beautiof it. The voice of the truth is always eloI
ful, whether clothed in a winter’s ice storm quent.
God made him speak words that
or in a summer’s rose, his stealthy way of
j cannot be forgotten.”
Rev. S. D. Tuwin\ in a few brief remarks,
doing good, his self distrust and diffidence,”
said Mr. Cutler, “all unite to make a fascinreferred to his helplulm-ss to young clergy“Dr. Field saw the best that was m
ating personality, like no other m the world ! li eu.
we may be sure, that ever was, that ever will
men and in young men.
He was a help to
be. It is not always the case that a man is
all the young ministers.
It will never be
endeared to us by las peculiarities, but with I known what he did to help them. He would
this unique, inimitable man, his very idiohave them at his home, and in many ways
We loved him for
aided tin-*in.
syncrasies were lovable.
Always kind and sympathetic,
every one of them.”
generous, witli malice toward none, with
The closing speaker was Rev. Mr Penman, charity for all, every one found him an unwho spoke of his relations with the deceas- failing friend. We all feel bereft in the feeled, which, he said, were like those of a fath- ing that he is gone.”
er and son. "He is gone,” said Mr. Penman,
The service closed with prayer by the pas“and never again will we see that blessed
tor.
his acute

pent, harmless

mor,

Baird.

very life showed it, whose public prayer was
always inspiring iu its beauty of language.
He was generous, unassuming and one
whose every evidence marked him as a
great and good man.
Mr. Chas. T. Hawes, in well-chosen words,
said that in the departure of Dr. Field Bangor has lost one who was iu many respects

Mystic Grange, No. 9b, Beloiont, is pros

studying Halevy’s “L’abbe

school teacher in 18458

He, too,

Prof.Sew'all was followed by Rev, Charles
H. Cutler, who spoke on the close relations
that he had with Dr. Field in church work.
“His gentle greeting, his eager iuterest, his

insight,

of this city, who
first officer of schooner VV. Wallace
Ward when she was abandoned at sea, has
taken the same position on schooner David

the memory.

a

the most fervent and soul-stirring

of

day.
class will soou
study of Longfellow’s “Tales of
Inn.”

Mr.

as

preacher of the divine gospel. Prof. Sewal’’s
address brought tears from the great majority of the people in the church, and it was

red

The Rhetoric

are

brilliant service

Capt. Oscar Limeburner

was

were

teachers iu the last period.

The Junors
Constantin.”

Portland is
husband’s par-

to

cemetery.
The arrangements of the funeral were in
charge of Joseph G. Blake and Maj. William
Z. Clayton was the
direptor. The ushers
were Frank B. Cummings, Harry M. Smith
Harold C. Stetson, Linwood C. Sturtevant
and Owen H. Williams.

pastime.

conditioned in
making them up to the

of

Miss Edith Williams is at home from
Brunswick to spend the winter with her
mother, Mrs. Freeman M. Woods.

shine down in benediction from the pulpit or look up from the pew. He has been
translated. He bas been called to God because God needed him.
He has gone to that
infinite love upon which he loved to dwell.
God called him because He needed him and
because He wished to crown him.”
At the cl se of Mr. Penman’s address the
choir sang Crossing the Bar, after which
Prof. Sewall pronounced the benediction.
The people were then given an opportunity to view' the remains, and then they were
face

Field.

A large number of people were present
scriptural passage, and who was accompanied by Rev. Henry L. Griffin of the Sunday evening iu the Hammond St. ConHammond Street church, and Rev. C. H. gregational church, Bangor, to pay homage
Cutler of the First Congregational church.
to the revered afld honored memory of the
Following them came the honorary bear- late Rev. Geo. Warren Field, D. D. After
Mrs. W. L. Bragg had sung a beautiful solo,
ers, the elder deacons of the Central church,
Dr. George P. Jefferds, W. S. Dennett and Rev. Mr. Griffin introduced Mr. John L.
The
remains
were
I.
S.
borne
Johnson.
by Crosby, who paid an eloquent tribute to his
Saturday the officers found some evidence
which appears on its face to connect Blake the younger deacons, A. C. Sawyer, Dr. friend.
He spoke of Dr. Field as a man
and
Frank
L.
A.
Robinson
Goodwin.
Daniel
with a number of other depredations that
whose equal he had never seen, either as a
the
remains
were
the
members
of
have occurred in Moutville.
Following
There have
preacher or as one of high and noble characthe faculty of the Bangor Theological semi- ter. His great interest in young men was
been losses by theft of mutton at Howard’s
was
on
The
casket
the
and some parties have accused Blake of steal- nary.
placed
plat- shown by his generous gifts from a modering it. This he denied, and has stoutly aver- form in front of the pulpit. The speaker’s ate purse to his college, his seminary, the
desk was banked in evergreens iud dow- Y. M. C. A., and to many individuals. His
red that he has had no mutton or hardly any
other meat since he moved into town. The ers, the front being one mass of white manner of giving was so pleasant and
so delicate that often the giving was more
officers in searching his house found in the pinks.
The service began with the readi ag of the appreciated than the gift. After his resignaash pit in the chimney,among the new ashes
Mr.
Rev.
after
which
tion as pastor his devotion to his church was
Penrnau,
deposited there this winter, not only a quan- scriptures by
tity of partly burned mutton bones, but sur- the church choir sang He Giveth H>s Belov- great, his interest and helpfulness were conMr.
Griffin
followed
with
stant.
gical and dental instruments which were ed Sleep. Rev.
the reading of a number of passages of scripstolen from Dr. Ramsey; tools stolen from
Rev. J. E. Adams, D. D., referred to his
Volney Thompson, and other lost property. ture, after which prayer was offered by Rev. early recollections of Dr. Field. As a serMr.
Penman.
monizer he could make his illustrations so
Choate, who was indicted for the theft of
Prof. John S. Sewall made the first ad- clear and so practical that his sermons were
these articles, was released on bail until the
Aprii term of Court. If the evidence is then dress, and his remarks were most impres- long remembered. He mentioned having
sive. He referred to his early acquaintance
found to implicate Blake, Choate will be reheard a sermon at the Third church years
with Dr. Field and spoke at length upon ago from the words “Son, Remember.” makleased, unless further evidence against him
the life of the deceased as a pastor and of ing his remarks find a permanent place in
is found.

There

Hopkins

winter with her

ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Hopkins.

case—

render their verdict accordingly.
The jury retired at 11.15 and at 1145 returned a verdict of guilty.
The defense filed exceptions and motion for a new trial, addressed to the presiding judge, and the motion was ably argued
by Mr. McLellan for the defense and the
County Attorney for the State. Judge Fogler stated that the case having been fully
and fairly tried by a jury of twelve men
whom he personally knew to be fully the
equal at least of the average of jurors in
this or any other county; and as the case
involved no question of law, but only of
fact, he should deny the motion. This decision is final under the law, and the verdict of guilty stands.
Blake was sentenced to two years anu six
months in the State prison.

Warren

spending the

!

proof beyond the possibility of a doubt—
and the importance of direct and circumstantial evidence, be spoke of the elements
that enter into this case: The opportunity,
which must be shown that the accused
had and which no one else had; the motive,
such as gain, hatred, revenge, or malice;
and the conduct of the prisoner before and
after the event.
He charged the jury to
weigh all the evidence for and against and

not

this city the

day

of the Court Tuesday
Airs. Lauren Blake was called,
testimony was substantially the
that of her husband and his
was

in

Chas. B. Hazeltine left Tuesday for New
York on business.

opening

mother.
The case

was
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Every doctor knows that wild
cherry bark is the best remedy

known to medical science for
soothing and healing inflamed
throats and lungs.

A

robin’s carol, for

A

listening child forgets her spelling book
The bn gilt, eyed bird is calling her to go

Dr, Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral
Piasters

would

over

yss-sr

1 watch yon ship on her inbound
YY nh the sunlight on her sails.

The Best Medics!
Advice Free!
We 1111\v have sumo of the most emin.t'-u
nent physicians in liuMates.
UliUSU.ti Op]-"!Hit: I'I am
experience eminent iy li.
hem I
-.vuig you
m ••!•-! advit r.
Write lit ely nil the
Dui t.cular.i in

your

,T.

;

LOCAL

To the far land whence she hails.
Swifter they fiy than the roving wind
To the Northland broad and free;
To the dear old home that I left behind
By the shore of another sea

AVT-.R.
Mass.

Do sunbeams fall on its sentinel trees
As brightly as of yore,
And light boughs quivering in the breeze
Throw shadows across the Hour?
On woodbine tw ining about the eaves
Do tints of autumn glow,
And wild birds under tin- latticed leaves
Flit, softly to and fro ?

Lowell,

CATARRH

and
< LIMA T O'

nuggets

track,

1 know there are girlish steps still heard
In and out of each well known room.
And a light, voice sings like a liappv bird
In the twilight’s gathering gloom ;
Yet come the tears into gentle eyes
At the sound along hall and stair,
As thoughts of the wandering one arise
Whose voice was once heard there?

’..mi m n owned by the
w
ooiimh-o by a i i i<• d; aw n
CATARRH.
excellent effect.
per 100 lbs.: canned milk, $22.50 per case; ;
'• Vasliiniil'm's
lioadquai i.»‘is to
The specific is
KKL\ 1*. LA STS
75
cents
lb.
:
tomatoes
S7 per
butter,
per
!
m
; ln*i
m to a
point half i
render furs the important topic of the1 case.
We have most of our supplies for
v
ke! i;i‘ >a u the Schuylkill,
:•
O childhood’s friends, () childhood’s home,
hour.
What Nature provides
the winter and expect to get the balance
Far over the sounding sea.
m
'a:!y soidh t•• a point west ;
it is quickly Absorbed.
cold must always take precedence over I when the boat comes in.
Though many a mile of ocean’s foam
Provisions will
Gives belief at once,
•!
oatioi.
•; Kr.
s art iileiy, thence
Separate
you and me,
so the well-to-do and rich I be worth
something in the spring, as a
Yet love recks nothing of change or space,
to \ a!ic y (. reek, thence north any substitute,
New Yorkers, who in furs as in other ^ great many
And
here
on a distant strand,
will
remain
all
winter.
people
leek to the bend, thence northAllays Inflammation. Heals and Protects .the
spirit holds in fond embrace
must have variety, take advantage
“Sam Dipple is here working on the Membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste and My
east
tin* camp of McIntosh’s brigade, things
The
loved
of that northern land!
Smell. No Mercury. No Injurious drug. Regui*t (J. C. bhayne’s January oit’ers and purbeach.
Became here from the Klondike lar Size 50 cents; Family Size, $1.00; at Drug‘.i.rii
west to Washing ton’s
headquarters. j
l>\
or
mali.
gists
chase at. a reduction.
This the more so
Sardine Canning Syndicate.
1 i"
country and has not doue any good for ELY BRO THERS, 50 Warren Street. New York
eve, huwevei that it is the intent
since his reliability is beyond question himself
There will be a great rush
a! il
yet.
(Quaker < ity < hapter of the I>au«jhRival Industries in Maine Combine and will
t<
The devolution to acijuire the eu- and a fact which cannot he too strongly j here next spring.
Control the Market.
People cannot get
M remaining and t<> call upon each emphasized, as in fur the buyer must de- | lumber to build houses fast enough and
tii
Eastpokt, Mi;., Jan. 0. After an op- j
of
the dealer.
pend upon the rectitude
position of nearly one year, and tlie en- j
>' .:<
u the Union whose soldiers formed
consequently many will have to live in
tire canning season, from beginning, May !
SMALL Fl’ltS
( tin* » ominemul
a uah
tents this winter.
We could sell our
airuy to assist!
10, to close Dec. l.the two gigantic syndi- j
now wom over jackets, will be extremely
house for $1,000, and it cost us about
them i. the way of hinds, so they can
cates known as No. 1 and No. 2 joined
j
desirable during summer at country re- $500.
bands last week, the former now being the
.urn
Tarred paper cost us *11 a roll;
moments heie and remodel the j
one in the held.
sults.
The
is
and
one may
only
variety
great,
is into a great park.
j’
What a noble ;
carrugated cost $2.50 a sheet.
No. 1 syndicate, better known as the
“We have three tundra claims—just j
'.-king by these patn »ti« women, choose among short capes, collarettes,
Sea Coast packing company, was organized !
boas 01 Victorines in seal. Persian or baby located
o
■;
doubts but
that
this city just 10 months ago and the !
in
them.
hey will;
They are hack from the j
lamb, chinchilla, mink, otter or sable, j beach about one-half a mile.
leading promoters who secured the many j
succeed.
is!
Tundra
1
canning plants were ('. II. Barnhill and j
]r was the women of our country who nor must the Huffy fox furs he omitted, the Russian word for a ll it boggy country ;
it. J. Killick of Chicago.
saved Mt. \ einon i<- us and also restored because they are particularly fashionable, covered with moss.
It will he winter |
No. 1 syndicate had 22 sardine canning
either
as collarettes or as the entire anfactories on the eastern Maine coast during
digging. If tlie tundra claims turn out
Indej.e deuce IIall, v. lo-se w alls have rung
1
imal.
collarettes
the past season, of which 10 were located
Charmingly coquettish
well this will be the gieatest gold country
"'-'ii
eletjiienee i*t Patrick Henry and
in East port.
show adroit finishings of heads, claws and
ever known.
oil.11 .Meat oiatois of colonial dajs.
Oh!
Eleven <>t these plants in this city were
or again there are elegantly simple
tails,
•You will hear from me the liisl thing :
h >•run part of the live months of the
Apply with a sponge. Rub the article!
-pot, what memories rush in upon
season,
i
without
such
accessories, though! in the
to be cleaned
rinse in hot
and it is generally known that there was 1
Here it was hat the st-jut-heait- 1 styles
spring if nothing happens.”
the union ol two furs in tin* one garment j
water. Wipe dry with a soft cloth or
little
in
the
money
enterprise
during the
r tints suffered
The Nickerson brothers were formerly |
so tenihly in the
chamois.
is v r\ frequent—rev< is on jackets being 1
opposition.
of /Searsport.
si ow
oid it e "Ma i11 e hundred yeais ago.
No. 2 syndicate—better known as the 1
almost always in a combination fin.
PAUL MFC CO
ii
Standard sardine company—also had its
was. as Washington looked with
BOSTON-MASS
THE EXT KM* 10 WHICH
Christmas in Seattle.
main office in this city, on Sea street.
?
v
aii.I soirow iiti his ha.’ctootcd and
imitation jewelry is now worn astonishes
This syndicate was more fortunate than
i- gg< -i u:r\ sniveling in the icy air. that
No. 1 in buying up the big factories last
pJ00. Seattle 1
one, the best department stores show imiBEST IN Till: WOULD.
Wash., Jan.
Seattle,
h- was >d to dispatch the following im sspring, as it secured 27. Of these plants, j
tation
ON LY 10 CENTS.
collars, chains, brooches, etc., had a green Christmas, all right, and a
i only six were located in East port, the
r,,m i neiital Congress in its refw’hieh are purchased by persons of good! gentle mist in the morning. The temperaPOOR & SON, Druggists, Belfast.
\ others being scattered along the eastern
Yoik. which became famous in all
uge a
Maine coast.
standing, and even the rich often wear ture ranged from -17 to 54, and 0-100 of an
'1 am now
A ml.
convinced without
The two big plants of the American can
It was undoubtedly the
these articles in preference to real jewelry. inch of rain fell.
...THE...
iouht that. unh ss some great and capital
company are located at North Lubee,near
neck
chains
are
in
extreme favor,
Long
“brightest” Christmas,—notwithstanding
this city, and were operated by the Stand*
this army ;
hang*1 shall take place
the cloudy weather—which Seattle has
and are sometimes tied in loops just beard sardine company. They also owned
mast m vitably be reduced to one or the
and conducted the new fertilizing plant
low the throat,imparting a dressy appear- experienced for many a year.
Merchants
ai•
of
these
three things—starve,
there, and when the two syndicates
ance to a plain waist.
Genuine diamond report an unprecedented trade and many
came together the past week, these new
dissol vo or disperse.”
or pearl ropes ornament the
corsages of shoppers had not concluded their selecindustries went with the trade.
siit h were the words of George Washmillionaire's daughters, and aqua marine tions until after midnight ] on Saturday.
It is reported that fully &•«(),000 had
ings n. and they seem to come home to me is next
JOliBKItS OF
been invested in the two plants of these
in favor, or gold chains set with The postoffice reports 40 per cent, more
more
ihly than ever to day as J stand stones
can-making machines since they were put
at regular spaces are very beautibusiness at Christmas time than last year.
w here these scenes oe< lined. J seem to see
up during the summer, and it is generally
ful, and less expensive than one formed No residents of Seattle need Lave missed
understood that neither the French nor
these hungry soldiers with their naked feet ;
the American machines used there turned
tbe Christmas turkey, because of the fact
of stones.
scattered around their campliies, shiver- entirely
out the success anticipated by the inventthat a public dinner was given all who
RRA< EI.ETS AND W ATCHES
ing : their tattered blankets and longing j
ors, promoters or investors.
come, under the auspices of the
might
present no special novelties but there is
.1 ulius Wolff, the general manager of the
SEEDS
and
for morning to come again, and to hear
27 sardine canning factories, alsu the big
great choice iu brooches. Circlets of stones, Salvation Army, and more than 500 en:1m m
voice of the Father of our ConnGROCERIES plants at North Lubec, looked upon his
crescents on the same order, miniatures joyed the dinner.
tr\ ,i. selemn prayer for his suffering j
nev*r machines as a
great success, but the
The farmers of the Puget Sound country
bordered w ith stones, enameled flowers in
,i
cans averaged many leaks, and the experWe may
Importers of Salt.
ri} n the woods at my rear.
have no use for cyclone cellars, as severe
a thousand colorings,
by
supplemented
iments cost thousands of dollars until the
Kc.ovfi ;iie history of the world for all
dealers in the finest quality of
diamond sparks, single amethysts set storms are never known here—neither
plant was closed several weeks ago.
time u.'i fail to find wheie mankind suiThe Sea Coast packing company now
around with small pearls or diamonds; in cyclones nor blizzards. Cattle graze the
it ied such privations and stiuggles for
has 49 sardine canning factories along the
■
fact any tine gem bordered by smaller year around, with very little if auy snow
eastern coast of Maine, which gives it. a!
liberty Hid justice as did the officers and
ones is in high esteem.
Dull linisli for or ice to interfere.
UptoJan. 1st., there
most the
entire control of the
"M
pack
,1 the Revolution around these!
each season.
brooches is new, and a head cut out in had been neither. Crops are always cerLast year the pack reached
mi -w clad hills of Valley Forge.
OKDFKS
1’TI.Y
FILLED
FROM
tain and the market is far from being
nearly 1,000,000 cases, against. 1,000,000
cameo style on a dull finish background is
Ami so shall a liglit that cannot fade
the year before. The new combine will
well supplied—-it is practically unlimited. 33, 33, 37 Front St., fief fast. Me
about the only genuine novelty.
Beam on th* m from <*11 high,
also be known as the Sea Coast packing
And angel's voices Midi‘V say.
Klondike conditions have
V krona Clarke.
naturally
ltf
TEL.EFH.OlME 4-2.
company, syndicate No. 1 having a capiTheir names can in ver die.”
tal of $8,000,000. Of this amount SO,000,brought many rough and criminal cliarac- j
It is m\ intention before 1 return to
00 • came from the now defunct Standard
A Card.
ters to Seattle, where holdups and burglarMaine Grthe summer to visit here again
sardine company.
and swindling of intending Klondikers
We, tin undersigned, do hereby agree to ies,
and gather more data and write another
Stocktaking has now begun in the 27
One highwayman J
refund the money ou a 50cent bottle of occasionally occur.
factories under control of No. 2, but now
article tor’The Journal on the traditions Greene's Warranted
Syrup of Tar if it fails got his deserts in a holdup
in
the big consolidation.
recently, when
I’llKSIIIENT OF TUB
We also guarthat have come down to us through the to rule your cough or cold.
Before the sardine canning season
antee a 25 cent bottle to prove satisfactory two of the gentry held up a suburban car.
opens, May 10,there will be many changes
century that has just d ed out. \'alley or money refunded.
The passengers drew their guns and gave
in different factories, and with such a
W. O. Poor & Son
Howes & Go.
Forge! Long will its name live; long will A.
battle, resulting in the killing of one of
dm 47
strong rival in the field this year there
it he remembered in all ages as the place
SPECIALIST IN
will be a smaller chance of the three facthe would-be robbers and the wounding
where Washington faced the most despertories outside the “fence” putting up
It lias been demonstrated repeatedly in
of one of the passengers. Probably the
fish the coming season.
ate crisis, not only of his life, ‘‘but of the
every State in the Union anti in many forwas wounded, as the battle
Fijank W. Gowen. eign countries that Chamberlain’s Cough other robber
country’s cause.”
All Diseases of the Lungs,
I want to let the
people who suffer from
Throat and Air passages, inRemedy is a certain preventive and cure for lasted until the revolvers were completely
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 1, 1900.
cluding all catarrhal states rheumatism aud sciatica know that Chamcroup. It has become the universal remedy
Needless to state that there is
for that disease. M. V. Fisher of Liberty. emptied.
quickly relieved and perma- berlain’s Pain Balm relieved me after a
nlimber of other medicines aud a doctor had
nently cured by the use of Dr
W. Va., only repeats what has been said much rejoicing that one thug has received
Mitchell’s Multipathic Reme- failed. It is the best liniment L have ever
around the globe wrhen he writes: ‘‘I have his deserts, and there are at least two
dies. The Lung Capsules, known of.— T.
A. Dodgem, Alpharetta, Ga.
used Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy in my heroes in town.
Cough Tablets, and General
Tonic have CURED MANY Thousands have been cured of rheumatism
family for several years and always with
People en route for Klondike or Cape
For Infants and Children
this
by
One application relieves
THAT
WERE
CON
is
not
remedy.
We
believe
that
it
success.
CASES
perfect
Nome should look out for other “prosH O P E LESSLY the pain.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.,
SIDERED
only the best cough remedy, but that it is a
while
to
Seattle.
overland
WITH
CONAFFLICTED
pectors”
coming
druggists.
sure cure for croup.
It has saved the lives
SUMPTION. The Great Mulof our children a number of times.” This They are apt to make too many new actipathic Grip specific has cured hundreds and
Little Phyllis was visiting her grandma
remedy is for sale by A. A. Howes & Co., quaintances who are “well acquainted in saved them from the complications following La
Seattle.” It is too apt to be the case that Grippe, such as pneumonia, when all otter reme- the other day, and gave herself up to seridruggists.
these gentry will desire a short loan or dies tailed to relieve. All should have a bottle at ous consideration. After she had for sevhand. The NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF CON- eral minutes been looking very earnestly at
A. A. Howes drug store guarantees every innocently introduce some skin game, or SUMPTIVE AND OTHER CASES who have been her
grandmother she asked : “Ar you going
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Itemedy and meet another friend with an unpaid freight cured by these Remedies furnished on anplica- to die
pretty soon?”
“Yes,” her grand“I thought you were going to try to borwill refund the money to auy one who is not bill.
A man with good sense and who catioti. SEND FOR LECTURE ON COUGHS, mother answered, “I suppose I am.” “And
row only $10 from him, but you say you got
Etc.
The LUNG CAPSULES, Cough Tablets,
satisfied after using two-third of the con- keeps
never loose a
need
am
too?”
I
good
I,
“Oh,
no;
company
General
hope you are going
La
sent
I
to
remember
Tonic,
by mail
twenty.” “Yes.
happened
Grippe Specific
tents. This is the best remedy in the world
postage paid for 50c. and *1.00 a bottle. CONSUL- to die fora long time yet.” “Well,” the litjust in the nick of time that anything worth for la grippe, coughs, colds, croup and cent in Seattle, or en route; but if he is TATION
FREE.
the
month
tle
one
at
Treatment
by
emphatically exclaimed, “I don’t
doing at all is worth doing well.” [Chicago whooping cough and is pleasant and safe to careless he can lose his “wad” as quickly reasonable rates.
The diseases peculiar;to women
want to die even when it is yet!” [Chicago
Evening Post.
take. It prevents any tendency of a cold to in Seattle, or on the train, as anywhere on cured by a new and practically infallible line of Times-Hcrald.
earth.
“Never let go your “wad,” my treatment and entirely new remedies.
result in pneumonia. 4ms,
Don’t let the little ones suffer from eczeLABORATORY, 3 Howard Place. Roxbury,
is good advice. There’s only one
Nowhere in the State of Maine can the son,”
Mass.
No
Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Wash|
ma, or other torturing skin diseases.
to keep it—and that is to “keep it.”
MEDICAL OFFICE, 218 Tremout Street, Union { ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
need for it. Doan’s Ointment cures. Can’t Keeley Treatment be obtained except in way
wart
of
Hank
There
are
hundreds
jto
to
withays
p
next
Hotel
Savings
Write
for
information,
Touraine,
Maine.
Information, Seattle, Wash., C. M. Moore,
Building,
harm the most delicate skin. At any drng Portland,
Bos to», Mass.
I
2 ml*
O. M. Moore.
it.
ltf
Secretary.
ly37.
store, 50 cents.
•ml tin
o'!
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ACTRESS,

ntir\NO

OF NEW YORK CITY.

Man-a-lin, without which I should ha\
been dead by this time. Th re is :
medicine t]iat can equal Pe-ru-na a’.
Man-a-lin. I find it a sure cure for
catarrhal affections; as for la gnpj
there is no other remedy that can < >
1 can scarcely find wedpare with if.
to expn -s my gratitude for I*r. Hartman's good advice and kindness to

settled. It cures all catarrhal
affections like magic. No money could
Tempt mo to be without this remedy*for
von a day.
It is just the remedy that
ol women need, especially such women
that are exposed to the vicissitudes of
elimate, as I am.
“I never neglect an opportunity t<>

And my thoughts go fondly wandering back

case.

Address, Dr.

••

THE GREAT

comes

MY OLD HOME.

issttgs

'—

CARTER.

Mrs. Leslie Tarter, probably the most
prominent actress in America, says the
following of Pe-ru-na:
“Pe-ru-na is sure to prevent a cold.
It will stop a cough before it be-

Sometime I catch a far-olT sea-bird’s cry;
Again tlie surges beat a stormy strand ;
In sodden heaps the leaves of autumn lie;
And through mv curtained casement comes
the sigh
Of rising winds across a lonesome land.

&

here to work

-■

MRS. LESLIE

can dun,
Of sweet old gardens amid blossoming trees.
Of 1 izy cattle standing to the knees
In buttercups along a river’s rim.

Put ona of

now

;

The distant, drowsy murmur "t’ the bees
Paints pictures that nor time nor. tears

one dollar in beach gold.
Nothing but a local
“Flour is $0 per 100 lbs.; bams 40 cents remedy or change of cli
j
mate will cure
per lb. ; bacon, 20 cents per lb.; Sugar $25.

naturally, iu which squares or
heels of heavy ecru hu <■ are inserted with

cliff-

see no more.

Across the meadow to the sunny nook
\Y here, on the margin of a silver brook,
The fair blue iris and the catkins grow.

and

comes

about

that I may

pane.

<>u

it;

roar

a moment heard,
To faithful memory brings back again
The saucy chirrup of a vagrant bird
Balancing lightly, by the soft, wind stirred,
Upon an elm bough near a schoolhouse

lots of gold here.
“We are goiug to try and do some drifting on the beach this winter, get out some

j

walled shore.
tlie dear home

MEMORIES

since I landed

here until the last, few days.
freezing and too cold to rain.

homesick shell, thy low imprisoned
the sounding sea, the

Brings back

aie

through with rain

white

slip.

A fishing boat rocks idly to and fro;
Along the, sands the fishers come and go;—
Hark! on the wind the sailors’ “Yo! heave
ho !”
0

black with people.
This is a hard place for a working man,
for it lias rained all summer
1 have been
wet

The streets

ship;
through the far-off mist-gates
sails

it is worth $175.

waists, and the 5,000.

VISION.

rock-towering by the water side;
The low lap! lap! of the advancing tide;
A sun-browned child, dreamy and wistful-

Then I started for the Bonanza Mining
District and Frank Ferguson went to rock-

over for this year, for it has begun freezing and the days are getting short.
“Anvil City has a population of about

at

j

of

A gray

are also cured;
the coughs of bronchitis, weak throats and irritable
Inngs. Even the hard coughs
of
consumption are always
made easy and frequently cured
by the continued use of
we

native

who do not:

appeared.
Old coughs

Snow-

on

the hips, dirt and wash it out in the
spring.
.ns
a huge box |
“I send you by registered mail to-day
at
b:
the
rk.
'l
from
plait
ucks, extending
some small gold
nuggets that 1 found myw
st
hem, art1 a special feature iu new self; also a sample of the beach gold. 1
loth guv. us, and as they end about a foot think there is about $<> of
$5 in
lur

nimissioii
In

days we
Cape Nome
everything was lo-

first twenty

took in the

a

few poems which refer to Belfast, believing
they will interest many of our readers,
those w ho know the author as well as those

as

while chiffon,embroidered in
There are indicavery minute jet beads.
lions that skirts will be fuller, as some

Valiev

It.'

still

t<

ami

v

as

we

body

as

■)»

Then

tell you what

.1‘To.ss

he peo-

■

this

‘.ai

tore

at

The
we

to

any
the front, the neck cut square, j for
wages, but I don’t suppose any one
a iih bh.i
satin ribbon straps and bow< comes here with that intention.
Every•o.onss tl.<
shouldc! s, with long sleeves
cannot strike it rich but there is

At my
domm-

s<>

ser\«

;i

u

«

>';«■

u cl.:

.i) ?

.d i

.i

*•

In-

jthe

11

going

much,

Lumber at
bouse, 12 by 14.
that time was worth $125. per 1000 feet;

individual prefslanting, according
er* nee.
An elegant purple
velvet independent waist, has three wide folds

1

~

particularly

or

I'iii-

avc*

t In*

«.•••!

>•.-

■

1'

In

«!•«*

1

•’i]'"1
•

}■'—

ve

pn-se:

here

built

the front, the space
lo;*d in with chiffon, or they may be
straight across the front below the bust,

appro-

■

When the children get their
feet wet and take cold give them
a hot foot bath, a bowl of hot
drink, a dose of Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral, and put them to bed.
The chances are .eey will he
all right in the morning. Continue the Cherry Pectoral a few
days, until all cough has dis-

excellent foundation

which is used

the newest idea

Is

iolds

■

i_ii

ss

GotieB®

Gulch for $8 aud $9 per day, and worked
40 days, then we came to
City and

ui: a pi m;

ilu- sratry heavens
do
v. w

*m

an

ery silk, and this is
on* blonde lace.

Islington "••aid

\\

s

o

(

i-

ami disg’aee it
j.ows ltul tialinii

mu

mi

satin

30th

neck, and completely covered with an have been men who rocked out as high as
embroidery of cut jet beads. A new way $200 and $000 a day, but T am of the
of ornamenting white lace dresses is to opinion that it will average about an
outline the designs with colored embroid- ounce a day to a man.
Rocking is about

and

x

Imitation

Journal, j

predictions,

July

to

about $10 each per day.
We would have
side I done much better if we had not
gone to
panels foi velvet dresses. A very dashing work for wages, but uo one knew about
white satin waist was cut square in the the beach diggings at that time.
There

1 *»

>•

all

applbjiied lace,

for

bi grass-covered
J'.ed. away, and then

soon

to

also forms

satin

also

are

but the.>*

ks will

glad

I Would Not Have Catarrh for a Million Dollars," 1
Says Mrs. Carter—Pe-ru-na her Safeguard,

“

tLis city, but for many
It
years a resident of Alameda, California.
is a welcome addition to our shelf of Maine
books, and adds another leaf to Belfast’s litmuse is tenerary laurels. Mrs. Powell’s
der and tuneful, and we have selected a

princess dresses, many of I
which are cut open at the front, and, as a ing on the beach. It took me 15
days to
rule, the satin is covered by net, elabor- make up the trip. I have been working
ately embroidered in gold or silver thread, on the beach mine since. We are making

Tlioi

m

|

were

cated.

breadths of

of the old entrenchments which
leave patriots threw up to more

n:

have done.

has its votaries, not only for entire cos- I
tumes, but also for the distingue front

men

tions

of The

J Correspondence

depot.

traces

0111

Vogue.
Furs, Boas, Collarettes.
Beal Jewelry.

ami

of Massachusetts and the Joof (renera! Henry Knox's artillery.

minute

am

I
New Waists,

small

and then climb the steep
hills atid view the ground occupied by the
uea:

was

Mining District, but
in

pa-

and

did not have time to prospect them
but think they will be all light.

prayer."

at

weekly

I
miles to the Bonanza Mining District.
located two claims, but do not know how
good they are. 1 run out of giub, and

air

saith tin- spirit inarch

:011s

a

hear from you.
I am well and all right.
I have just returned from a tough trip of about 100

h.

an

s

avy

bis

to

Idaho, taken

Yours of

“Brother Frank:
received and

“Now I

in- i'liii-

Alaska,

This is the title of a neat little volume
from the press of the Peter Paul Book Coma collecpany of Buffalo, N. Y., containing
tion of the poems of Mrs. Emily Browne
Powell, a sister of Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett

®«v*e

from Ed.

letter

a

from The Silver Messenger,
per printed in Challis:

nee :

:

is

following

Nickerson of Anvil City,
brother Frank of Challis,

I do not believe there
a ease of dyspepor
sia, indigestion
any stomach trouble
that cannot he relieved at once and
cured
permanent Iv
bv civ 1> VSl'El'SIA
(TliE.
MI N VON.
At all druggists,
<inide
‘J .“><•. a vial.
to Health and medical advice free. 1o05
Arch stret. 1’liila.

►Schuylkill valley line ot the Philadelphia
and heading railroad.
The day was perfect.aid tin* sky h.-oktd mi beautiful, with
just a detey cloud hei ami there, that the
as wo

i

is

This famous old camping ground of the
llevoluti-.n is less than :J0 miles from Philadelphia and is readied by rail ovei the

sw»

|m|

T

BliflllkHflilVmmm

of last October
to

A ■

Songs Along the Way.

City, Alaska.

Prom Anvil

Valley Korge.

Historic

me.

The peculiar ills to which v- ne n are
are oft- n
very dangen.us. It
:ctim
frequeetiy happens that the
recommend this remedy to my friends.
lixs far I'r^ii, competent medical a#*
It is Americans greatest remedy tor
sistanro. What
America’s greatest enemy, cata.-i
an
>1. a 1 L she do?
catarrhal affections. I would n >t haw
she
is
not
catarrh for a million dollars, and as long
wealth \ enoiurh
as I have Pe-ru-na at hand to
promprly to go to
'.10
check the slightest symptoms of itdistant city for
approach, I feel perfectly safe from th;- treatment, and
disease.”
N. Leslie Tarter.
e;;un.)t
procure
Mrs. M. Dooley, Mount Airy, Haber- skillful
assistsham county. La., in a recent letter says: ance at home.
“I suffered five years more or less with This is what she
catarrh of the stomach and pelvic or- should do : write
gans. I tried a good many remedies of ur. li art man,
my own, and bought medicine from a Coinuo is, O., toll him the whole story,
doctor that was highly recommended. \ and ho will do t ho rest. Mr-, Varga;- tj
although the medicine did me no good Fiotz, W'ih-ox, (). I., writes:
J
\:end
whatever. Finally, I concluded to submy sincere thanks for the good advice
mit my ease to Dr. Hartman. I wrote
you have given me. I do mu believe 1
him, and he readily advised me.
I Would be living n <\v if it w*a mu for
bought some Pe-ru-na, and a few days you. I hail suffered with hone rrliage
after was taken with la grippe. I took for four months and tlio do-M, rs could
Pe-ru-na and Man-a-lin and I can say \
help me hut little. They operated on
without a doubt that it has entirely me three times. It, was
very painful,
relieved me of all my ailments. I feel | and I
only obtained a little relief. Ai
better and stronger than I have in many long as they worked at me, the hemyears. My ap- ! orrhage stopped; hut just as soon as
petite is all j they closed the door it would comright, I have no j mence to ilow again. I was so weak I
sy m p toms of could not turn in bed. At last my
my former trou- neighbors began to speak of patent
bles remaining. medicines. Then 1 applied to Ur. HartI am able to do man.
1 did nor know whether lie eoald
my usual work help me or not; but T followed his adwithout fatigue, vice and only used three bottles of Poand have every ru-na. Now lam welL and as strong ai
reason to be1 ever was.”
lieve that my
Every woman should have Dr. Harthealtli is the di- man’s free book to women. Address
r«*ct result of the use of Pe-ru-na and Dr. Hartman, Columbus, Ohio.
subject
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briskly,

A La DIPS' i*AGA2JNE.
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Swan <£ Sibley Co.

CRAIN,

FEED.

1

Anthracite and

Blacksmith

Edition

A

I lt«*

Reliable, Stmple, Up-t*v-lineal mad Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Pattern*.
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every
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good agricultural

r-

ami

in

tie

dm.
fami!'

have

-end

perlected arrangements whereby
that praetical amt instructive jourII

me.

in

connection

with Tim

Republic in Journal mi remarkably liberal terml.ack ot space forbids but a bri*
as given below,
description ot the contents ot Farm and Home
which is unequalled tor variety and excellence
(N»Se—«AH»ynw Htttfii.)
Prominent among u< many departments may be
Only m m4 15 at*, aoofc—mm ki^bor
Ask for tkem
Sold m mil) ovary city
mentioned tlie Farm and harden. Market Reports.
or
ouui
from
snd town,
bf
Fruit Culture, Plans and Inventions, The Apiary
THE McCALL CO.t
Talks with a Lawyer, iron ml ihe tdobe. Live stock
138-M9 Worl Mtk ft., No« Y*rt.
and Dairy, The Poultry Yard, The Question Box
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
The Republican Journal and McCall’s MagaFancy Work, Household Features
Farm and Home is published seinbmonthly.
zine, one vear each, for §2.10, in advance.
_! thus giving you 21 numbers a year, the who:,
making a volume or over 500 pages, teeming wo:
all the latest and nest reliable information tha:
experience and science can supply

Rv special anangoiuent we make for
limite*
time the follow mg liberal otFer
To ail who pay lor The Republican Journal one

(LAUNDRY

year In advance $2.00, Farm and Home will h>
sent for one year tree. The regular subscription
tor Farm and Home Is 511 cents a year.
Address all orders

to

THF UK PI Kill A A JIM RN AL PI It

(O.,
Belfast. Me.
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PILES!

PILLS!

I>r. Williams' Indian

I' d-

PILES!

ointment

will

m-.

Weeding, Ulcerated and Iteh.i.,: P ies
absorbe- the tun. >rs, allays the itchm,: at nm-c
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Or. Wi
iKims' Indian Pile Ointment is pre|>ared -nly l>>;
1‘ili‘saiiii Itching of the private parts, and noth
iugelse. Every l>i>x is guaranteed. S >l-i la- ilnu
and si 0(> per box
gists, sent by mail, lor
Blind,

All Hand Work,

no

hieacti, acid,

or

chemicals

a

WILL! \M.V MTU Co Pr
For sale bv R. H. Moony.

THE HAND LAUNDRY.
C. A. SI EVENS,
“>8

E. F.

,1.

>1.

STEVENS

OPERA

NOTICE.

BY THE

L.

STEVENS,

4,
to

and THROAT.

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.
E.

to

Special attention given

...

M.

I).,

Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
gy Office hours from 1 to 4, and 7 to 8

p.

and. Ohi

BLOCK.
12

l! to

2

RUPTURES
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ly

HOUSE

OFFICE HOURS

-SPECIAL ATT ENT ION GIVEN TO THE (THE OF....
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m

Dr. John Stevens,

t'hurcli’St., Belfast, Me,

WHITCOMB.Searsport Agent.
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Chronic Diseases.

Family 1’aper
fist alt.--.
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LOtUS,

|

I'arm
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p

M ultipathic Medical Co.,limited.

ill** t

Stylish,
date, K.

I

7

A.
to

~\.
8 P. M.

EYE, EAR, NOSE
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FLOUR! FLOUR!!
I have just received two cars, 300 bids., <>f the
Best, Patent Michigan Flour. I have In store
White, Hurrah's City Mills, Albion. LillyWhite and Pillshury's Best, which I oiTer at low
prices. Also hav l>v the cargo, car or hale. Straw
reatiled.
ALBERT H. CARTER, t

Snow

WANTED!
Apprentices

to

learn the

further information

stone

apply

cutters trade.

For

to

MOUNT WALDO GRANITE WORKS,
tf40
Frankfort, fie

pictures of Lite
\

rip

I
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I

I

in

Southern Portugal.

ridge—and in an instant you are in a
marvellously beautiful land! Orange and

Nctubal, Fourth City in the King*
lie Lords of Piilinillu. The Ancient
i<I

11.i

1«*

have

been

Ituilt, A.

lemon groves till the air with fragrance,
blossoms showing ou the branches amid
fair, ripe fruit, like “goiden lamps in a

D.

Correspondence of The Journal.!

1*01’.TUtiAL, Dec. 15, 1899.
this celebrated commercial port
tin Portugal is only about twenty
iow Lisbon, it is nearly a day’s
from point to point.
First, a full

twilight

w..

r\

terry steamer across the
of the Tagus, from Lisbon

;.y

shore to Barreiro

on

stretch of imagination

v

vt

!y receding city of

1

on

can

this water passage as a
iwithstanding its novel

•t

\

|
broad
its

the southcon-

of

j

|

pleasant

scends—j
palaces

leafage.”

Fields

are

dark

green with the rank luxuriance of growing crops; the air is soft and warm; birds
are

singing

the trees;

in

orchards—peach,

almond,

pear and cherry—abound, and
every inch of uncultivated ground is
radiant with wild flowers.
Only geology
can

explain

one

side of

this amazing change.
On
the ridge are the alluvial

sand-flats of

other,

the

stones

of

ancient sea; on the
clays, schist and lime-

some

rocks,

the oolites.

ram-

And then such

triumphs of Nature’s masonry in cliff and
mountain, such strangely contorted peaks
and intensely red rock surfaces, such harThe1
monies of grey and purples, greens and
flies

hills in the rear, a strange Afriiscape ahead, and dark mountains
h

kg round on every side.
boat, infested with rleas,
vermin, rolls aud rocks like a
o the English channel, or a sailrounding Cape Horn. In it
and peasants, mules, horses

w

1

sea-sick

together, are crowd-

juxtaposition. An icy wind
idy .-ide of the deck chilling
marrow,

«

while

•'■•'pillar side

a

countenance

on

the other

blistering

sun

shine.

The

t<>

blues!.

On

a

massive

the six miles of fertile

ed

their

relative positions since that
and it is the opinion of many
scientists that if the sand-dunes were
shovelled away it would be found that

long,

four

or

from five to ten feet broad and

face aud you may find bits of
green glazed
pottery, mosaic pavements and broken
marbles.
In places where
heavy rains
have washed away the Binds, portions of

Skipper Tells the Transvaal's

President That the World is Hound.

The town, which the English—
who have murdered so many Latin names
in cold blood—miss-call Saint Ubz,
is

was

sailing

Sept. 9.

Stevens.

Sept.

M.

a
a

son, Merrick P.

April 20.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Heal, a
Walter Leroy.
April 22. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Packard, a daughter, Caroline Gilmore.
May 18. Mr. and Mrs. Otis Longfellow, a

son, Henry.
June 9.
Mr. and Mrs.

daughter.
Sept.

Dec. 6

ham,

——

BELOW ARE GIVEN A
FEW ANNOUNCEMENTS

j
a

\

\

Mr. Stillman’s career as artist, editor, and $
newspaper correspondent in various foreign
countries has brought him into touch with ^
many of the most striking personages and 3
events of the last fifty years. The early pa
pers of the series give singularly interesting 4
characterizations of Dr. Xott, the famous ?
President of Union College, of Ruskin, Tur
ner. and other English and American artists.
?
of Kossuth, whom Mr. Stillman served as )
secret agent, of Emerson, Holmes, Lowell,
Agassiz, and other members of the Adiron- 1
(lack Club.
)

$
^

$

Sioux Tribe of Dakota Indians, who received her education in the East, has written
for the January, February and March minibers three exceedingly interesting \ apers,
entitled
ton

II.
III.

One of the most important features of
Tiie Atlantic for 1900 will be the publication of a large number of Short Stories of the
first quality, Conspicuous among these will
be Maud Evelyn by Henry James. There
will also l»e stories b\ Kate Douglas VVig=
gin, VV. D Howells, Sarah Orne Jewett,
Joel Chandler Harris, and many others.

■

1

:
:

Foreign
?

formation-scene.

Only

a narrow

dividing

Jvorine,

■

\

\
\
\
j
\
;

;

Special Offer

\
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\
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l

35 cents

{

a

$4.00

copy.

HOUGHTON. MIFFLIN &
4 Park

No

year,

j

CO.,

;

J

Street, Boston.

■

h

a

T

^‘

Worry

is

experienced by the cook who
j* wants her mince pies to be per! feet, if she is one of the sensible
\ women who always use

j|

Gold Coin
.Mince Meatft

for the
pie crust. It is made of fresh
beef and green apples after an
old Maine receipt.
It is better
than you could make it yourself
and cheaper.
A oc. package will prove this to you.
comes

to you

ready

—

Sold

all Grocers.

by
Prepared by Thorndike & Hix, Rockland,

Chichester’*

English

Me.

Ciauiu.Kl ‘Jnmfl.

Pennyroyal

pills

and Only Genuine.
A
^"its id
always reliabl*
Druggist for Chichester Eo'.'ish IHaJfFK\
Knioiid Brand in lted and ti.,14
blue ribbon. Take
jboxes, scaled with
other. Refuse dangerous suhstitu- V
ions and imitations. At Druggists, or Had 4*.
in stamp* for particulars, testimonials and
“Belief for Ladlea." in Utter, by retard
Mall. 10.000 Testimonials. NMe Paper.

Original

safe,

metnllic\wjHf
\Br

|no
ft

*Chlche*terClieu»lca»C,o.,Mndlao« ftqaara*
Aold by all Local Druggist*.

I’ll 1 LADA.. i'A.

TO RENT.
A

desirable tenement up stairs at 25
Street, Belfast.
DU. F. A. KNOWLTON,
ttl
Fairfield, Me.

Miller

!

3m46

Isaac s. staples & son,
Brooks, Maine,

over

A Good

Child
Sffli Healthy children are good because thev
feel good. A
bad
child is never a well
Ms} child. A pale, peevish, fretful, feverish

jlMi

Professor Drisko, who succeeds Dr.
Hull in the chair of physics, has begun
his course. One of these is the first term
of the required two terms of physics
taken by the Sophomores; the other is an
elective course open to the Juniors.
Mr.
Drisko is a graduate of the Massachusetts
of
and
has
Institute
been for
Technology,
some years an instructor in that instituIt is already evident that he will be
tion.
a valuable member of the instruction stall
of Colby.
The prizes for excellence in preparation for college, awarded upon special examination tests, were won by George W.
Thomas and Sheppard Butler of the Men’s
Division of the Freshman class. These
two men, and Roger Brunei of Portland,
were all of them ranked above the mark
necessary to entitle a student to a prize.
The two men to whom the prizes were
given were only slightly in advance of
Brunei in their marking.
No prize was
given to the women.

is wholly vegetable and therefore safe. It is
tested by 48 years household use and therefore reliable.
Ask your druggist for a bottle. 35 cents.
Write for “Children and their
Diseases."
Sent free.
DR. J. F. TRI E & CO., Auburn, Me.

Don't Be Bilious...
Regulate the bowels with the True “L. F."
Atwood's Bitters. Used for 40 years with never
failing good results.
The right kind have a large red "L. 1.''
yellow label and wrapper.

mu

I3n.

AFTER USIN6.

While the students of Colby have not
openly declared for the abolishment of
hazing, yet it is very apparent to all w ho
are connected with the students that the
general practice of hazing is falling into
disuse here at Colby, and if left alone
will in a few years be but a memory of
the past.
Hazing seems to have sprung
up in the American colleges, not through
any viciousness on the part of the student
as many suppose, but because of aD overflowing spirit, which must find veut in
action.
The faculties and members of all
our colleges will agree that, since athletics
have come to receive more of the student’s
time, hazing has received less. The reason is that the overflow of the student’s
spirit has been turned towards athletics
and not against the person of a fellow

studept.
Having

a

lireat Run

on

Chamberlain's

Sale

by

the Pierson drug store,
having a great run on
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy.
He sells
five bottles of that medicine to one of any
other kiud, and it gives great satisfaction.
In these days of la grippe there is nothing
like Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to stop
the cough, heal up the sore throat and lungs
and give relief within a very short time.
The sales are growing, and all who try it are
pleased with its prompt action—South ChiFor sale by A. A.
cago Daily Calumet.
Howes & Co., druggists.
Martin of
that he is

H.

R.

a

MOTT’S

Maine.

Belfast,

Moody,

CHAPMAN’S

GOLDEN

*

CROWN * OIL

RANKS AMONG THE BEST FOR

CllIlS, Ml, Sill Till, Clip,
^LUNG

TROUBLES.

25c. BOTTLES.

Chapman’s Golden Crown Oil
For Sale by Druggists and Country Stores.
NOTICE.
In

Sitkkmk Jrnict ai. C«m ■: i.
In Fi.titv.
I
Jaunary 5 I *.»< ><>.
Edgar F. Hanson.,lames W Wallace and Franklin A. (Ireer in Equity, vs. Cream Publishing
tiip.

Company.

j

Steamers leave Belfast for Boston via Camden
and Rockland, at (about) 2.30 p. m., Mondays and

Thursdays.

For Winterport, via way-landings,
ami Saturdays at (about) 8.00 a. m.,
rival of steamer from Boston.

Wednesdays
or

upon

ar

RETURNING

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.m.
From Bucksport, Mondays and Thursdays at
11.00 a.m.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, BostoD.

Cough Remedy.
us

on

NERVERINE PILLS
The great remedy lor nervous prostration and all diseases of the generative
organs of either sex, such as Nervous Prostration Failing or Lost Mann. -»d,
Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive nse
of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With every
$5 order we guarantee to curt' or refund the money. Sold at $1.00 tr Lx
6 boxes for $5.00. 1>K. JIOTT’S CHK.TIK AL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

For

The winter term at the college is fairly
inaugurated. Neaily all the students are
back, and one or two new ones have been
enrolled. More than ever before is it apparent that a long-felt need was filled
when the Chemical Building was completed.
Notwithstanding the fact that
recitations and lectures are still given in
the Shannon Building and in Coburn,
Chaipplin, and Memorial Halls, no less
than eighteen courses—most of them
daily—are given in the new building.
The automatic thermostat regulators have
been attached to the heating plant, and
these with the Sturtevant blower and the
abundant radiating coils afford probably
as complete a heating system as can be
found iu any building in New England.

needs True's Elixir to restore
It will tone the upset stomach and
bowels, make rich, red blood, bring color
to the cheeks, sparkle to the eyes and
vigor to the body. It is the "True Toxic”

I True’s Elixir

The number of men who are contesting
for a position on the Colby debating team,
which is to meet Bates early in the spring,
shows a very marked increase in debating
activities at Colby, and one which is welThe
comed by both students and faculty.
preliminary speaking, to choose the colin
the
occurred
chapel, Friday
lege team,
evening, January 12.
The Colby' Athletic Association has
elected officers as follows: President, II.
L. Withee, 1900; treasurer, Prof. YV. 8.
Bayley; secretary, F. YYT. Tliyng, 1901 executive committee, C. T. Towne, YY'. A.
YYiren, F. J. Savery, Seuioi members; 8.
E. Marvell, Junior member; II. C. Libby
Sophomore member; E. YY’. Allen, 11. E.
Paine, Freshman members; alumni membeis; A. F. Drummond, Dr. J. F. Ilill, E.
T. Wyman.

child
health.

J!U\

35,000.

Entry blanks have just been received
by Mr. Towne, 1900, for the third annual
in-door athletic meet of Boston College,
to be held Saturday evening, January 27,
in Mechanics’ Building, Boston. Colby
will probably send a representative to
this meet in the person of Mr. Moody,
who will enter the long distance runs.

Manager

worth even more than both together cost me.”

S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD
—acts in an entirely different way from potash and mercury—it forces the
poison out of the system and gets rid of it entirely. Hence it cures the
disease, while other remedies only shut the poison in where it lurks forever,
constantly undermining the constitution. Our system of private home treatment places a cure within the reach of all. We give all necessary medical ad*
vice, free of charge, and save the patient the embarrassment of publicity.
Write for full information to Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.

a son.

informs

It will pay you to examine tile stock of

ip.

J

In order to introduce the Atlantic to a )
l a rye circle of new rentiers, the publishers )
will send the matjazinc on trial for three l
months on receipt of 50 cents from any person whose name does not appear
upon the
;
Atlantic subscription list.
Send postal for coin curd, with full par-'
tit ulars and the it/ustrafi <1 prospectus for
1900.
)

)

ON THE MARKET
OF THEIR OWN I1AKE.

>

\

One of the distinctive features of The At- J
r antic for 1900 will he the appearance at;
regular intervals of Letters from England. ;
France and Germany. Tin* first letter in the ]
series will he A Review of England in 1899, ;
by A. Brimley Johnson, in the January .at- ;
lantic. Recent Social and Industrial Changes ;
in Germany will lie commented upon in ;
March by W. C Dreher ; and Alvan F San- ]
born will write in the early summer a letter ;
entitled France before the Exposition.

240Z. PACKAGE

Many housekeepers say, I consider the cake of White
Glycerine Toilet Soap which I find in each package of

\

Letters

Powder

any response from this wind-swept desert.
As the train jolts and crawls over the

$

Fiction

J

desolate plain, your spirits sink to lower
and
lower ebb;—when, presto!
you
come suddenly
upon a wonderful trans-

Impressions of an Indian Childhood
The School Days of an Indian Girl
An Indian Teacher Among Indians

'•>

1

to

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. E. Cunning-

college library something

\
?
$

get

heal up the outward appearance of tha
disease—the sores and eruptions. This they do by driving the poison into tha
system, and endeavor to keep it shut in with their constant doses of potash
and mercury. The mouth and throat and other delicate parts then break out
into sores, and the fight is continued indefinitely, the drugs doing the system
*
more damage than the disease itself.
Mr. H. L Myers, 100 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J., says: “I had spent a
hundred dollars with the doctors, when X realized that
they could do me no good. I had large spots all over my
bcdy, and these soon broke out into running sores, and I
endured all the suffering which this vile disease produces. I decided to try S. S. S. as a last resort, and was
soon greatly improved.
I followed closely your 'Directions for Self-Treatment,’ and the large splotches on my
chest began to grow paler and smaller, and before long
disappeared entirely. I was soon cured perfectly and my
skin has been as clear as glass ever since. I cured myself at home, after the doctors had failed completely.”
It is valuable time thrown away to expect the doctors
to cure Contagious Blood Poison, for the disease is beyond their skill. Swifts Specific—

Prof. E. W. Hall, the college libiarian,
has recently placed upon the shelves of
the library some seventy-five copies of recent publications,including about fifty volThis makes
umes of bound magazines.
the number of books at present in the

will present )
several papers from Mr. Fiske, among which 1
will he one upon Hie African Slave Trade ;
in the Fifties and another upon The Life and ;
Work of Huxley.

Zitkala-Sa (Red Bird)

poison, and only attempt

Colby College.

antic

Zitkala-Sa, a young Indian girl of the Yank-

wholly

are

this vile

20. Merrick E. Poor, 21 years, 7
3 days.
May 8. Esther F. Sargent., 38 years, 8
months, 8 days.
May IK. Annie Longfellow, 39 years.
Aug. 22. Georgia E. Heal, 22 years, 9
mouths, 15 days.
Aug. 29. Mark W. Rolerson, 81 years. 4
months, 5 days.
Sept. 22. Benjamin Kirkpatrick, 80 years,
2 months, 4 days.
Oct. 6.
Harriet Jordan, 75 years.
Nov. 21.
Caroline Mansfield, 86 years,
7 months, 17 days.
Nov. 22.
Perley Butler, 15 years, 6
mouths, 26 days.

leading feature of The Atlantic dur- A
the first six months of 1900 will he
>

During 1900 The Ati

lull Udll

Cure Yourself at Home. b^drePoiesone8Whichthedoctors evergivef0'
The doctors
unable to
rid at

April
months,

A

John Fiske

a

Vnil Pan

months.

a

JA

The Autobiography
of W. J. Stillman

Mrs. Oren P. Jackson,

There is not the slightest doubt that tha
doctors do more harm than good in treating
Contagious Blood Poison; many victims af
this loathsome disease would be much better
Off to-day if they had never allowed them*
selves to be dosed on mercury and potash, the

DEATHS.

I

1 9 0 0

Mr. and

Pafphtunrlr*
raibllWUMV,

Jan. 5, 1899. Edwin S. Burgess, age 18
years, 3 months, 1 day.
Jan. 18. Eliza Donnell, age 90 years.
Jan. 25. Louise Marriner, 60 years, 8
months, 6 days.
Feb. 5.
Iddo K. Paul, 77 years, 8 months.
Feb. 6. William Daisley, 85 years, 6

i

-—

I.

Mr. and Mrs. Dexter Wentworth,

Nov. 13.

Atlantic

IN

a

Mrs. Samuel O. Robbins,

a sou.

rionthly

■

'yTashi/)^'

Mr. and

a son.

j

■

toilers themselves are hidden iu clouds of
dust—for only incessant labor can wring

Mr. and Mrs. Willard E. Hall,

8.

Nov. 6.

D|Uf«ra
nf fho nnptnrc’
DSHQIO Ul lllC UUUIUIO

a

sou.

<

HOME CURE
FOR BLOOD POISON.

a

sou.

Nov. 14.

The

Fred Bachelder,

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. B. Morse,

June 10.

daughter.

1

flashing
though the

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Fowles,
daughter, Hazel Marion.
17.
Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. M. Bryaut, a
April

sou,

■

earth.
Everywhere you see the
of these great hoes in the sun,

daughter, Vera Evelyn.

March 24.

■

j

Frank E. Moore and Mrs. Adelia

Phillips.

Chester H.
Feb. 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Donnell, a
daughter, Florence Mabel.
March 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Berry,

Pierce.”

v

Albert E. Sprague and Lelia M.

BIRTHS.'
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Kemenway, a daughter, Vida Marie.
Feb. 5. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Buck, a son,

year

A

Miller B. Hobbs and Alice W.

Jan. 23,1899.

Franklin, Johnson
Co., Indiana. "One

ing

Thomas E. Greer and Anna N.

14.

Knight.
Dec. 23.
Sadlers.
Dec. 23.

confinement. I suffered scarcely any
compared with what
I had at other
times.”
"I suffered fifteen
years with female
weakness and nervousness,’’writes Mrs.
Vincent Bohall, of

ago I began
taking your Favorite Prescription’and
‘Golden Medical
Discovery.’ I took
six bottles of each
and now I am well.
I owe my life to Dr.

James Benj. Ness and Rosa

Hunt.

—

The Yankee

L. Hart and Nina Camp-

April 13. Thomas A. Higgins and Katie
O. Conners.
April 28. Alfred A. Fletcher and Maud
E. Butler.
June 25. Werner L. Bennett and Ella F.
McLain.
June 27. Warren A. Pitcher and Alice M.

hav-i
Prescription
ing taken it for nine
months previous to

Capt. Slocum and Uom Paul.

and

James A. Brown and Dana A.

Luce.
March 25.

Dr.^

R. vy Aim.

Starlin

25.

May Gushee.

vorite Prescription,
and his Compound
Extract of SmartWeed.’ I think Dr.
Pierce’s medicines
the best in the
world.”
Mrs.
Carrie
B.
Donner, of Dayton,
Green Co., Wis.,
writes: "lean high-'
ly recommend
Pierce’s Favorite/

Setubal, lying close to the beach, has 1
Jn the January Ceutuiy, Cupt. Slocum
its own hill-fortress, that of St. Philip, I tells of the Spray’s arrival at
Cape Town,
built, by Philip 111,- besides five other and of a visit to Pretoria, where he met
President
to
whom
he said he
Kruger,
picturesque forts, stretched along the
river.

Feb.

of Dr. Pierce’s Fa-

baths, for the aristocratic Romans whose
sea-view palaces crowned the
bill-tops.
Dig anywhere a few inches below the sur-

around the world.
This statement Oom Paul flatly contradicted.
I traveled the country over from Simons
Town ft) Pretoria, being accorded by the
and tossing as in a storm at
colonial government a free railroad pass
black and foul beach-water, situated very much like Lisbon, lying a
over all the land.
The trip from Cape
in* paddles chuin up exhala- few miles from the Atlantic, on the north
Town to Kimberley, Johannesburg and
At the last
sciential than those that dis- side of a great river, (the Sado), whose Pretoria was a pleasant one.
named place I met Mr Kruger, the TransHabana liarbor before Ameri- broad estuary forms a magnificent harvaal president. His Excellency received
bor, though obstructed* by sand-banks me
; ition.
cordially enough; but my friend Judge
Never was seen a more Beyers, the gentleman who
'the terminus "1 the railway near its entrance.
presented me,
istwaul to F.v ra, thence south beautiful city, as approached in the late by mentioning incidentally that I was on
a voyage around the
world, unwittingly
nose two cities so famous in
j after noon -its white houses glittering in gave great offense to the venerable
statesM Muish days; and a branch, ! the sun, in strong contrast to the dark
man, which we both regretted deeply.
ihan its name— “Portuguese green orange groves surrounding them Mr. Kruger corrected the judge rather
in the sharply, reminding him that the world is
way of Lisbon-Barreiro-Setu- ( and the bright blue bay iu front,
flat. “You don’t mean round the world,”
ets the last named port.
The west, overtopping town, valley and lesser
said the president; “it is impossible! You
•r rather creeps, through a flat
heights, stretches the great Arrabida mean in the world. Impossible!” he said,
s>
desert—a regular Sahara of range, peak above peak, to the “Western
“impossible!” and not another word did
The
Olds: and as your Portuguese1 ocean.” Somewhere in the foot hills of he utter, either to the judge or me.
judge looked at me, and 1 looked at the
-engers insist on opening all the those red, treeless mountains, two or
judge, whoshould have known his ground,
the little square ears, uncom- three thousand feet above the sea, is the so to
speak,and Mr. Kruger glowered at us
n High
both.
at best, become tilled rare old cloister of Arrabida within whose
My friend, the judge, seemed embarrassed.
I was delighted, for in those
and smoke—not to mention stalactite caverns, since time
immemorial,
I
was
fond of fun, and the incident
days
"dors of tisli and garlic from a body of Gray Friars have
passed lives of pleased me more than anything else that
"■ops luncheons, and the inces- austere
devotion, visited once a year by could have happened. It was a nugget
of information quarried out of Oom Paul,
t-itched staccato of the nliuina
pious pilgrims from all parts of Portugal. some of
whose sayings are famous. Of
is
y *111 weary nerves like the
Like other Monks, these mountain Friars 1 the
English he said, “They took first my
u
saws.
are buried in unmarked graves, and it is
coat and then my trousers.”
He also
h: travel over half the world said that if the hunter
inadvertantly steps said, “Dynamite is the corner-stone of the
South
African
unthinkOnly
hubimif .-•> utterly forbidding a upon the place of holy dust, his
earthy ing people call Republic.”
President Kruger dull.
t
non
such dreary sand- blessings are numerous forever afterSoon after my arrival at the cape, Mr.
••.'|*ers«id wo a patches of i*isty wards.
Kruger’s friend, Colonel Saunderson, M.
.i.o
c.-: <■
uni there a muddy
Setubal stretches three miles or more P., who had had arrived from Durban
some time before, invited me to Newlands
Ido >
is stained bright red in
along the river bank, faced with broad Vineyard, where I met many agreeable
'Ti w:i*i >.*iTci.
ii.i* looks like quays and spacious warehouses.
Though people. His Excellency Sir Alfred Mil»>in >
t humai
t-dood; all is treeless. its population is less that 20,000, it is ner, tlie governor, found time to come
aboard with a
The governor found
•< toss
and birdless, c.vept for u. <-c
Portugal's fourth city in size and third in a seat on a boxparty.
in my cabin; Miss Muriel
n 0 rui/./ard
circling «ib-*\e Ki*iii.‘ ii- commercial importance- owning chiefly sat on a keg, and Lady
Saunderson sat by
I
a
pel lied coil tempi.i* i vei y
tits extensive trade in Muscatel and
the skipper at the wheel, while the colwitli his kodak, away in the dinghy,
and the \ iew is !».,uind* : it\
t '<;nsideiable
white wines
quantities of onel,
took snap shots of the sloop and her
red and yellow nibs, tlieii '*aic oi.o._■ *. 'ennuis and cork bark are
also
distinguished visitors. Dr. David (dll.
"!'l*ed with scraggy stone-pine, ex; <•!!<
It m the emporium of the astronomer ro
yal, who was of the par- j
on** wished
represent the future Portuguese salt w
ks too, mined a few ty, invited me the next day to the famous
'hi itiipen u-iit fannei-, he r.-ui*i
miles to the eastward.
The salt is said Cape Observatory. An hour with Dr. Gill j
was an hour
His dis- j
am i a iinu »•
among the stars.
ty pical inferno, to be the finest for curing fish and meat,
coveries in stellar photography are well :
lid and water, soil, sun and clini- and is
to
Scandinavian
known.
He showed me the great astrono- :
principally shipped
against, the unfortunate tiller
its pilchard and other fisheries mical clock of the observatory, and I showports,
ed
him
the
aith.
tin clock on the Spray, and
the
fervid
sun
Though
are also of great value.
There are a numwe went over the
I- o s. w inds blow damp and
subject of standard time
ber of quaint old churches in the town, at
sea, and how it was found from the
* iai i.i
imnlrns t h«- air, and the
several convents, a theatre, a bull-ring, deck of tire little sloop without the aid of
"i tin- Miiiaoj lauts show hat
a clock of
Later it was adverany kind.
an arsenal and a handsome monument to
tised that Dr. trill would preside at a talk
-111ir t«•;j.
Lvcn the blessed
the poet, Iiocage, who was born in
about
the voyage of the Spray; that alone
desmt, falling alike on the
Setubal,—the name, by the way, being secured for me a full house. The hall
ic
unjust, are of tittle benefit
was
as
if
packed, and many were not able to
pronouneed
spelled Say-too-valil.
-iking at once through the loose
get in. This success brought me sufficient
its othei notable public
Among
buildings money for all my needs in port and for the
leaving no moisture behind. are
three hospitals, two Latin colleges, homeward
voyage.
"«ng*.-. to say, agriculture lights for
the Bomfin with its beautiful fountain,
ad even iiere, and with consider*
the Fonte Nova and the Annunciata.
ReKHEl MATISM Cl'ItEI> IN A DAY.
« css.
This desolate region pn»mains of ancient walls enclose the town
best wine of souther;' portu^a],
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neu
on
its iaudside and the whole
ralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its ae
valley is tion
•nous Lavarado, so-called from the
upon the system is remarkable and
completely commanded by forts on the mysterious.
It removes at once the cause
•M
of
that
village
name, which in
hills.
This is the site of the old Roman and the disease immediately disappears. The
.e- named in honor of the late Count
dose
first
greatly benefits. 75 cents.
city, ( etobriga. Some zealous authors Sold
0
by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belarado, long the Portuguese Minister
it
still
give
greatei antiquity and ascribe fast
Court of M. James.
But wiiat a
Us origin to Tubal, a near descendant of
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
j.ointment, t<* eyes not used to wincNoah!
City, Iowa, says: “I* bought oue bottle of
ing. are these vineyards, stretching
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two
*ar more interesting than the
city of to- doses of it did me more good than any other
'dies, half * i.uiked in the sun! There
is the remains of ancient “Troia,’
medicine I ever took.” Sold by A. A.
day
t
the slightest suggestion of “the
Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
in the sand-hills of a
low-lying promonleafage of the graceful gadding vine”
in
the
tory
bay. Early in the present
Resolutions of Respect.
h poets have taught us to look for on
century an unusually heavy rain-fall unuellises of France and Italy;—but a
covered the ruins, and in 1850 an antiTo the memory of our sister Sibyl A. Mar1 scene which reminds the novice of
quarian society began researches, which riner, who passed away Dec. 22d, 1899:
ale’s wood of the Seventh Circle,
have later been carried on by the Dukes of
Whereas Mystic Grange is called to mourn
■rein the souls of suicides were transPal mi 11a, the richest and most influential the departure of another devoted member.
A. Marriuer, and whereas our grange
Sibyl
med into gaunt knotted trees, fed ou
family of Estramadura province. A beau- has lost one more of its most faithful memthe
harpies and conscious of physical tiful Roman house has been
bers,
community an exemplary citizen
unearthed, and her parents
and brothers a loving daughan.
Here a vineyard is a rough field, almost
entire, and many Roman coins ter and sister;
losed only by low sand-mounds, if enwhereas
we as brothers and sisters
And,
and other antiqities, which furnish conwish to express our deep regret and sympa■sed at all, with stunted “prickly-pear”
clusive evidence th d the place dates back
thy to her family and friends for her seemtus stuck along the top in lieu of feneto 300to 400 A. D. You may easily visit
loss; therefore, be it
it, ingly untimely
Within the weed-grown, sandy exResolved, That we now in grauge assemsailing across the bay from Setubaljand bled assure them of our heartfelt
sympathy
cise, at intervals of two turns, dark, in the
near-by palace of the Duke of Pal- for the removal of our sister to the grange
eternal.
"isted stumps raise their heads, like
milla—if so fortunate as to gain an inviWe shall miss her in our meetings, for she
irk snakes witli half their bodies in the
tation, you may see lachrymatories and was always willing to do her part whenever
contorted
iu
their struggles to free
r,
called. She always had a kind word
cinerary urns of glass, Saguntine vases, duty
for all present and was a genial friend and
■i mxelves from the earth.
You can hardbronze and earthenware lamps, ampho- sister patron.
believe that these bear the luscious musShe loved her family and friends so dearly
ras, styla of bone, bits of mosaic pavewe feel she will mingle with them in
itel grapes, the best in the world, from
spirit
ment and columns of colored
and oftentimes, and, though unseen, will bring a
marble,
■-Inch the far-famed white wine is made.
a great number of
Roman and genial influence, and hope to their hearts,
coins,
and lighten the
burden brought upon
tins season of the year the vines have
Phoenician. It is a significant fact, as her parents andheavy
brothers, who so dearly
een pruned back.
Next spring they will
ioved
her.
indicating dates, that while Trajan, Anut forth a few scattering leaves, and each
She lias only gone before to a land of bliss
tonius Pius and Julian, the Apostate,
supreme, where earthly care and sorrow
uaky stump will send out four or five are
never
comes.
Though her earthly tasks are
represented by only one or two coins
ended she will continue her work of love in
nrd-long shoots. Wicd-draughts, passeach, seventeen have been found of Con- Heavenly mansions, and he never alone.
-g east and west along the great Tagus
stantins Gall us, 340 of Gratian, (who died ;
She will now7 say :
stuary, particularly torment this unshel- A. D.
200 of Maxim .s, who over“Weep not father, mother, loved ones,
383),
cred plain.
I have only crossed the shore,
Hardly a tree can stand threw and succeed
him, and about 450 of | Jesus folds me to his bosom,
gainst their biting gales, and the giant
I’m with him forever more.
Theodosius the Great.
There are fewer
ed-eane, indispensable for vine-plant coins of Theodosius’ two
“Do not mourn for I am happy.
sons, who reign•taking, which grows 20 and :)0 feet high ed after
Happy by the Saviour’s side,
him, the last of whom died in
Trust in him. walk in his footsteps,
more favored localities, is here dwindled
the year 423; and the coins of no more
Have Him,parents, for your guide.
1
the height of a walking-stick. Jiut
emperors are to be found in Troia.
“Farewell, loved ones! soon I’ll meet thee
Mother Nature, according lo her immut\\ by the ancient Romans, or any other
When, thou, too, dost cross the tide.
able laws of compensation, concentrates
Oh! I’ll meet thee, dearest parents,
people, should have wanted to make a
Meet thee on the other side.”
er beneficent forces iu the sweetness and
settlement, much less a luxurious city of
Resolved, That in token of our love and
ire flavor of
the grapes.
The painter
and marble baths, on an absolute- esteem for her memory these resolutions be
f the now celebrated “Man with the palaces
placed upon our records; a copy sent to her
barren headland, wh n the fair and parents, brother and sister G. W.
Hoe” may here find his perfect model, ly
Marriner;
a cony sent to The Republican Journal for
i'he Portuguese hoe seems to have been fertile shore of JSetubal lay just opposite publication,and our charter
in mourndraped
and apparently waiting to receive
them, ing for thirty days.
specially devised to increase the husmust forever remain
Ellen
D.
the
Hunt,
among
mysterbandman’s burden of toil.
Its blade is
Laura J. Pease,
Com.
ies.
Perhaps sea and land have shiftis very broad and long, set ou at a
Mary E. Churchill, )
sharp
witli
the
handle—the latter so short
angle
tiiat it bends the wielder almost to the
>comfort is capped by a seem
ss
wait in front of Barreiro,

Feb. 12.

Adalbert N. El well

bell.

Madrid, Perkins Co.,
Neb., writes:
"I4
was cured of painful*
periods by the usfe;

walls, vaults and archways are visible,
cliff, commanding indicating what rich “finds” a few days
hard work with pick and shovel might
valley between the disclose.
Fannie

ridge and Setubal, stands the ancient
Moorish stronghold of Palm ilia-—still no
liiran fortress, with its square towers and
tall battlements.

MARRIAGES.

Jan. 7, 1899.
Nellie F. Cook.

Mrs. T. Dolan, of

deep. They are built
with good concrete foundations, finished
off smoothly inside with cement.
The
natural inference is that they were sea-

follows:

as

Facts.

five feet

Searsmont.

During the year of 1899 there were 16 marriages, 16 births and 14 deaths in Searsmont,

at the

Troia extended far around tlie bay. Quite
remote from the one Roman
palace unearthed, away down by the beach, are a
series of reservoirs, from ten to fifteen
feet

The Vital Statistics off

Look

early day

GEO. F. EASES, FI. D„ D. D. .$,
The Nose and Throat.
Wo, 949 Newbury

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.

BOSTON,

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898.—Iy45.

In the above entitled rase, Frank ! Wilson, the
receiver, having tiled his first report, it is ordered
that the ease he set for hearing upon r! e acceptance of the report on February Rules, viz: February <>th, A. 1). l'.nto, at 10 o'clock a. M.,at the
Court House in Bellast. in said County.
Ami it is furl her ordered that sayl receiver give
notice of the time and place of said hearing by
causing an attested copy of this order t■ be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, the last publication to be ten days at
least before the rime appointed for said hearing,
that all persons and corporations interested may
appeal and shoyv cause, if any they have, why said
report rl.<*uid not be accepted and approved*.
Attest: TILESluN W A DI.IN. Clerk.
A true copy of order.
3w2
AttestTILESTON WADL1N, Clerk.

A. CLEMENT
Specially calls your attention

to

Picture Framing
Mats

and

Glass

CUT TO ORDER.

NO. II MAIN

STREET, UP8TAIR8.

BELFAST. THURSDAY, JANUARY 18,1900.

OBITUARY.

Rev. George W. Field, D. D., is dead.
Bangor mourns the loss of her “most

Elinore Frances Shea, aged 6 years, 4
months and ‘6 days, died in New York City
Jan. lllh, afterau illness of ten weeks, from
a complication resulting from pleurisy with

eminent citizen,’’ and Belfast the passing
away of one of her most distinguished

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

CHARLES

j Bus

PILSBL RY,

A.

Subscription I krms in advance,$2.00a year,
$ l.00 for six m< mills; r»0 ceuts for three months.
Advertising Terms. For me square, one inch
length in column,75 cents for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion.

‘‘Larry Godwin,
Evening Post, has

place, and frequent visits kept up old
friendships and made him a familiar figure
tive

article

an

hardly

a

one on

our

so

Maine, certainly not
large exchange list, that has
not at some time spoken kindly aud even
flatteringly of The Republican Journal.
The rece t 71st birthday of the paper was
paper in

marked

by many of these kindly utterand they have been frequent in
the past
if we have not been deserving
’I a'.' this piaise it has certainly been an
ances.

■

greater effort to deserve it,
has ever been accepted iu the full

•nceutivc

und

it

to

?!aien..tl spirit in which
lirinsj.

J h.■

li'-

with

in*!

at

Mima

c

is

:

’•

i-■

i»*v-

Moments

v

i kinds

.a

;t;

t

tin's

Cleat Ih
■

i

sci

in

is

most

been
constaut delight
undei his preaching.
The question will nat urally be asked

must

:scs,

heavy losses,

las* advice- t!.•• situation

T!

a;

i.-tvfs

offered.

attractively iu his intercourse with
other ministers, and which appeared
It
m his parish ministrations.
South Africa have sp ecially
to sit
have
a
’t

of

.!! C

to

tlie

was

criti-

European

j

the effect that

by
why,

who did not know the man,
pulpit orator of such force and bril-

those
a

]»iest;L:-v has been serious- 'Haney should not have found a wider
tone of tin- English
held than Ids Bangor paiish afforded.
hat
t
ev rses in 6 mth
lie loved his peoThe answer is simple,

have

a

ple and they loved him, and nothing
teiInina’nmi t>> continue the war.
The Could
tempt him to leave them. When
Newcastle < i.i- aide sums up the matter, lie retired from the
pastorate of the Cena-hen it -avs the pc. ,e realize what tral
Congregational church in lshg on acailure means:
Hint of his health, he continued a resiIt means m *re than the loss of Muith
dent of Bangor and engaged in church
Atri' a.
Il means the loss of prestige,
w
When he ocwork

was

to-day,

ances

and

frequently

a

sermon

as

Dr. Field
and

but he

was

funeral services, held at her late
home, 300 Broadway, Chelsea, conducted by
the Rev. R. Perry Bush, were simple but impressive, and the great number of people
present testified how her many friends
mourned her loss, and at the same time expressed their affection by quantities of beau
tiful dowers, of which she was very fond.
The burial was Woodlawn, Friday, Jan. 5.

readily

published

in

light,

was

an

was

a

surprised

large audience and elicited
comment and criticism.

His

was

gle paragraph

will

show

the

died

at

position

was

con-

corning/the seizure of American Hour off
Delagoa Bay by a British war vessel. The paid

Field,

to

his memory, and

an

outline of his

last sermon.

Department had the matter in hand
and at the time the resolutions were introduced in the Senate the Hour had been
•State

maining member of the family.
was brought home for interment
Tuesday. Her age was 4'J years.

The
in

Cooking

on

an

Old-Time Co.ister.

j

never

writes: “I shipped GO is splendidly equipped by his abilities and
j1
years ago as cook on board a schooner called
experience for the duties devolving upon
the Katalidin at $12 per month. I had to I
him, and is in every respect a worthy
help load lumber, and got my breakfast he- ! successor of
Congressman Dingley. Maine
fore the crew turned to in the morning,
is all light.
worked until eleven o’clock and then got
dinner, and got supper after the crew’ knocked off. The Katahdin had a fireplace. It
A

correspondent

would

board

look
a

schooner
a

strange to

vessel

now.

see

1

a

went

fireplace
in

called the Mary Ann that also had
1 had $10 per month then, and

highest paid any one before
the mast. When I went mate I got $25,
and that w’as called good wages.
“I went coasting one season in a Salem
vessel called the Hunter, Capt. Sylvester
Brown, and for eight months we had no
Hour. There was plenty of pork fat, fish,
potatoes and Indian meal. A crew would
call it pretty hard now going for 8 months
without flour. You cannot get a crew now
to help load and unload and you m st feed
them

was

the

well.”

“Take time by the forelock.” If your
blood is out of order, begin taking Hood’s
Sarsaparilla at once and prevent serious illness.

1'

and $1.00, all druggists.
tti i\VNK, Chemist'. New York.

;

]
j

|
^

j
]
|

i

[
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Probate

Court.

Following is an abstract of the business of
the Probate Court for Waldo county,

January

term, 1900;
Estate of Charles II
Dodge, Freedom;
will approved ; D. W. Dodge appointed executor.
Will of John Hassell. Belfast; will approved ; Esther W Hassell appointed executrix.
Estate of Margaret Waterhouse, Searsport; will approved; Elenora Waterhouse
appointed executrix.
Estate of William K. Duncan, Liueolnville; will approved; Olive K. Duncan

appointed executrix.
Estate of John H. Quimby, Belfast; will
approved; Annie N. and William H. Quimby
appointed executors.
Estate of Sarah W. McDouald, Belfast; L.
F McDonald appointed administrator.
Estate of Elizabeth H. McDougall, Searsport; Hannah T. Pendleton appointed administratrix.
Estate of Waldo

Peirce, Frankfort; F. A.
Wilson appointed trustee for the benefit of
F. A. Wilson also appointArthur Peirce.
ed trustee of estate of Catharine Peirce for
the benefit of Arthur Peirce; trustee’s

j

account presented m both estates.
Estate of Isaac D. Mixer, Belfast; license
issued to sell real estate.
Estate of Abbie J. Atkinson, Burnham;
order of distribution issued
Estate of Samuel T. Young, Liberty;
al 'owauce of S-S.'HX) granted to the widow.
Estate of Fred A. Hurd, Winterport;
license issued to sell real estate.
Estate of Theodore F. Pike, minor, Searsport; license issued to sell real estate.
Estate of Emma Rea Mendall, f< rmerly
Emma Rea Young, Rockport; decree of
adoption annuied. The ward is the child
of Geo. W. Young of Rockport; at the February term of Probate Court in Waldo
county a certification of adoption was issued
to Ulysses S. and Nellie L .Mendall ->f Belfast, and the child's name changed to Emma
Rea Mendall. She has since, returned to her
father’s home and he consents to the annul*
iug of the decree of adoption.
Estate of Henry L Kilgore, Belfast, first,
account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Jacob L. Cain, Montville; re
port of commissioners in insolvency all >wed.
Estate of Mary C. Hubbard. Winterport;
executor’s inventory returned.
Estate of Abbie A. Morse, Searsniont;
first and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of H. H Crockett, Searsport; first
accouutof administrator allowed
Estate of James Lewis. Liberty, final account of distribution
by administrator

of

Brooks.

Ed. Gilbert has commenced housekeeping
in the A. J. Card house.
E. G. Roberts is in New Hampshire
business for a few weeks.

on

Lucy Forbes arrived home from
Providence, R. J., Monday.
Flora and

James F. Jewell is working for A. K.
Fletcher cutting ship timber.

cutting

Jce
ice

has

is of average

begun on the pond. The
thickness and extra good

quality.
Mrs.

Ruth,
visit

J. E. Dow of Knox, and daughter
to Lowell, Mass., for a short

went

I

Monday.

number of men from Brooks aud Knox
have hired lately to cut stave wood uear
A

The

Crown Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, were installed by Deputy Graud Chancellor F. H. Welch of Belfast Tuesday evening. Alter the ceremony
of installation the Knights and their ladies
sat down to a collation in the
banquet hall.
officers

of

Golden

Estate of Joseph F. Herrick, Northport;
will presented; George F. Herrick named
executor.
Estate of George T. Ranlett, Belfast; will
presented; Isabella Norton Ranlett named
executrix.
Estate of Ezra Pattee, Monroe ; Eliza S.
Pattee uamed executrix.
Estate of Sally D. Bartlett, Jackson, will
presented, George W. Bartlett and Flora A.
Mansur named executors.
Estate of Thomas R. Bowden, Prospect;
petition presented for appointment of Mary
Harnman Devereaux Tuttle administratrix.
Estate of Martha P. Daniels, Liberty; petition presented for appointment of Millard
E Daniels administrator.
Estate of Nancy Smith, Swanville; final
account of administrator presented.
Estate of William G Clark, Prospect;
first account of administrator presented.
Estate of Sarah Carr. Belfast; first account of administrator presented.
Estate of Charles F.
Snow, Stockton
Springs; second account of executrix presented.
Estate of James Wardwell, Winterport;
account of administratrix presented.
Estate of Thomas M. Sweeney, first and
final account of administrator presented.
Estate of Harry Rogers, Winterport; final
accouutof guardian presented.

The Journal’s

71st

WITH SHAMPOOS OF

mislead the reader nor convey false impressions, yet the published extracts are in a
A man
measure both false and misleading.
can see iu this world nearly everything that
he chooses to look for; if he looks for good
schools and houses he will find them iu ;
every town; if he looks for the bad, he will
find that, but in less abundant supply than
the good. I fear ‘‘An Observer” was looking for the bad and wilfully refused to notice the good as he passed.
Believing, as I do, that our rural schools
were never in a better condition than at
present and, also, that the people were
never more willing to support them, I have,
iu justice to the common people of whom I
am one, taken the trouble to look up the
statistics of our common schools for the
purpose of learning the truth iu regard to
our rural school houses.
In the school year ending April 1, 1898,
there was a total of four thousand one hundred and thirteen (4,113) school-houses in
this State. Three thousand and seventyfive (3,075) of those houses were in good
condition. During that year there were
built one hundred and six (106) new school-

light dressings of CUTICURA, purest of emollient skin cures.
This treatment at once stops falling hair, removes crusts, scales, and
dandruff, soothes irritated, itching surfaces, stimulates the hair follicles, supplies the roots with energy and nourishment, and makes the
hair grow upon a sweet, wholesome, healthy scalp when ail else fails.
And

•,

houses.

1

Thus it is

of all the school build-

that

seen

ings in Maine seventy-live per cent., are in
good condition. When it is remembered
that quite a percentage of the old and
houses

worthless

are

not

Complete

used for school
■

the fact that many small
schools have been discontinued—it makes
the showing a great deal better.
I very much doubt, if the truth could be
known, if the dwelling houses of the State
could show so high a percentage of goodness
as the school-houses now hold.
It is a noteworthy fact that the cities have their share
of bad school buildings.
Of the new houses built, the greater part
of them were iu couutry towns. Tue fairminded man would seem to need no greater
proof than this to convince him that the people are interested iu their school property
and intend to furnish good houses for the
schools of the rural towns.
There is always some opposition to build-

purposes—due

to

External and Internal Treatment for Every Humor
Consistimrof Outicura Soap(£5c.V to cleanse the skin, of crusts and

scales and soften the thickened cuticle; (’rnonu Ointment (50c.'.
to instav :\ illay itohinn, inflammation, imi irritation, .m.) sooth.- an 1
heal; and CrTirntA Resolvent (50e.'. to eool and cleanse the blood.
A SiNiii E Set is .ftensutUcient to cure tlie inosttorturinir. disfunirinir,
vCT ttl TU and humiliating skin, scalp, and blood humors, with loss of halt, when
OL I
4>lc£\J all else tails. PoTTBR DRUG AND ClIEM. CORI’., Sole PrOpe., Boston.
All About the Skin, Scalp, and Hair,” free.
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"1

I beupon them.
fact that the death rate is

lieve it to be a
little higher among city children than it is
among those of the country. It is, therefore, both cruel and unjust to imply that the

BOWLS.

parents of the country towns are causing
death of their children by compelling
them to go to school in poor school-houses.

CHAMBKBS.
1

be improved. I simply claim that improvement is being made as rapidly as conditions will warraut
While much has been
done, much more remains to be accomplished, but we have this to encourage us: At no
time in the past have the rural schools of
Maiue done so much good work as they are
now doing.
Mistakes are made iu electing
officers and hiring teachers, as well as in

things, but, learning
marching on.
Monroe, Me.
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White Ware Week,

*

ing new’ school-houses, but once convince
the people tli it such houses are needed and
will be suitably located and they will read-

.o

h.

PITCI1EKS.
The horse ‘‘Little Fred,” raised by Seth
Young and owned by J. H. Montgomery of
Camden for the last twenty two years, was
chloroformed last wee v. He was thirty two
years old.
two years

He had been

ago,when

allowed to

rest

he

a

good driver until

was

duty and
keeping.not

laid off

with the best of

lio Quart Pitchers..
HO 2 Quart Pitchers..
200 Handled Mugs..

«>,•
ie
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SAUCE

DISHES.

20 dozen

*

at

15,

PLATES.

300 l>eep Pie Plates.
feebleness, for Lie, was then 111
50 dozen Tea Plates..
100 dozeu Breakfast Plates
good spirits. At 29 he, was a mate for a \
ou
one
one
horse,
young
going,
occasion,
; SLOP JAUS
because of

1

j

hundred miles in two days with apparent
lie was a remarkable horse in appearance aud speed.
At three he took the prize
at the Bangor fair.
At live he raced in Portland with a large field of horses aud, though
fitted
not
properly, yet he acquitted himself
ho well that
Mr. Amhrust of Vinalhaven,
and other horsemen offered a large price for
him. He has never been sick a day and was
always ready for work. He could never
hear the cars, or a hand of music, and was
apparently uncontrollable when near such,
and yet he never broke a carriage or ran
He always seemed to know what t"
away.
do to avoid accident. He has been Mrs.
Montgomery’s pet driving horse, and it. is to ;
her constant regard for him, that liis lift; has I
been so long prolonged. [Turf. Farm aud

25
3

ease

j
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Large Si/, vs, with
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Desert Correspondence.

S. W.

Harbor, Jan ir», l'.KHi.

At

a

matter. He w’as called to that town
to attend to a sick horse. The
had not the slightest idea what the
trouble was. The horse was still able to do
a little work,
aud had been with other
horses for some time.
As soon as Dr Joley had completed his
examination he at once arrived at the conclusion that the horse was sick with glauders, and so reported the case to the State
board of health, and advised that tlie horse
he killed.
He had the animal placed under the
strictest quarantine that more horses might
not he exposed to the disease. The people
in that place are much worked up over the
matter, as the horse was taken among other
horses very freely, the owner not having the
slightest idea that uhere was anything the
matter with the liorse more than lhat the
horse was not is his usual health. It, is
feared that other horses have been exposed,
and that there may be an epidemic there,

Thursday
owner

f Kennebec Journal.

Birthday.

Pyny-Pectoral
A

QUICK

CURE FOR

COUGHS AND COLDS

cataquis Observer.

Very

issue of Dec. 28tli the Belfast,
(Me.,) Republican Journal completed its
seventy-first year. The Journal, like wine,
improves with age, ami exhibits every evidence of aggressive vigor. [Newspaperdom.
its

valuable Remedy in all
affections of the

THROAT

or

LUNGS

Large Bottles,

25c.
LAWRENCE CO., Limited,
Drop's ot' Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer.
j

Beginnings

DAVIS &

Make Good Endings

Mayo.

M.; Frank S l> diver, S VV.
Fernald, .J. VV ; Nathan Clark.
Treas.; Win. K Keene, S-nitv'.; Samuel S.
Moore. S. D ; Gardner Carter. .J. 1> ;-, !
VV in
L.
S. S. ; Wm. J. Newman, ,J. S.
Gilley, Marshal : Jacob S. Mayo, Chaplain ;
VV.

James S,

Thomas It

Savage, Tyler.

Jephthah Chapter, No II. O. K S., has installed the following otli ers into their stations, with past Worthy Matron, bister .Josephine Stanley, as installing ollicer: Grace
Pease, VV. M.
Henry Tracey. VV P.
Phile.ua (’lark. Asso. M.; Wm. It. Keene.
Seetv; Julia Lament, Treas.; Mabel Keene.
Cond.; Abhie Gilley, Asso. Cond.; Katherine Freeman, Allah; Blanch Brown. Kuth
May Sawyer. Esther; Bertha Lemoni.
Martha; 1711a Walls, Electa, Aljivu N >rwoud, Warder; Amos Brown, Sent.; Hanuah Gilley,Chaplain May Lawton, Organist.
Ward >>f this place, wlc is
Charles 11

employed by

tin*

Telephone

Co.and st,at

:*

uied

Bath, met with a serums a<-<udentj while
at work at the top of a telephone pole rutting wires so that a building cmld pass
In some way
which was being motived.
the building struck
the pole, throwing
Mr. Ward to the ground.
Although no
bones were broken lie was badly shaken up

at

and

laid

unconscious

for

two

days.

His

brother was notified of his accident ami
left, immediately and remained with him
until last Saturday, at which time be was
able to be taken borne and arrived here on
the steamer Merryconeag yesterday
Miss Gertrude Fernald of this place and
Mr. Conley of Swans Island were united in
marriage last week and will make their
future home at Swans Island.

burglary in the country.
renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the

South Montvili.k
Mrs. Aldana Gilman
has gone to Camden to stop for the winter
with her niece, Mrs. E. Clarke_Miss Alice
Lowell visited Mr. and Mrs C. M. Howes
last week
Hon. Harrison Wallace is hoarding with I. S. Bartlett for the winter.... Mr.
and Mrs. John F. Gilman are visiting her
sister, Mrs. (’. E. Gilman.... Mr. Sewell
Colby was aroused from his peaceful slumbers last Thursday night by the pitiful wailing of a young tramp demanding food and
shelter for the night.
Sewell is known to be
a kind hearted man, and as the young girl
only tipped the scales at eleven pounds he
decided to make a home for her... .Mr. Chas.
Thompson has been on the sick list.... Mr.
O. W. Ripley has a contract for one hundred
thousand feet of lumber to be delivered at
C. E. Gilman also has
Camden this winter
a contract for lumber to be delivered at the

vaults.

•ame

Established in 1836.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

$33,000

SURPLUS,

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
Sate

deposit

boxes for
SK

rent at
a

$3, $5 $6.50 and

year.

Our new vault is unequaled in Eastern Maiue
and UNEXCELLED »« security against tire
and

Those
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Main St„ Belfast.
lT"t>ate

the

private

1

,i,h.'nis-,l, and

m

At a

Joley of this city has discovered a installation of Trem mt L idge No. 77. F.
case of glanders in the town of Unity, and
& A M., the following otli era were installed
the people there are greatly worked up over
into their respective stations;
Byron 11.
the

as

for

day

Dr. A.

:'i-ti

i:

CARLE A. JONES,

Unity.

o,

SAUCEUS.

100 dozen Handled Teas

Mt.
Case of Glanders Reported in

The Belfast Journal bus just entered upon
its 72d year, hut it is as young in appearance as any paper that comes to us.
Bro.
Pi Is bury has bad long experience in newspaper work and The Journal is getting the
benefit of that experience, which makes it
one of the best papers in the State.
Long
may The Journal and its editor live.
[PisWith

SAVE YOUR HAIR

To the Editor of The Journal: The
condition of our rural school-houses was the
subject of an editorial in a recent number of
The Journal, in which the assertions of “An
Observer” were discussed. No doubt the
writer, whoever he or she may be, believes
that our school-houses are in the deplorable
condition described.
Probably the writer did not intend to

ily respond
of

Letters from Almon P'orbes, who is spending the winter with his sou, Rev. Frank S.
P'orbes, at Santa Barbara, Calif., states that I
Belmont.
Mrs. Sadie Lamb of Boston is
he is in good health aud likes the country
iu town visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
well. He has had green peas from his gar”
William Heal... .Rufus Hills and family of
den and his potatoes are about large enough
Belfast were in town Sunday visiting his
to dig.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Hills-The
You ate making a good beginning when
The Waldo county Senatorial question
gospel meetings held at Hall’s Corner are
excites
hut
a languid interest here.
to
take
Hood’s
The
commence
Sarsaparilla
you
well attended and a great interest is manifor any trouble of your blood, stomach., course of our present Senator, Mr. Pierce, fested. They are held under the
leadership
was
on
the
whole
to
his
Brooks
this
acceptable
kidneys or liver. Persistently taken,
of Rev. R. T. Capeu and Miss H. N. Millett
great medicine will bring you the good end- constituents, and the general sentiment is of Belfast every Sunday afternoon at 1.30
that, without prejudice to the other candiing of perfect health, strength and vigor.
and Monday evening at 7 o’clock. Mr. Cadates, he is a good man for the place and
pen preached a very able sermon last Monentitled to a renomination.
day evening. His subject was “A.t the
Source.” Miss Millett is also a very able
OA8TORIA.
speaker-Snow has come at last and the
The Kind You Have Always Bought farmers are now busy
Bun the
What is in Your Stocking?
hauling firewood and
logs. Most of the farmers are planning to
A foot, of course, but often tired and aching.
A little Comfort Powder dusted in before
raise more grain than in years past, which
putting it on will relieve this. You cannot
is a move in the right direction, as it can be
tell the relief it brings till you try it. It
A German General will be asked to re- raised cheaper than it can be got in the
cures tender feet and expels offensive perswest.
piration.
organize the aimy ot Greece.

44Good

on

auother

fireplace.

that

0.

body

Jackson.

who makes friends every where,
enemies. Congressman Littlerield

|
to

I and child.

Liberty

opposing candidate appeared. representation iu Congress to-day is fully
Under the circumstances it is surprising up to her old time standard, and there Passadumkeag.
It is understood that there will be services
that Mr. Hale should continue his as- will be no lowering of that standard.
All
saults upon an Administration which the that is lacking in the newer members is in the new church for the first time next
conducted by Rev. Mr. Whittier.
Kepublicans of Maine helped to elect, ami the advancement and opportunity That Sunday,
Al
of Monroe has started the
Newcomb
which has tlieir fullest confidence and continued service brings. Congressman
steam mill on the Aaron Snow place and is
warmest support.
If this sort of thing is Burleigh, it is safe to predict, will be
sawing the lumber cut by Snow before his
to continue the uext Legislature should
second to no one in influence on the iioor
departure,which was bought by A. E. Chase
have something to say on the subject.
of the House.
lie is an untiring worker of Brooks ami F. PI.
Brown of
a man

teaspoonful, according

to

allowed.

The News

and

teaspoor.fus j
or four 3

age, dissolved in their milk,
!
if vou so desire, will very
i soon show its great nourishj ing power. If the mother’s
’K does not nourish the
< b
‘by, she needs the emulj : t. It will show an effect
si once both upon mother

A

no

au.se

e

Maine’s Public rien.

Some of our
appear to have
Washington special to the ' the impressionexchanges
that Maine is not to
Boston Herald says:
amount to a great deal in her future
Senatoi Hale’s action was taken with- | representation iu Congress because she
v>ut consultation with the other senators, i lias lost Reed and Dingley and. it is tear
and they can only surmise that it was due ! ed, Boutelle of the present generation of
to his feeling of dislike to the administra- ! her public men.
But she has Ilale and
lion’s policy in the east and a desire to Frye yet left in the Senate,
if we bear
in
mind
what have been her resources in
interfere with it by embarrassing our retimes past, before Reed and Dingley came
lations with Great Britain.
into
there should be hope for
Coming from Henry McFarland, one of the prominence,
future.
Maine bad iu earlier generathe most, trustworthy and conservative
tions .John Holmes, George Evans, Wilcorrespondents at the National Capitol, liam Pitt Fessenden, Nathan Clifford,
this is a serious charge. Senator Hale’s at- Hannibal Hamlin, Israel Washburn and
titude during the war with Spain is re- •lames G. Blaine, and a State with a con
tinuous record of this character iu half a
membered, and not to his credit. He wras century should not be despaired of as rere-elected to the Senate despite his antag- gards their successors.
[Boston Herald.
onism of President McKinley, simply beThe Herald is just light.
Maine’s

a

j

one

ger children, from half

a

j

very bel-

fourth to half

this

baby’s bottle three
times
a day you will soon see I
I
1 a marked improvement. For j

j

acquisition would he advantageous to
either country: but friendly relations are
to be desiied and should be fostered.

will

; in

his home in

taken by Dr. Field.
He said:
“The eternal loss of a single soul is too ney. and Anabel Aborn; and one brother,
terrible for the contemplation of a human C. A. Kenney of Knox.
being. Our Saviour has beautifully illustrated this in the parable of the Good
Wealtha Pendleton died in Boston Jan.
Shepherd, who went through the darkness
to save the lost sheep.
It is a common 12th, at the advanced age of 88 years. She
saying among our brethren of the church was a daughter of William and Lucy (Wilthat all mankind will have a fair chance
liams) Drinkwater and the widow of Isaac
to be saved, but the Good Shepherd went
j Pendleton of Northport. The family moved
to the greatest extreme to save the lost
to Boston 35 years ago. Her family of six
sheep. Whether some will stray so far |
into the darkness and storm that they i sons and three daughters remain, all living
cannot be reached. 1 neither affirm nor in Boston except one daughter, whose home
deny—J do not know! The simplest is in Buenos Ayres.
creed is all we need; it is enough to know
that a man means to do right and live
Miss Annie S. Bean died at the home of
ight—that is enough to receive him into her sister, Mrs. Luella
Carey, in Boston
our creed.
The doctrine of the church
Jan. 13th, after h long illness, of conlias been the means of driving many into
sumption. She was a daughter of Benjamin
skepticism.”
On the second page we piint a brief Bean of Liberty, who died in that town several years ago.
Mrs. Carey is the only resketch of Dr.
some of the tributes

or

released.

|

kind, indulgent husband and
father and was held in high esteem by all
who knew him. He was a man of strict
morality and sterling worth, and will be
greatly missed. For twenty-five years or
more he had been an honored member of
Rising Sun Grange, and fur thirty-one years
a faithful member of Unity Lodge, F. & A.
M., under which order he was laid to rest
Sunday, Jan 7th, Rev. David Brackett officiating. He leaves to mouru their loss a
widow. Ellen McGray Kenney and three
children, Flora A. Kenney, Win. R. KenHe

the revision of the Congregational creed by the general council of the
church, held in 8t. Louis in 1880.
A sin-

tory equal in area to that of tin- United
Mates, and the people as a whole are intensely loyal, both to the mother countiy
aim their own.
We doubt if annexation

generally correct
[ difficulty.
If you will put from
j
}

East Knox Jan. 4th, ll'OO. after a week's illness caused by a paralytic shock.
Mr. Kenney was born in Knox June 17, 1838, sou c-f
Daniel and the late Cynthia (Patch) Kenney.

night
apostle of

and his creed

COD LIVER ODL

WITH HYPOPHOSPHITES ofUME -S SODA

The

Llewellyn Kenney

that between

that interested all and

of

subject

or rather the
Canadians, desire
be annexed to this countiy, hut that is
no nearer the truth
than tlie statement
that Americans want to acquiie Canada.
-'Tie Dominion < f ( anada covers a terri-

ligerent resolutions the other day

marked

as

widespread

asserted that

some

his

ed it

j

S^sm

j

mental, of the early church-

day.

many

that there

((*

11 ;ti* introduced

liked,

old

their

*

suffering humanity request-

as

often

broad enough and liberal enough to admit all mankind.
About 10 years ago in
the Centra! church, Bangor, he delivered

Canada,

iM'iimt«11

is

sweetness

>

is

so

The eoutrast between the preachgoers.
ing of that day and his own pulpit utter-

They are only Americans
the protection that Ameran
it zen.ship gives; and their object is
not to ai-pure Canada but to
punish England tor the real or fancied giievames of
It

and

bodily

want

Ireland.

Here in

heard

to

parents brought her remains to
Belfast, and with them the remains of their
little son, George Biukett Shea, from Cambridge, Mass., which were deposited iu Grove
Cemetery. Friends who saw little Eliuore
as she rested in the little, white velvet casket. lined with roses, robed in her little pink
dress aud with her arms tilled with pinks,
and her baby face surrounded by clustering curls thought her too beautiful for death.
The deepest sympathy is expressed for all
who are called to mourn the loss of this little

band whenever

In
The Journal not many weeks ago.
that letter he pictured the discomforts,

ioes not count.

they

not

Congregational church,

has been any desire on the part of Ameri
ans to acquire ( anada.
The Fenian talk
when

was

||

j

|
J help
digestive |
get
machinery working properly,
j

of this the

his

to the calls made upon him,
and bis Iasi, response in the form of a letter to ih-v. George 8. Mills, pastor of the

bieak out every little while.” This is
manifestly not so as to the early history of
the United States; nor is it true of the
of

able.

as

responded

to

or

lie

friends would have

day before, but has existed since the day
he United Mates was born, and it is apt

past,

as

taxed to the utmost.

home he

Ottawa paper, Events, remarks that
‘the desire of the Americans to acquire
Canada was not born yesterday, nor the

recent

far

cine. If they do not thrive
on their food something is
wrong. They need a little

!

toys should be sent to the j
Girls’ Home iu Belfast, in which she lias had
Last summer while visiting
a deep interest.
at Mr. G. W. Burkett’s, her grandfather’s,
she very often rode in her little pouy carriage and visited the home. Bright and
pretty, the pride of parents and the pet of
the Burkett home, it seems almost cruel
that she should be takeu from them. Mr.
and Mrs. Thus. E. Shea and Mr. James Shea !
the remains Saturday evening,
and Sunday a private service was held at
Mr. Burkett’s and the burial was in Grove
Cemetery in this city. The child loved Belfast; she was born here, seemed happiest
here and longed to come again, anil mindful

I

:

and

arrived with

Babies and children need
proper food, rarely ever medi-

i

A.

cupied his old pulpit, as he did occasionally, the stating capacity of the church

ii

moie

as

|

j|

hospital near
the hotel where they were stopping at Christmas time.
She also requested that some of
books for children in the

buy

!

Died in Chelsea. Mass Jan. 2. ll'OO, Mary
Sherman.at the ripe age of 88 years. 1
month and 20 days. Mrs. Sherman was not
widely known in Belfast, hut her husband,
Capt. Thomas Sherman, was a frequent visitor and had many friends among our people ;
and her son, r. James H. Sherman.was for
several years a resident here. Her length of
life was quite beyond tin* u.4ua! span and
was a life of usefulness
She did many
kindly acts, and was ever ready to lend a

mly strengthened the de-

It means that Great
"-wei, d 'lninieii.
Britain will In gj.-ut ic more- that we
>lia.. 'ose India, our colonies, our
posses-I'M
and market.' in all parts of tiie
•v
m a i— that w e shall do-.-end in the rank
d states to the condition'd Holland and
Such ,, fate may overtake us some
''j am.
lav. out that day is yet iistant.
Knowng what -s befoit us in the event of sur"••iiOer am
submission to the Boers we
'hall 11s_ii11 to (he last man and the last
ditch.
Admiral Blake, asked to surrender Taunton, replied that he had not yet
nteii his boots
When we have eaten oui
hist boot it will b^* time enough for our
enemies to proclaim the collapse and
•downfall of the British Empire.

Every one loved and admired her. Petted
;
and indulged by relatives and friends, she
was thoughtful and lovable to all, especially
One
to children less fortunate than herself.
of her last requests was that her papa should

child.

repairc<:: but the

press
hi:-

Nature
1

says:
For more than a generation, Dr. Field
has been a religious leader and prince
among the ministeis and pastors of the
No one has done more,
State of Maipe.
perhaps no oue has done so much, to
form the best opinions of the times; for :.10
years ago he was far iu advance of his
theological associates. As a religious
thinker he was far in advance of his theological associates. As a religious thinker he was clear, comprehensive, combining in a very unusual measure exactness
of statement with a large and generous
Above all
tolerance for other views.
tilings else, lie was a sane and entirely
healthy man. There was a sweetness
and light in his soul, which shone out

There is

effusion.

her books

For example,
petent to judge of ’hem.
Edward B. Mason, D. D., of Brunswick,

specially
of

a

has gone and the high estimate placed on
his pulpit utterances by those most com-

ed gain in that direction.

will

physique,

.nd manner, modest to

degree and shunning notoriety iuany form,
it is surprising to find how far his fame

on

to improve the daily
newspaper.
Many people think that the retirement of
Godkin from daily journalism is a decid-

favored in having the good
many of its contemporaries.

Fiail iu

people.

our

in voice

geutle

how

The Journal feels that it is

all

to

late of the New York
written

Help...

Everything possible was done to
sons.
His early life was spent here, and
allay the pain and help the little sufferer.
but for a few years service in Massachu- Seven of the best physicians were called,but
setts his long and faithful pastoral labors all that money could buy, and love do, could
Waldo county and iu Bangor. not save the precious little life. She was a
were iu
Thus he was all his life in or near his na- beautiful child, both iu mind and body.

Journal Pub. Co.
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The Rural School-House.

A Good Man Gone.

IRE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

(ourt h. i.l at Belfast within and t'o
in vacation, on tin* 1 *tt f
1 JO.

Comity "l Waldo,
,lanuaiy. A I>

of

certain instrument, purport me to he the las’
w ill
and testament of < 1, \ K A A VliKK
t W ,»hi.do eased
Troy, in said County
having heeu presented lor prohate.
Ordered, That not ice he jxlven to al! persons >n
terested by causing a c .p> >t this onlerto t..- pul
lished three Weeks snems-dvely m Pin* Kepi,!.licai
Journal, published al Belfast! that they may a*
pear at a Prol ate Court, t.* he held al Bellas!
within and for said C-umiy. u> t he second Ineday o| Pehn ary next. at ten ot ..o. k before
noon, and -how cause, it any they !ia\*\ why tin
same should not tic- pc vr.t, appc.ved and allowed.
CKO K. JOHNSON Judge
A true copy.
Attest
Cims p. H.\/ki riNK, Kejrister.
A|TA I.1X) SS. In Court of Prol ate-, held in lie.
ff
fast. on the ‘Jtll day of Januaey, l.'.n
ISAOOKP. P- TIP'ION,
dm u is 11;. (i v
idI In >i dike
estate ot JOHN N. TIPTON, latein said County, dec,as.-.i
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filial account of administration <d saul c-state f-.
allowance.
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m-n.
three
weeks successively, in the Ue|
( ..uut v
newspa per published m I:«■!f:i-i in
t.h»t all persons inlec-sl.-l may attend at :t Pc
bate Court, to lie he
t

\
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y
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Register.
\ hMIMSTKATdlK No ||( F. The subscribe!
A hereby give notice that they have heen duly
appointed administrators ol tlie estate ol
ARTII1 R Pi:iR< K. late of Frankfort,
in the County ot
Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direct-.
All persons having demands against the estate ol said deeeasi d. are de

sired to present the same for »ettlenient. and till
indebted thereto are requested to te*uke payment
immediately.
FRtNKI.IN \ Wll.soN.
<; KoKtiK PEIRCE.
ItMiO.
Rangor, .January

WANTED,
(food local solicitors and collectors.
Salary ? I
per week and additional eommissions. Apply at
once to
w. f. <;ran<;i:r.
No. f» Wabeno St Roxluirv, Mass.
2

wit.
Card ol

TltankN.

We wish to express our heart lelt thanks to the
fiiends.and neighbors who rendered us such kind
ly assistance in our late bereavement in the death
of husband and lathei Llewellyn Kenney.
MRS. ELLEN M KENNEY.
FLORA A KENNEY,
W .VI |». KENNEY.
MRS. ANABEL A HORN.

THE

BELFAST.
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second Cotillioa party will bs give

■['he

Miserable, Unhappy Woman

n

GEORGE ff. BURKETTS

Memorial Hall, Friday evening, January

Suffering Heedlessly

iahbeen granted as follows:
ease, Joseph H. Stevens, East Knox,

nsions have

'17.

re

i*

*.

DR. GREENE’S NERVURA

“I cannot get
without The Journal. It is like a letin my old home every week.”

Invva subscriber writes:
z

|

Adalbert Millett of Searsmont is
a member of the board of U. S.
;
11
Examining Surgeons for Waldo
u
place of Dr. Johu M. Fletcher,

Blood and Nerve

ted

the reservoir of

n

has cleared

Remedy

a

.It

the Belfast Water

Poor woman, with her delicate body and unstrung nerves. Life Is hard
The world is heavy and it drags her over its rough roads regardless
on her.
of the jars and shocks which tear her nerves and
tap her life and beauty. And how she endures I
sung of It
clergymen praised It—the
world gained by it. But It Is wrong, we say.
It Is wrong to suffer needlessly—to drag
through life listless, weak, melancholy, useless and uninteresting. It there were no
Dr. Oreene’s Nervura blood and nerve-remedy. It would be different.
But there Is I It Is ready to add old time
grace and spring to your feet, to light
those dull eyes with sparkle and bring
\ a dainty pink to those sallow cheeks.
has done It so often.
There Is no
) doubt about It.
Set your blood tingling and tighten up
your nerves with a safe, sure remedy. What Dr. Greene’s ,\ervura has done for others it will
do for you
enrich your
blood
strengthen your
nerves, increase your apin fact
make
petite
you well.
It
as
for
men
And
Is just
good
makes
as It is for women
ss.
them look well and feel well.

.c* rs.

class of Castine ladies recently
successful course of lessons in
The teacher was Miss Mertie
z
f Castine, a graduate of the Boston
.-.g school.
third number of the Teachers’ Lecture
io be given by Johu R. Dunton Frilling, Jan. 19th, will be at 7 o’clock,
wing to the fact that the band cours later the same evening,
nge

.la

l

B'tave

snow

\lt

smooth, fine sleighing
fell Monday night and
•nakiug the sleighing even better

loads

worn

More

snow

fore.
the

holding

for

nts

—

omiiig fall,and to transact such
as may come before the meet-

<

Mrs. Caroline Chandler, Concord, N. H., says:
“For years I bail trouble with tny stomach and
have consulted physicians and sought in various ways to find
relief. In addition to my stomach difficulty, I sutt'ercda great
deal with pains in mv ha« k. and general weakness of the
system. The first relief which I obtained was through the use
of Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy, and I have continued to use the remedy whenever I
felt it necessary 10 do so. I look upon Dr. Greene’s Nervura as a valuable medicine, and take pleasure
in recommending it to others."
l>r. Greene. 34 Temple Place, Boston. Mass., is the mo«t successful specialist in curing nervous and
chronic diseases. He has remedies for all forms of disease, and offers to give free consultation and
advice, personally or by letter. You can tell or write your troubles to Dr. Greene, for all communic*.
tioos are confidential ami letters are answered in plain, sealed envelopes.

Grocery drew a
at
the Opera House Saturday
iud all were well pleased. The
very funny from the rise to the
urtain.
Daisy Chaplin as the
is
a daisy in that part, and the
i\e her a good support,
North,

n

enough

id
1

mystery

a

ever

happy.

fat and

get.

Muldoon’s Picnic at the Belfast Opera
House. Wednesday evening, jan 24th.
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Maclnas
News
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in
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Biain hard.

Esq.,

of

in tins county

doing

some

very

good

Don't make
Call at No. 10 Main St., Brackett
for the

begin

new

next,

by

our

year.

week the publication

relating
history
historian, Hon.
the

to

local

Williamson.
the

remaining
Jan. Id: Ladies—Mrs.
iu

Belfast

post office
Maggie
Benford; Mary A. Prish; Mrs. Bertha
Hook
Gentlemen— George E. Clark, Esq.

Mr.

Chautauqua Circle

Seaside

tried this term

will meet with

Mrs. G. R.
Hakbok

•!

iiism.tted
W

t"

I’oessler

The secretary of war
Congress reports from
on

projects

for

Carter, Commercial street, MonJanuary 22nd. Roll-call answered

day,
bv

Longfellow’s poem
"Evangeline;” study of the State of Maine

iinprove-

quotations

from

Camden harbor ami the Kennebec ; continued.
"•tween Gardiner i/ridge and Augusta

object

At Camden the main

in the Supreme Court at Bangor last
Jennie T. Wlnteliead was decreed a
divorce from Wm. C. Whitehead, with the
right to assume her maiden of Jennie T.
Jordan. The parties were married iu Belfast June 13,1896.

is to ob-

week

the area
dredging
dredged to 10 feet, so as to admit
deeper draft and dispense with
Maj Koessler thinks the further

•ther

•nt

of 12 feet of

of the harbor is

ned recommends

a

worthy

of

con-

survey.

j

Sixteen members of the Sons ol Veterans
and Ladies’ Aid Society gave Mr. and Mrs.
F. O. Whiting a surprise pirty last Saturday

The Law Court
Browu, Jr in j evening, the occasion being Mrs. W.’s birthl.-oiae F
Gould
The rescript! day. A number of valuable
gifts were pre!;e ease, and is as follows:
sented to them, refreshments were served
kt

I tlie

Decision.
ease

of F. W.

Iveut. uf whom the plaintiff is asa mortgage to secure a
pre-ext tie mortgage being iusolv-mt, as
:get well knew, hut tiie mortgage,
r> orded more than four months
ortgagor liied liis petition to he
i. insolvent debtor, and therefore
in fraud of the statute against
es.
Neither was it a fraud under
nth’s clause of the insolvent, law7,
given to sc are a bona tida indebtoi.i lia.l no elements of fraud. To be
worked a preference, but in a legal
The creditors *;rpt upon their rights
wed it to become valid under the
.ns of the insolvent law.
dismissed w ith costs.
tatuson for plaintiff.
Rogers for de■*

ant.

The first concert of the
M the Belfast Band, F. J. Rigby couConcert.

■'ll

was

i,

given

in the

sday evening,and

Opera House last

was

most,

excellent

A large audience paid
ry particular.
josest attention and the criticism of

present was very complimentary.
quest numbers were Concert Overu F, by Kalliwoda; Famous Minuett,
•rewski Larboard Watch, with a duett
Baritone
and Trombone, by Messrs,
igers

-ns

and

!

a

pleasant evening spent by

C. B

Thompson

all.

of

pounds, dressed—weight

Mrs. Heury
ular accident

Bateman

Saturday.

met

She

with

was

singpreparing
a

a roast for the oven and,
tiudiug it too long
for the pan attempted to cut off one end.
She struck it with a heavy kuife, but the

blow fell farther back than she intended
and cut the end of her left thumb off near
the roots of the nail.
The fireman’s annual ball will

be given in
Belfast Opera House this,Thursday, evening.
There will be the usual supper, for which
the citizens are responding liberally, the
selling of articles, and a dance.
The committee and
members are supplied with
handsome new badges, ordered for this
occasion.

The Parlor Musical Society held a very
interesting and profitable rehearsal last
'*ut doubt one
Tuesday evening. At iutermission the fol■tious.
Messrs. Stevens and Driukwater
lowing program was given: Soprano solo,
themselves much credit and the piece
“Amove,” Tasti, Miss Colburn; piano solo,
Id be repeated during the course.
MuWaltzes from Faust, Miss June Hills; trio,
from
The Geisha by Jones occupied
“Heart Cease thy Fond Complaining,” Camin
minutes
the
and
was
uty
rendering
pana, Mrs. Frost, Mrs. Pitcher and
Mr
The concerts bid fair
Larboard watch was
of the most pleasing

The

to be very popliberal patronage. We
Id suggest that the request numbers
Mrs.
night include Sweet Old Songs.
Davis sold .die largest number of-tick84.
anti received the pr’ze, a diamond
aud

deserve

a

Pitcher.

The next rehearsal will be held

Tuesday evening, Jan. 50th.
Ni:w

Advertisements. William A. Clark,
manufacturing clothier, Phenix Itow, advertiser this week a January clearance
sale,

See prices
preparatory to stock taking.
quoted-This is white ware week at Carle
The concert will begin at 8:15.
Ad- & Joues. They have received this mouth
■■*sion 15 cents; reserved seats 25 cents.
5,000 pieces of white ware, which they will
sell for one week only at the cut
prices
Coasting Act ident.
James Kelley,
advertised. Carle & Jones also advertise a
'f Mr. and Mrs. Ansel S. Kelley, susthree days sale of remnant room papers and
'ied a very severe compound fracture of
borders on Jan. 18th, 19th and 20th.Sale
i*‘ft leg last Thursday evening.
A large
of rubber foot wear for one week at the
nber of boys were coasting on a boh sled,
Dinsmore store. Prices way down_The
;.* u the sled
capsized, going at full speed,
McIntyre farm, one and one-half miles from
ing Kelley’s leg was caught under the
the
is offered for sale. A
if

you

wish

a

pleasant

and

1

....

1

•-

pastor, Rev.

J. M.

Waists wBrth

Silk
Velvet

the whole lot.

and

FUR

GOODS,

$3.50

now

We shall make

3.50

2.00,

Fine

COLLARETTES,

quality,

worth 15c., now

Nottingham

Oc.

our

and sell at
entire stock of

BOOKS.
10

Lace Curtains.

YVebsters, Unabridged Dictionaries,
large size, only
OSc.

In this

department will be found Richuni Carvel, l\ tliyhf hood tv is in
Flower,D ivid B tram, Duin'is’

500 pairs, valued from 50c. to
$5.00, to be
sold at GREATLY reduced

prices.

1.000 yds. Figured Satines

SCARFS and MUFFS,

,

big display,

these goods.

2.000 yds. Pampas Cloths,

JACKETS, CAPES,

a

VEUY LOW PRICES

1.50

Works,

10 pcs. Curtain Xet, 44 in.
wide, fish
net weave, worth
25c., now
l~>c,

only lOc.

SOLD REGARDLESS OF COST.

all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure kuown
to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh beiDg a
constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
taken

internally acting directly

upon the
surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work.
The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative
powers,
that they offer Oue Hundred Dollars for
any
case that it fails to cure.
8end for lists of
testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
4w52

blood and

mucous

WHITE GOODS.
We

j Korea.

MILLINERY GOODS.
Fancy Trimmed

Hats

$5.50,

now

One lot Children’s Caps

W. R. Howard spoke in the North
church last Sunday evening on Tissot’s
Pictures of the Life of Christ. The services
at the North church next Sunday will be as
usual, with a service in the evening in
memory of the late Rev. G. W. Field, D. D.
Mr.

Rev. G. E. Edgett will give the fourth
sermon in his series on -‘Revivals,” at the
Methodist church next Sunday forenoon.
Other services for the day will be as usual.
a

evening the

next

will be

sermon

revival service.

cheap.

50c.,

now

Sunday

be sold

j

less than cost.

1,000 yds. Japanese Silks

2iic,

at

followed

at 2.30

Sunday will be as follows; At 10 45, a.
regular service, preaching by the pastor;
at 12 m., Sunday school; at-0.15 p. m., Young
Peoples’ meeting; topic, “The Universal
Fatherhood of God.”
extended to all.

A

cordial invitation

is

Acknowledgments.
We are indebted to the Industrial Journal,
Bangor, for the fine half-tone portrait of the
late Dr. Field, on the first page.
M.

Moore, manager

Puget Sound Bureau

of

Information,

of
we

the

have

a copy of the historical edition of
The Argus, published at Seattle, Washington. The number is a very interesting one,
giving much of Seattle, past and present,
with fine half tone illustrations.

received

calendar for 1900 has
Stephen H. Mills & Co.,
A

come

to

us

from

yacht and engineers’ supplies, grocers and ship chandlers, No. 77 South street, New York. The
junior member of the firm is W. S. Pendleton^ Jr., formerly of Islesboro. The calendar has a fine picture of two schooner yachts

racing.
We

receipt of Mansill’s Almanac of
Planetory Meteorology for 1900. This publication contains about fifty pages and is of
much interest as a weather forecaster’s guide.
The weather predictions and data for the
several months are given in the usual form.
For January, the storm schedule is as follows: About the 1st to 3d, 8th to 12th, 10th
to 20th, 20th to 27th, and 30th to 31st.
The
proprietor, Richard Mansi 11, Rock Island,
111., will send the almanac, post paid, to any
address on receipt of 25 cents.
are

in

Swanville.
Alder with

a

E. B. Greeley has gone to
four-horse team to haul logs

for Fairfield parties_Vlrs. R. S. Smart,
who has been at home for a few days, will
spend the remainder of the winter in Exeter,
N. H-Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm and son

McKinley visited in Ham len Sunday_S.
Greeley of Hampden was in town on business last week-Chas
Libby and wife of
White’s Corner were in town Sunday_
Mrs. Albert Damm, Miss Louise CunningD.

ham and Miss Clara Kuowlton will give the
next sociable at Comet Grange Hall Jan. 25.
Many seem to forget that it is necessary for
each to carry his own basket to a
picnic_
The Cunningham boys have goue to Montafor
the
winter.
Will Cuningliam was at
gue
home a few days last week_We regret
that Mrs. George Peavey and
family are

week.

Wintkrport. Dr. J. H. Baker was called
to Steuben last week by the death of his
mother.... .E. S. Young and Will
Page are
ou the sick-list.Arthur Shaw at Frankfort is very ill with pneumonia.I. H.
Davis of Houlton visited his mother, Mrs.
E. S. Thompson, over
Sunday_Percy Hall
and family of Island Falls are visiting Mrs.
Hall’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Eaton.
.Quarterly meeting services were held at
the Methodist church last 8unday, conducted by Presiding Elder Day. The meetings
during the week of prayer were well attended and full of interest.
...

a

■YOO

BIG CUT in prices-

1 Case 27 inch Percale,

5c

CURTAINS,

HASKKTS anti TO VS

yd.

OIL

placed

for immediate sale at

on

i.ow

worth 25c.,

and MATTINGS

now

lfic
To be sold CHEAP.

Huy before the
advance pending takes place.

Sofa Pillows, all covered, 25c

BLEACHED COTTON.
1 Case 4-4 Bleached Cotton,

Sr

2 Bales 40 in. Brown Cotton,
2 Bales 4 4

,5c

Shopping Bags,

(ic
22c

25c.

DRESS

now

1,000 yds. Cotton and Wool
White Flannel, worth 17c, now
“We

expect

a

“

Brown Linen

1 Case, worth $1.25,

50

5c

1 Case, 81x90,

.its

Carpeting only

25c per

goods,

that

cost

we

yd.
MACKINTOSHES.

10 doz.
Fur

!44c 1

Hassocks, only

50c

10 Mackintoshes worth £3.50,

Rugs,-Smyrna Rugs,

$4,50

_At- LOWEST PRICES in the city_

a RUSH—are prepared for a RUSH—and
why not ?
and lots of clerks to pay you attention.
Come and see

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

now

TUXUEOO CANVASS

AT BARGAIN PRICES.

RUSH—we shall have

“ED store, chock full of

wholesale

in

pay to rep face them, the savings
are almost incalculable.
must

OOO, 1 yd. long Remnant Ali Wool

f)Sc-

only

Our BARGAIN'S in this department must
be appreciated.
In view of the great

1.50

advance

SHE! TS.
5c

2.00,
1.25,

CARPETING.

QUILTS.

now

DRESS GOODS.

Worth

Ladies’ Jersey Undervests.
17c
Case, worth 25c., now
MARSEILLES

5 l-2c.

only

“

Flannelette Wrappers.
now $2.00
$2.50,

3c

SKIRTS.

A very large assortment on hand that will
be closed .it BARGAIN' BRICES.

Shawls at 2-3 their value.

1

100

1

2,000 yds. OUTING.
10c. quality

1

counters

prices.

CLOTHS,

Berage Veiling,

Sc

I Case Cotton Twill Crash,

REMNANT DRESS GOODS.

10c

CARPETINGS,

15 Pcs. All Wool Dress Goods.
Bought for this sale, only 2'ic.

worth
now

All the goods left from Christmas to be
sold LESf- than cost,
including
4c per
4c

Paper Covered Novels,

Decorated China Ware.

3c

2 Cases Shirting Prints, only
1 Case Dark Prints only
1 Case 1 yd. wide Percale,

3ecret

Societies.

Opera

Bcllast

o’clock.

The services at the Universalist Church

Otis

will meet witli

other prominent authors.

We have

a

big, WELL L1GHT-

us.

Odd Fellows’ Block.

Mr.

next

From

Etc.,

to-day,now 10c

1-2c

25c.

SILKS.

All remnants measured and to

Edgett will preach
road school house, East Belfast-

in the shore

quality worth 12
1,000 yds Ginghams,

PRINTS.

All remnants in store

George
Epworth League eleeted the
following officers Monday evening: President, Cleora R. Haney, Vice Presidents,
Lillian Spinney, Lana Pendleton, Milly
Grout., Nettie Follett; Secretary,Ethel Frost,
Treasurer, James Leering.

In the

Best

Lylton’s Works,

Austin, (ieorye
Sand,
Charles Lever, Classics, Hoys'
Hooks, Doyle, Cooyer, and many

Goods, Cut Work and Doylies, Table Covers, Trav
Cloths, Laundry Bags,

on

Lord

•lane

Art

special low prices

A. F. C. GINGHAMS.

2.00

Wings and Birds

Feathers,

make

Piques, Dimities, Organdies, Muslius.

$2.50

4.00,

Pratt

by

shall

1 Case 9 4

Dr. F. E. Clark of Portland, the president
and founder of the Christian Endeavor movement, started Tuesday with Mrs. Clark for
a long trip in the Orient, visiting Christian
Endeavor conventions in Japan, China and

are

Sale^*

Napkin

COTTON UNDERWEAR.

$7.50,
4.50,

Worsted

welcome.

are

The readers of this paper will be pleased
serving of credit for the prompt manner in
which they acted.
As soon as the accident to learn that there is at least one dreaded
going to move to Belfast... .Emery Peavey
happened they righted the sled, placed their disease that science has been able to cure in of Hampden was in town the first of the
wounded companion on it and took him to
Dr. Small’s office as fast as they could run.
Dr. John Stevens assisted Dr. Small, and
although the fracture was a very bad one
tney decided to try and save the leg rather
:ban amputate it. The boy was taken home,
where the bones were set and the wounds
dressed.
He was also severely injured internally in the lower part of the abdomen,
and his body is covered with bruises.
The
leg is doing well, and the lacerated wounds
are healing as fast as could be
expected. He
suffers a great deal from the internal injuries, and these are considered dangerous,
though not necessarily fatal.

WAISTS.

.

Leighton. Sunday school at 12 m.
Black Crepon Dress Goods.
Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mission, 58 High street, every Tuesday, Thursnow $1.50
5 pieces worth $2.00,
day, Saturday and Sunday evening at 7
2
.75
1.25,
o’clock. Bible study Sunday at 5 p. m.
All

even-

city,
very desirforced some distance over the able
property-Agents wanted by Carle &
road with the overturned sled bearing
Jones to sell room paper and window shades.
wn upon it, badly crushing it.
Both bones I
Marcellus J. Dow, Brooks, announces a
•'••re broken, about midway between the I
closing out sale of remnants, odds and ends.
iee
and ankle, and the fractured ends of
bones protruded through the tiesh. The
wound bled very freely.
$100 Reward $10O.
The boys are de*
trd

by the

sermon

time attend

second concert to-morrow, Friday

JACKETS and CAPES.
GREAT REDUCTION in price to close

FANCY

Services at the Unitarian church next Sunday will be as usual. Morning service at

of the two.

1107.

and Drink water; and Serenade Mi-

by Pettee.

Biggest Satin Damask

the

inaugurated in this section of the State. We paid in cash #1,000 for Tablings and Napkins July last and have held them for
this great sale.
No cheap goods among the lot, prices
range from SOc. to SI SO
open them THURSDAY MORNING, at 9 o’clock sharp"
__Wid

he Churches.

m.,

North Searsmout has
j raised two pigs of the White Chester breed
1
that, are hard to beat. One killed at Thanksj giving, when H months old, weighed 542
pounds, dressed. The other was a little
! over 15 mouths old when killed and
weighed 505

I

10:45, with

Advertised list

looking after [he interests
cents

is

of articles

series

Joseph

"Charles A

Bessey of Brooks, ime of Mr Blanclients, is here for tight, but his case
>t he

as a

Alliance will
meet with Mrs. E. P Alexander Friday
afternoon, Jan. IP, at 2 o’clock.
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was

,eave
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leased the Hayford

has

The Non- Partisan W. C. T.

were

offenders

the

\-,
,n.i

Police

adjournments,

tft>-r several

..

Nash

E.

feed and hoarding stable.

them.
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Ever

our

for them to live

now

iittie birds

e

s

consider

they

as

arrived

have,

grosbeaks

lirt.le

tv

#^The

—

good sized

,.er

here goes.

so

their make up.

—

—

fair in

two-days

a

goods have advanced from 20 to 40 per cent, (and still advancing) to mark them dow 1, but
We simply advise our patrons to buy now and buv
heavy if ideas of prudence and economy

when

—

Waldo County Agrioiety will meet at the court bouse
Feb. dd, at 1 o’clock p. m. to make
of

istees

in

feel"igs

our

—

fell Thursday
the ground was finely frozen

as

hurts

public expect it,

cutting his usual supply
eparatory
for the Camp Ground aud adjacent !

of

'
__

to

four inches

■

WILL MAKE HER WELL.

ised.

Dickey of Northport

When

Cauton Pallas, P. M., I. O O. F., will begin a series of entertainments in Odd Fellows’ Hall Thursday evening, Jan. 25th.
There will be dancing, music and other
features.
The following named Masons went to
Pittsfield Tuesday to attend the Masonic
Convention: E. S. Carter, S. A. Parker, W.
C. Libby, C. F. Swift, M. I. Stevens of Belfast; Adelbert Millett, Searsmont, Oscar
Hills, Northport; J. A. Sprague, Islesboro.
Phteuix Lodge, F. anil A. M., elected the
follow iug officers Monday evening: W. M.,
Upham A. Hoyt; 8. W..W.O. Saw telle; J.
W., Clifford J. Pattee; Tr., N. E. Keen;
Sec’y, James Pattee; S. I)., M. I. Stevens; J.
D
W. J. Bailey; S. S., Chas. E. Stevens;
J. S., Elijah Phillips; Tyler, H. W. Marriner.

The officers of Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U.
W., were installed last Thursday evening,at

Knights of Pythias Hall, in the presence of
a large audience of members of the Order
and ladies. The regular session of the lodge

BRAY &

House,

MAXFIHLD, MANAGERS.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24.
NEW, UNIQUE ORIGINAL

Muldoon’s Picnic
Funnier than the

To

funniest,

trouble to shout yooils.

Money cheerfully

Pretty Girls.
Bewitching Terpsichore.
FUntrancing Music.
Kxtra added feature,
The world

a

Country

RESERVED SEATS AT MIXER’S.

MEN’S

good quality Storm Overshoes.

MEN’S Felts and Rubbers

advice.

OQ/'

WOMEN’S Storm

DAY!
ase of

A11

Boys’

regular value.

*>°*vs Sweaters’

Knee Pants

A quantity of 20 dozen, made well,
with inside band button-hole h> >ps,
two side pockets and two buttons
at knee..

~

1
1

«

j

yard, bought for cash direct nmi
miils and sold at a slight advance
manufacturing cost.

bv the
the

tT

from

each

—

SHIRTS
dozen fancy laundered Shirts, desirable patterns, two collars, size
D> 1 2andl7.to close, (each'..

50c

Heavy Mixed

C

MR. KIBBLE

i lT,r1'air) 25c

Will

gladly show you the stock.

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

jm

1.49

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIER,

Overshoes, (only

Phenix

...o9 C

YOUTHS’ and BOYS’ Overshoes.

«

Woolens and Worsteds

Night Shirts.

Overshoes.87C

WOMEN'S 1-Buckle
a lew lelt)—

one

Keen Olivers Realize and RrHit by
Advantages Offered

Q

Outing Flannel

Cotton Hose,

THE

about ONE THIRD less than

Boys’ Twill
1

'Ja
^

Men’s colored border Handkerchiefs. 18x18. attractive patterns
and colorings—copies of foreign

Hen’s

bought,

Wool Sweaters

'24.1'*

HANDKERCHIEFS

Hen’s

have

Men’s.!

Heavy quality natural mixed Overshirts.Jersey knit laced front.simped armholes, full length and width

designs.

<*

Men’s and

at

fleeced lined Shirts and
heavy quality,
color
Drawers,

Q

(combina- $4

Row, Belfast.

^ g^

THESE PRICES ONE WEEK ONLY

THREE DAYS’

blood.

office, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., and
by following his advise, based upon his long
experience and remarkable success, you can
he absolutely sure of being cured. Write at
once.
It will co9t you nothing to get his

Extra heavy fleeced lined Shirts and
Drawers, mohair silk binding on
shirts, overlook stitched.

Roys’

Overshoes.98C

Women Need Skilful Advice.

|* Q ^

Ladies’ heavy quality rib Vests,
fleeced lided. shaped long sleeves,
fancy crocheted front.

Footwear

Dr. Greene, discoverer of that most wonderful of all cures for women’s complaints,
Dr. Greene’s Nervura, is the most successful specialist in curing female complaints,
the physician to whom thousands of women
write in regard to their diseases, and who
gives consultation and advice absolutely
free of charge. Many thousands of women
have regained their health and strength and
become happy wives and mothers through
the timely advice and counsel of this skilful
woman’s physician. If you are a sufferer
from any of the weaknesses and diseases
peculiar to women, do no' fail to write to
Dr. Greene about your case at once, at his

Heavy quality gray random mixed
Dsawers.

provements.

Rubber

Is intended to nourish and sustain ns, hut
it must he digested and assimilated before
it can do this.
In other words, the nourishment contained in food must be separated
the
by
digestive organs from the waste materials and must be carried by the blood to
all parts of the body. We believe the reason
for the great benefit so many people derive
from Hood’s Sarsaparilla lies in the fact that
this medicine gives good digestion and
makes pure, rich blood. It restores the
function of those organs which convert food
into nourishment that gives strength to
nerves and muscles. It also cures
dyspepsia,
scrofula, salt rheum, boils, sores, pimples
and eruptions, catarrh, rheumatism and all
diseases that have their origin in impure

\\

Men’s extra fleeced lined Shirts
and Drawers. Lawrence make. A
popular combination of black, blue
and white horizontal random striped patterns, made with latest im-

Prices 35 and 50 cents.

funiletl.
.ASH WON

Shirts and

famous Pantomini9t.

Geo. II. Attains, Family in
Terror,

r>

UNDERWEAR

held from 7 to 8, after which the doors
were opened and the ladies admitted.
The
installation w*s performed by District Deputy Grand Master Workman Chas. H. Dill
of Augusta, assisted by L. H. Dudley of
Augusta as Grand Guide; L. M. Staples of
Washington as Past Grand Master Work...SALE OF..
man; A. J. Mason as Grand Foreman and
Alvin Blodgett as Grand Overseer. The officers elected w’ere announced in The Journal of Jan. 4th. After the installation remarks were made by the visiting officers
and by several members of the Enterprise
Lodge. An excellent oyster supper, prepared by Henry W. Marriner, wras served. The
The last lot of rubber footwear at the nrices
reports of the officers show'ed that the lodge
quoted. Excellent quality, good service. Econohas made a gain in membership, and the
my means trading with us. Read the prices that
the
on the
members
congratulated
Deputy
means a saving to you
excellent financial standing of the lodge.
MEN’S good quality
Eat

previous to stork tukiny
put prices down to the lowest notch.

reduce onr immense stock

sure cure

was

What We

effectively

you will find we hare

for the blues.
A Host of Clever Comedians.
A

Sale,

January Clearing

YANK INKWELLS

TheDinsmoreSore
will pay
IT the-^^

you to attend

Closing Out Sales

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
JAN.

Remnant
**

REMNANTS, ODDS and ENDS/
BROOKS, MAINE.

JAN.

IQ

JAN.

20

Papers 3c. per roll.
Rorders, it in., lc. per yd.
“
IS in., 3c. to He. per yd.

Room

We have tied each remnant in

bundle aud marked the lot in plain figures.
as we must clear out our
paper racks for
that will be here next week.
l ours truly,
a

The sale is for these 3 DAYS

..BY....

MARCELLUS J. DOW,

18

Remnant Room Papers and Borders.

-OK_

..

SALE,

our

new

goods

only,

CARLE tfc JONES.

A Republican Stale Ccrvaniien
WILL BK HELD IN

11ALI

C ITY

WEDNESDAY,
at

LEWISTON,
APWIL

o’clock A.

1

11,

1900,

H.,

for the purj ose of selecting -ix candidates for
electors 1 President and Vice Presi ent ot ilie
United States, ami toi.r unegaus at large and
four alternates to attend the National Kepub n an
Convei.tmi
he held m Philadelphia, Pennsy 1vania. on Tuesday, June 19. 190U. ami transact
any other business that may properly gome efoie it.
The basis of representation will he as follows:
Each City, Town and Plantation will be entitled
to one delegate, and lor each seventy-five votes
cast tor the Republican eandmate for i ioverimr in
1894. and an additional delegate, and torn fraction of f«»rty votes in excess of seventy live votes,
an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the .delegation of any City, Town
or Plantation can only be filled b> a resident of
the countv :• whmliithc vacancy exists
'Hu State
mmittee will be in session in the reception room ot the had at nine o’clock »n the
morning of the convention, for the put pose of receiving •. he ciedentials of delegates, delegates in
order t« be eligible to part n-ipate in he convention. inn.'! bi- elected -tdisti[ue111 t<» the date of
the ca-.
his convention and delegates, under
this ca '..should not he elected to the State convent it
to he herealter railed f.»r the purpose of
noininatiiu; a amlidate t r (boeruor.
Ali electors >t Maine, with iir reg.-rd to past
\\1 »art ii s\ mparhy with The
politu al dift
seiltinu illall
I
lie Re] uldi
; u--ol in lie
<
call Natl
;.e tor the Kcpiibliear. Namu
tionnl ('. u\.-i.n.ii,, ai- cordially invit.-d t
unite
with 'la- id ] i.iiiicans 111 The State in electing
hiinvention.
delegatePer on -t Id- id.'a-au State Committee
»KPH U. M \M.IJ Chairman.
< >YI). Seciftan
RYliUN
Augi sta, Y ame. Thursday ! Jam 4. 1900.
<

e

Presidential
Chosen

Electors
in

Alust

AH

be

les

ia

a

vi>i..*ti!uene> than the

1
i'
all 11
-1 a parly
is a u
a 11 (i < I a e s
i<-r 1 rt *n"
electors mi.*: he nominated in
ami 1 h.ave ihereiore inc-uded
St:.'.• •-:-i oi
111 tile .-a :
»ix el--; tors.
I. li. MAN LEV. Chairman.

<ieo

Rev
Hi* I
tin-

rt h

v

!.->>*

Tender

<
oi

it.oo

\V.

Field.

Envied.

Her .Most

Iritmte*

1!

'tight

found

expression

in

language

;

Daughter

as

as

t««

tin

li>;»

D.

D.

11«»i*

Eminent

Mourns

Citizen.

Departed.

Rev. in- -rge \V. Field, It. I)., -lied at
Ins 1 -• >111>■
Bangor a: }:;’><) r. m.. dan.
] ij Field was taken
]Otb, ageu .*1 yeais.
11 ot
Dec. ‘mu List, when lie celebrated
bis sj-t birthday, at which time several
of his relatives and tBends gathered at
diuiu t i:t honor of the event, as had been
their "ustom tor many years.
His illness
was not thought to be serious at the time,
but the change for the worse soon took
pi.tee amt ended in his death, which resulted from .i general breaking down, incident to tii infirmities of age.
Rev Dr. Field was born Dec. t), 1818. in
Belfast. Me., and was educated in the
schools here and at liowdoin
common
(■olieji, from which institution lie was
He spent
gra< uited :i, the class of l>:'-7.
the itd'.owdsg 1;, ye.us of hi* life in teachl-eeti
al
of
Laving
schools
in
prim 1}
ing
Freedom, Bellas! and (r-irliam.
During
the alter part ot his caieer as a teacher
in- p patai: liuiiseR for the ministry
and entered flic
Bang-' t Theological
Seminary, from which lie graduated in
He began preaching that year and
18-11 i
war 1 " a ted as past'd
oi the Longicgationa. cimieh at Frankini', Me., foi a
He a\;i* Then called to the ] astoryear.
ate of theFn-t Congregational church in
Brewer, .ii:<! lie was at the head < f that
chut el. !'■ : two y ais Is.*,;.
His work
hiuch .Eiiiicud attention all
with 11.:~
• •vet Ncv
18.gland mo i.itn :e_
tie laltei
-V. .he
id
ved a rali to the pas]
t oi:giegational
-ie Salem s’tecf
orate -i
chuteli m i-o.-ton.
He accepted the call
* pa
and
ot that ( I: itch uti’i! lsiig.
In \. i> called to the pastorate of
1 n
the < iritial < ongregational
ciiureh in

response to a request from t he Bangui Dailv News many of the Bangor clergymen sent tor publication expressions of
admiration and affection for I>r. Field—
i.is iite work and iiis beautiful character.
The letters were from Prof. .). s. Sewall;
Rev
.Joshua M. Frost, pastor Grace M.
Church; Rev. C. G. M<*sher Essex street
church; Rev. George B. llslev, I). I).,
pastor Second Baptist church; Rev. S. C.
Bench, Independent Congregational Society; Rev. IJenry L. Griffin, pastor of
Hammond Street Congregational church
Prof. Sewall
and Rev. A. E. Kingsley.
said;
“Our city is in mourning to-day for her
For thirty-six
most eminent citizeu.
years Dr. Field has lived and labored in
our midst, himself an example of the rellis helpligion In* has preached to us.
ful influence has not been bounded by the
walls of his own church 01 the limits of
It has been felt
his own denomination.
through the city, aloug the lines of philanthrophy, education, good government and
honest living, as well as in distinctively
spiiifuai and church work. Many lives
have been uplifted by his earnest appeals
aud the touch of his helpful hand.
Many
homes have enjoyed the benediction of
his sympathy, ids words of courage and
hope, his charity, his spiritual guidance
and aid.
“And while all the indications of bis
warm and pure heart have been so abundant, his preaching has proved his reAs Dr.
markable intellectual genius.
Guthrie said of the death of Dr. Chalmers:
“Men of his calibre are like great forest
trees—we don’t know their size till they
So may
e say of Dr. Field;
are down.”
now that, he is gone we shall realize and
ever
the leal magnimore
than
appreciate
tude and strength of the timid and shrinking, yet brave and whole-souled Great
heart who has been living among us and
has now returned t«> heaven.”
LAST

S
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;

j

The first critical period in a
woman’s life comes at the passing of her girlhood. How to

j

j

j

i

preserve the daughter’s health
at this crisis is the problem that
confronts every mother of girls.
Mrs. J. M. Riggs, of Carterville,
Mo., solved this problem. She

I
I
■

says:
“My daughter Josie during
winter of l«»7-v»S suffered a complete break-down in health, she
was thin and pule, hud no appetite,
and w.is so weak that she was unable to walk to school. Those who
km w h**r condition said that she
was in ilie first, stages of consumption. Shortly after school closed,
on the advice of a neighbor, we began giving her It. Wiliiun s’ Pink
Pills for Pale People. The effect
on her condition was marvelous.
Before she had taken hall a box her
condition was impnflted, and sue
kept

I

|
!

|

on

I

!
;

|

|

j
;

LI!MON.

Register

Deep

V\

ater

Vessels,

Abner Coburn. >1 L Park, sailed from
New York Sept 15 for Hiogo; spoken Oct '28,
lat it N. Ion 27 VV.
A (i Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
New
York July 29 for San Francisco;
sailed from Stanley, F I. Oct 30.
•V J Fuller, C M Nichols, cleared from
Philadelphia Oct 2.8 for Nagasaki.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 18 for New York.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, sailed from
Port Elizabeth Reels for Newcastle, N S W.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at San
I Francisco, Jan. 7th, from Philadelphia.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
>
j at Manila Dec 27 from Newcastle, N VV,
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
: Singapore Dec 11 for Hong Kong.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, sailed from Hong
! Kong Oct 8 for New York; passed St Helena Dec. Id.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed from
Norfolk Sept 7 for Honolulu; at Valparaiso
Dec 2d. with cargo on tire.
.losepiius, P R Gil key, cleared from
Hong Kong Oct 31 for New York; passed
Aujer Nov 28.
Mary L Cushing, F 1 Pendleton, at Hong
Kong Nov 24 for Hiogo and New York.
May Flint, sailed from Hong Kong Nov 13

elements of which are to be found in joy
and peace and righteousness in the Iloly
Ghost.
1 am glad that we are no longer expect
ed to dogmatize upon the awful subject
of future punishment, and I am glad that
the vital element in religious experience
is not made to lie in a personal trust in
vicarious atonement (tho* again blessed
be God that we may trust in His love as
manifested in His Divine Son), but that it
is made to lie rather in a personal consecration to Christ as Lord and Master, and
example in all righteous ana beneficent
living. lam glad, in a word, for the return to tlie simple Christianity of the
early ages, for the increased emphasis
given to those simple, grand truths which
our Saviour taught, which are so potent
upon our life and character, and for the
dropping out from tlu-pulpit, enforcement
and from popular religious thought of
truths and speculations which are indifferent in their influence upon character and
life.
The change of the central point of our
theology from the decrees of the sovereign ruler to the love of the infinite Father manifested in the person of Christ—
exalting in our preaching of character
above either formal works or a formal
faith; the substituting in the place of
excessive and unwholesome appeal to
fear as a motive—the more scriptural appeal to conscience, to love, to all the
higher and nobler impulses of our nature,
the larger hope for the future life, the
assurance that if any are finally lost it is
because the infinite resources of infinite
love are baffled in tlie attempt to save
them—these are some of the changes
which have come over the faith of the
church and the preaching of the pulpit in
the fifty years since this church was
oigauized. For that w. c bless G.al and are
thanktui— by just so much is the Christianity of tlie church j urer and more powerful, and the outlook lor the future more

j
|

for Tacoma.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R I) Rice, C F Carver, sailed from New
York Aug 20 for Yokohama; spokeu, Oct
4, lat 195 lou 27 VV.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from San Francisco Nov 18 for Sydney, NSW.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, cleared from New
York Nov 8 for Honolulu.
St Paul, F VV Treat, arrived at Yokabauia
Dec 13 from New York.
St Nicholas, arrived at Karluk May 21 from
San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, at Hong
Kong Nov 24 for New York.
Til lie E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, arrived at

Fish and Game.
of the Commissioners for the Year
1899.

Report

The report of the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries aud Game, just tiled with
the Governor, is a very interesting document.

Twenty hearings were held by the commissioners upon request of citizens of the
State for the erection of fishways in dams,
and to regulate the times in which, and
the circumstances under which, inland fish
might be taken in certain streams, ponds
and lakes.
Ten other petitions of like nature are
on file yet to be acted upon.
the Legisla# The £300 appropriated by
ture for that purpose has been used to
procure mounted specimens of birds and
From the
wild animals of the State.
large number of citizens who come to the
State House to see these specimens there
would seem to be no doubt that the people
are in sympathy with tins movement.
The commissioners say they have operated to their fullest capacity the four fish
hatcheries aud feeding stations; that these
have been more than ordinarily successful; that they have lost less land-locked
salmon and trout during the period from
the time of hatching to the time of planting thafi in auy previous year; that the
competition for the product of these hatcheries is very keen among the people: that
they have endeavored to treat every section of Hie State fairly in the distribution
of the fish.
There was taken during the
fall of 1 SOD, "SO,000 land locked salmon
eggs, 1,000,0<>0 trout eggs, and 30,000
brown trout eggs, which are now in the
various hatcheries in the process of being
hatched.
That more people have come to Maine
during the past year to fish and to hunt
than ever before in any one year, have
caught more fish, killed more game in
open season, except moose and caribou,
than ever before in a single year.
The supply of fish seems to keep pace
fairly well with the constantly increasing
demand; the need of a large and modern
hatchery, thoroughly equipped with the
latest devices and appliances for successfully hatching and feeding trout and landlocked salmon, is keenly felt.
Deer are still as plentiful as ever apparently; caribou seem to have left our
borders; there are still conflicting opinions about the moose; cow and small
moose seem to be fairly plentiful, hut the
large bulls so much sought after are believed to be less plentiful than for some ;
time. Partridges are unmistakably scarce;
it is hoped that, the law prohibiting tlieir
sale will prevent their wanton destruction for the markets, and that this most
valuable of all game birds may be preserved to the State.

BARKS

j

at

Kosairo Dec 12ih from Boston via Buenos

Ayres.
Jolani, McClure, arrived at Nanaimo Dec
1 from Honolulu.
Mahel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived'
at Buenos Ayres Dec 12.from Portland.
Matan/.as, sailed from New York Jan 5 for !
Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, sailed from !
Boston -Jan 7 for Fernandina.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Bar- |
bados Dec 30 for Turk’s Island.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, Great Yarmouth for Plymouth, passed Dover Dec 27.
Rose I unis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
New York, Jan S from New Orleans.
Sachem, Nichols, sailed from New York
Dec 14 for Hong Kong; ar at St. Thomas Jafi
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Boothby
9th after

Boothby.

Son, Waterville, died

&
an

illness of

more

year from the result of the grip,
plicated with organic troubles.
a

than
com-

For weeks he had been very low and his
death was expected at any time, so the
Mr. Boothnews came without surprise.
by was one of the most prominent men of
this State, having been one of the first
men who signed the call for the first liepublican convention, and the prime mover
in bringing the temperance and free soil
people into the ranks of the party,running
Anson 1*. Morrill for Governor on that
ticket. He was defeated the first election
and elected the following one by a large
Mr. Boothby was born in the
majority.
town of Livermore, June 2, 1817, and was
the oldest son of a family of four children. He left home at the age of 20 and
went to South Paris, where he wTent into
the insurance business, where he remained till 1857, when he came to Waterville,
where he has since lived.
He was twice
married and leaves a widow and two sons,
Col. W. A. R. Boothby of Boston, and
Col. Frederick E. Boothby of Portland,
the general passenger agent of the Maine
Central railroad.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists,
Belfast, Me.
Iyl7

$100.
Dr. B. Detchon’s

May be worth

Anti Diuretic

to you more than $100 if you
have child who soils beddiug from incontendence of water duriug sleep. Cures old
and young.alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes &; Co.,
Druggists, Belfast. Me.
Iyl7
a
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10 BELFAST.

Boston,

IE. I).
w Ij.

7 45

j

I* M
O0
AM
0 20

11

Portland.
AM

9 20

Waterville.

Bangor.

7 15
AM

I* M

10 20
8 50
5 05
10 55
9 09
6 22
5 31
Thorndike.-. 11 20
9 19
Knox.......+ 11 35
+538
+925
9 41
5 52
Brooks. 12 12
Waldo.+ 12 30
+9 52
+« 03
10 14
City Point. +12 50 +1004
1 05
0 20
10 10
Belfast, arrive
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale hv L. W. Gkougk
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Bootiibv. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 21,1899.
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EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.

At a Probate Court ludd at
the County of Waldo, on
January, A. 1 >. 1i)<n>.
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the second I a
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of

and
-i i\

certain instrument, purporting to he tin- last
will and testament •■! JOSKPH F. HF.PB.'CK.
ot Notthp it. in -aid
deernty of Wah;
ceased, having been presented hu’ probate
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men, throe
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fiat all pei s. u s mtere-ted nu,y atiei
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he held at Belia’st, .u,
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February next, and show cause. ! any they
have, why t l.e said account should mu n.
w.-.i
«.KO. K. JmHNm-N Judge.
A true co| y.
Attest
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!;. gver.
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The subscriber here-

by give notice that she have been duly ap
pointed Executrix of the last will and testament

of
WILLIAM K. DUNCAN, late of Lincolnville.

County ot Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to nc k«* payOLIVE K. DUNCAN.
payment immediately.
Lincolnville, January 9, 1900.
in the

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 9th day of January, 1900.
THOMAS C. SMART, Administrator on the, estate
of Nancy Smith late of Swanville. in said County,
deceased, having presented his final account of
administration of said estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Courtly,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 13th day
of February next, and show cause, if any they
have, whv the said account should not he allowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha7.el.tine, Register.

WALDO

EXECUTRIX’S NC TICK. The subscriber hereby
1 gives notice that she has been duly appointed
Executrix ot the last will and testament of

I

MARGARET

WATERHOUSE, late of Searsport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment

NOTICE, ine subscribers hereby
give notice that they have been dul> appointed Executors of the last will and testament of
JOHN H. QUIMBY, late of Belfast,

immediately.

ELENORA WATERHOUSE.

Searsport, January 9, 1900.

EXECUTORS’

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
gives notice that lie lias been duly appointed
Executor of the last will and testament of
CHARLES H. DODGE, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
DANIEL W. DODGE.
payment immediately.
Freedom, January 9, 1900.

I

County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
in the

ANNIE N. QUIMBY,
WILLIAM H. QUIMBY.

Belfast, January 9,1900.

V

I

PROBATE NOTICES.

payment immediately.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testammt ot i.Ki'KliK I
HANDI.KTT. late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
rerested by causing a copy ot this order to be pub!i lied three weeks successiveiy in The Bepttblican
Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast. within and for said County, on ti
-e
uid
Tuesday
February next, at ten ol tin- nock be
tore li 'H. and show hum it any they have, why
the same should not he proved, approved and allowed.
CFO. K JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy
At test:
mas. P Hazki rink. Kegister.

ADMIN

only absolutely

SAFE. SURE and RELIABLE
Female Pills.
Mailed to any address on receipt
of price $1.00 per box.
Book Important to Ladies sent
free upon receipt of jc stamp.
GER/IAN CHEMICAL CO.,
853 Broadway N. Y

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast. within ami for
the County ot Waldo, on tlie sen-m; Tuesday of
January, A. I». lltoo.

\I/ALDO

1 20
4 30
1 35

I>. 1 900.

NEW YORK CITY.

IVALOOSS. In Court of Id,,bate, he -i
Be!
»T
last, on the ihli day of Jano.ov.
I’.hmi.
BEN I <». s \ Kt.I.NT, a-1 in in ist rat or ou
estate
ot T11 o M A b M SWEENEY, latent
i• >! i. m
said County, deceased, having present t-d I,is tirst
n| administration ot said estate
and
final
account
j
SS. I** Court of Probate, held at Bel- tor allowance.
YUALIX)
Ordered, that u>>'ire thereof be given, three
Vt
fast, on the 9th dav of January. 1900. weeks
successively, in flu Repcbli ... do'i.:,l,,i.
ANNIE 1.. STETSON and < H ARLES STETSON,
newspaper published in Beliast m 'aid' minty
administrators on the estate of CHARLES P.
that
all
persons interested may attend it a CoSTETSON, late of Bangor, in the County of
llate Court, to he N-i I at He last, on tie' 13th day
Penobscot, deceased, late Trustee under the last
ot
next, and 'low cause, it any they
February
will and testament of Catharine Peirce, late of
have, why t lie said .iceonui should not be allowed
Frankfort, in the County <>f Waldo for the benefit
111 <'. E. ■)< »li Ns< »N -i mige
of Arthur Peirce, having presented the full and
A true copy.
Attest
final account, of the trusteeship of said Char es
Chas. F. H v
l.riM
Register.
P. Stetson for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
u
88.-In
Court-of
held
l’.el
Probate,
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
VV
1P(KI
last, on the .*th day of January
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said county,
ROXANNA M. B \BB1Im;'E, administratrix on
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
the estate of JA.MEs WAKOW EEE. late t W in
bate Court, to be held at Belfast on the 13th day
of February next, and show cause, if any they terport, in said County, deceased, having presentaccount ot administration ot said estate
ed
have, why the said account should not be allowed. tor her
allowam e.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
ISTRATKlXs no ice. The subscriber
that all persons interested may attend at a Prohereby gives notice that lie has been duly bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 13th day
of February next, and show cause, i! any they
appointed Administratrix of the estate of
ELIZABETH H.M ACDOCG ALL,late of Searsport, have, whv the said account should m*t he allowed".
(ii:< I. E. JOHNS' I.N, Judge.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given
A true copy.
Attest.
bonds as the law directs
All persons having
( has. P. Hazki.tine. Register.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
'T7AKHOSS. -In Court ot In-bate. held at Belall indebted thereto are requested to make payV?
last, on the Pth day
Jane.iry. IP<n>.
ment immediately.
.MERAEl'V BLACK, executrix o{ in.
v\>B
HANNAH T. PENDLETON.
(d ,CH A REES F. SNOW, iate "I Sim
>u Springs
Searsport, January 9, 1900.
in said County, deceased, bavin
piv-ri-ted her
-.tin estate
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE. The subscriber gives second account of administration
lor allowam e.
notice that she has been duly appointed
Executrix of the last will and testament >!
Ordered, That notice thereot '•< given, iliree
weeks successively, in the Republic..,!. Journal.,
JOHN HASSELL, late of Belfast,
a newspaper published in P.<
I -- m '.ml e-unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
that all persons kiH-re-te.i n,.iy rtetei
Pro
having demands against the estate "t said de- bate (’oiirt,
to be held at Be! last.--u I be iBtb day
ceased are desired to present the >anu- for settle
n,-.it .my they
of February next, and -i
all
indebted
thereto
are
and
to
requested
ment,
have, why’tiie said ae.-oim: 'lau.l.l i-u i-< ..Bowed
make pavmcnt iminediatelv.
til.o E JOHNS' 'N. Judge.
ESTHER W. I! ASS El. I,.
A true copy
Attest
1900.
Belfast, January 10,
Ch As P. H AZI-TTl m
Register.
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Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published liree wee s successively in the Republican Journal, published at Belfast. that they may
appeal it a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on tin* second Tuesday of February next at ten of the clock before
inn n, ilid slioxv cause, it any they liaxe. why the
same should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/kltixk, Register.

Burnham, depart
Unity.

Hon. Levi T. Boothby, the senior member of the well known insurance firm of
L. T.

I’M

1 25
* 1 20
11 37

January,

A

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart

Probate Court held at Belfast. within and
tin* County of \\ ab o, on the second Tucsoay

certain instrument, jmrporting t<> be the last
xx'i11 ami testament ol K/.RA PATTEE, lam
of Monroe, in said County ot Wablo, deceaseii,
having been presented lor probate.

follows:
FKOM

for

<

after

inn as

Bepasi. xvithm and
the s« eoiid lTiesdax

4 certain instrument, purport ing to In* the last
testament of SAl.l.Y I* BARTLETT,
late ot .lack-on, in sum < untx of Wabio, deceased, having been piecentcd toi probate
Ordered, That not ice be given to all persons interested by can-in- a eopx ot this order s.. be published ihrcc weeks slim s-ively in The Repel, a an
to
t. a
publishec ;.i Belfast, that t hex max ap
pear at a Probate Court, to be held a. Peitast,
within and tor said Comity, on .be second Tuesday of February next, at ien ot tin* clock betore
n
on
and show cause if anx they ii ive. xvav the
same should not be proved.approve!
ami allowed.
GEO. E. lOHNSON. Judge
A true eopx
Attest:
( H vs. P H A/i'i.. \!•:, Register.

l)<*c. 4. 1 899,trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains tor
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boswill

at
on

l\ will and

AM

Levi T.

a

hariuman deyereai n ti ttle.
ot THOMAS R. BOWDEN, late ot
said County of Waldo, deceased,
Prospect,
having presented a petition pra\ ing that she or
some other suitable person may be appointed administrator ot the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they max appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast. wit bin and i'm said
County,on the Uih day of February, A. D. !'.><><*,
at ten of the ciock before noon and slioxv cause,
it any they have, why the prax er of said pet it inner should not he granted.
<. K< >. E .IDHNM'N. Judge.
A true eopx
Attest
( HAS. P. H X/KI.TI N K, Regl-tt

jj

on

ALWAYS

30 Years.

77 MURRAY STREET.

Ordered,That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to be held at Beliast. within and tor said Countx,
on the Uth day of February, A. D 19<!<), at ten of
the clock before noon, and'show cause it anv tbev
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazki.tixk, Register.

of

and

COMPANY,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 9th dav of .January, A. 1). 1900.
VI LLLARD E. DANIELS, oldest son of MARTHA
Jl P. DANIELS, late of Liberty, in said Countv
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition,
praying that he or some other suitable person
may be appointed administrator of the estate ot
said deceased.

I Purely Vegfetalile./^^T/ti^T^

SCHOONERS.

Hon.

THE CENTAUR

CURE SICK HEADACHE.

On

Georgia GiiKey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Fernandina Jau 3 for New York.
Gladys, H B Colson,cleared from Brunswick Jau 10 for New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Bath Jau 1 from Savannah.
John C Smith, Kueeland, sailed from New
York Jan 10 for Brunswick.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Bucksport Jan 7 from Savannah.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
Jan 5 from Satilla.
R F Pettigrew1, Morse, arrived at Brunswick, Ga, Dec 29 from Portland.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Philadelphia Jau 10 from Sabine Pass.
Sallie l’On, W H West, arrived at Port
Spain Dec 13 from San Fernando, Trin.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New
Y'ork Dec 15 for Fernandina.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Jan 5 from Brunswick.

In Use For Over

HEADACHE.
dizziness.
BILIOUSNESS.
TORPID LIVER.
CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIN.
THE COMPLEXION

MUST MAVt

It

Narcotic

other

The Kind You Have Always Bought

easy

FDR
for
FOR
FOR
F0R
FOR
FOR

It, is Pleasant.
nor

CASTORIA

GENUINE

su^ar.

rADTCD>
bAm Llw

Soothing Syrups.
Opium, Morphine
uge_is its guarantee.

substance. Its
It destroys'Worms
and alloys Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea ami W ind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency.
It assimilates (lie Food, regulates tlie
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

Wrapper Below.

See Fac-Simile

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareand

contains neither

Little Liver Pills.
Must Bear

a

creditor
Mary
in

Thomas A Goddard, J II Park, sailed from
Boston Dec 30 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Boston Nov 21 from Turk’s Island.

Leonora, J H Monroe, from Brunswick,
Ga for New Haven, arrived at New' York
Jan 10.

Castoria is

goric, Drops

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the County of Waldo, on the 9tli dav of .hum
ary. A. I). 1900.

4, leaking.

BRIGS.

What is CASTORIA

Carter’s

H Conner, J T Erskiue, at Hong
Nov 11, unc.
J Rotcli, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
Manila. Jan. dtk from Baltimore.

Wm
VV

Alansou Ford, arrived at
30 from Port Spain, Trinidad.
Edward May, sailed from Nanaimo Dec 9
for Honolulu.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Portland Sept, 4 for Bahia Blanca; spoken, Nov
0, !nt 13 S, loii 34 \V.
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Buenos Ayres
Nov 23 from Portland.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived

jP

Genuine

Kong

Alice Reed,
New York Nov

—

_

At

Bay.

at

Tlie Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
iu use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
./f
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
(
j,
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
Ail Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are hut
Experiments that tritle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

Sau Francisco .Jan. 5th from Philadelphia.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed for Port
Angeles Dec 17 from Vancouver for Delagoa

>

J
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SHIPS.

Tin* last time that Rev. Dr. Field spoke
at an;, length to the members of the Central paiish was upon the occasion of the
celebration ot the 30; h anniversary of the
iganizaiion of the church, on Thursday,
-•vprii 1, 1>07. At that time he delivered
an historical
address, which was a comprehensive and highly in'eresting sketch
of the affairs of the church from its earliest day*,
He began with nieiencc to
hvo of the men most actively concerned
in the founding ot the church--Prof.
George Shepard and
Deacon Eiiash.il>
Adam*, io whose energy and devotion he hopeful.
And yet not only has there been this
a
tribute.
The original mopaid glowing
change in the things believed, but even
tive in Die founding of the chuieli was to
He remained
Bangor, ami accepted.
more in the way and spirit in which
they
the Centra! church utitL lst'-g wlien he re
p:o \ oh* a central hall of w-orship f r those
are believed.
Fifty years ago good peowho .\ ei e not regular churchgoers, the
iited on account of his i eallh.
Hi* »<•* g
were so positive!
not
ple
;
They
only bemissionary idea being prominent in the
iiati -u came as a
greai surprise t<- 'inlieved so much, but they believed it so ;
undei taking.
members oi his paiish and even
!! -i
Every minister, every j
Of he 12 liiui who s gried tin applica- ; dogmatically.
was made to have him continue, tm
,iLw as expected to
declined and his place was filled !,\ R v. Don foi organization only one. Deaeon W. 1 church-member, almost,
j
have a definite, positive unwavering cons. Dennett, suivives.
services were lirst i
I-.. F». Barry, now of Massaeliuset■
who
held in the oid Mniket II ill, whi h stood j viction upon every theological subject, !
remained with the Lurch lot a mc i: pe
where now is the Bangor post office. From j from rhe decrees in the eternity that was i
riod and was replaced by Rev. .1 dm 8.
tlu-ieihe society moved to the old City | past to the doom of the wicked in the
Penman, the present pastor.
.Since his iesignatiou In. baud has been
Hall, and thence, after consideration of j eternities to come. We occasionally meet!
vuiuus other localities, to the present with such persons now in all the churches
>1 Bangor and l a- bvn as lar
a resident
—sure that
hold the truth, the whole
as his health would
permit, actively en- edilice in French .street, w hose corner | truth and they
nothing but the truth, and when
gaged in chinch work. lie has supplied stone was laid on Sept. 0, 1832. The lirst we hear them
we feel as Dr. Taylor did
the pulpit *>t the Central church seveial
pas or was Prof. Shepard, mentioned
“I wish 1
times in the absence ot the regular pustni above, who retired in 1803, he being suc- when he said to Dr. Cook:
as sure of anything as you are
could
be
ceeded by l)r. Field, who came here from
and an announcement that he wuu.id
sure
of
as
or
we
are
remindeverything!’,
preach always brought out an immense P»« st >n, and who in 1802, after nearly 30 ed of what
Cromwell said:
“I beseech
congregation. For many years Hr. Field y* uis of service, was succeeded, after a
my brethren, by the mercies of God,
managed the Central Club course of lec- brief interval, tilled by Rev. E. B. Barry, you,
tures ami it was through his efforts that
by tile present pastor, Rev. John 8. Pen- remember it is possible you may be mistaken !”
Bangor pc pic have been .given an oppor- man.
It is a blessed thing to live in an age of
After recounting many interesting inci- j
tunity to bear some of the most famous
the world when one has the privilege of
dents of the history of the church, Dr.
men on the American lecture platform, beholding his judgment in suspense and may
Field said:
sides many musicians and singers of promJ need not say that there lias been a 1 safely say in regard to a great many things,
inence in the musical world.
“I do not know!” I heard a man someDr. Field received the degree of doctor great change in matters of theological belief since 1 lirst came among you.
of divinity from Bowdoin Coliege in 18bt>.
Rer- what eminent in both scientific and theoIn lsTO he was married to Mrs. Chaplin
haps ru no period since the church began logical circles, in answer to a question as
w
Humphrey of Bangoi. Besides his wife to be, except at the Reformation, lias to hat he thought was the greatest dislie leaves live nieces, Mrs. Charles IS. Pearl there been such agitation and strife and coveiy that had been made in the last
“The possibility of a
and Miss Nellie Field of Bangor, Mrs tumult within the church as during the fifty years, say:
Mary Eddy of Bay City, Mich., Annie V. past lifty years—so much doubt about suspended judgment!”
Yes, the present generation has made
and Caroline W. Field of Belfast; and live many things, s<> much denial of many
the grand discovery that a man may be a
nephews, Geo. p. Field of Boston; Chas. other things, so much discussion of everyBen D. and Herbert T. thing, a time full of doubt and perplexity very good man and have very intense
11., Frank L
moral convictions without having very
to all thoughtful Christian people, most
Field of Beitast.
Rev. Dr. Field was a man who was stu- of all to*those who have been the appoint- positive intellectual convictions on all
possible subjects.
dious and scholarly in his habits and ed and pastors of the people.
The fear is that we may go too far in
1 doubt whether there has been any peHe was an attractive preacher, a
tastes.
this
riod
in
the
of
the
wit
and
when
direction, according to the principle
much
church
the
man of keen
history
originality. He
that one extreme follows another. There
who preferred to confine his preachers’ office was so beset with trials
was a man
labors with his church and as one result and difficulties, when people were so dis- are some things about which it is worth
of his retiring disposition lie has publish- trustful and did not know whether their while to have very positive convictions,
ed but few of his masterly sermons, or, as pastor knew the truth, and, what is worse, and be able to use the words which Paul
when he did not know himself whether so often used: “1 know, I know in whom
be preferred to express it, “the few have
•
he knew it in regard to many things 1 have believed.”
been published for him.”
I trust the time will never come when
which he was expected to preach, and
which he was expected to declare as the anything is needful to give signifiSORROW IN’ ISA NOOK.
word of God—when sometimes the pas- cance to the words: “God so loved the
The death of Dr. Field will be a cause tor’s own heart is rent with doubts and world that He gave His only begotten bon
to die, that whosoever believeth in Him
fears as to what the truth was.
of sorrow to very many, including thousands here in liangor w ho knew and loved
Personally, this church has always shall not perish but have everlasting
him sis a good and gentle man, the kindly been so kind to me that, it is difficult for life”—when anything is needful to give
light of whose Christian character east a me to realize now that there were many richest and tenderest significance to these
woids shall fall into the class of things
radiance about lnm like a lamp in the long periods during which, doctrinally,
doubtful. The tendency does not seem in
darkness.
you did not give me your confidence.
Rut all that is past—so thoroughly past that direction. Never before lias the heart
it was not so much his cliolarship or
liis eminence in t lie church through many that it is difficult to realize that it ever of the lace been so drawn to Christ, the
him
a
in
the
was.
And with this uncomfortable trans- Divine Master, as to-day—never before 1
high place
years that gave
ition period passed away a great deal of think, so many who call Him Lord and
esteem of the people, a warm place in
their hearts tint the gracious manner, the obsolete and worn-out medieval theology Master, never so many who give him their
mildest healing, the patient courtesy that that it is well to have passed and gone for- life service and would gladly give their
he displayed ill everything, toward every- ever. I am glad we .are no longer called life blood if it were needful.
In conclusion, I think there are many
one.
upon to preach total depravity as it were
The dear old man, the beloved shep- preached 50years ago; I am glad that we reasons why on this 50th anniversary we
here
to
his
from
do
should
look back to the past with pronot
have
to
write
or hear sermons on
reward,
herd, has gone
found gratitude to God, and look forward
his kindly face will shine no more among elect and reprobation, or upon a passive
us;but the good seeds that he has sowed or virtually passive dependence upon the to the future with cheerful hope and conw ill long blossom into flowers of grace in
Holy Spirit. I am glad that the salva- fidence. We have reason to be grateful
many hearts, the impress of his goodness tion proclaimed from our pulpits is not so for the founders of this church, the membe hi» best memorial,
[liangor Daily much salvation from future suffering as ory of whose saintly character and whose
from present sinning,
and that the mighty words are a priceless legacy. We
News.
Heaven we are called upon to seek is not can be grateful that we have not altogeth1
er been unfaithful to the ideals of the
The death of Rev. George W. Field will only Father Heaven (tho’ God be thanked
and that we can review the hisoccasion a feeling of profound sorrow not beyond measure for that, and for the fathers,
and cheerfulness that it puts into tory of the 50 years that are gone with
only in this city, but throughout New hope
We have
many otherwise dark and cheerless places) some measure of satisfaction.
England, where he has been known and but
that it is primarily a Heaven, the reason to be grateful that, we enter upon
loved these many years. As a citizen, as
without
our
second
semi-centennial
career
well as a minister of the gospel, Dr. Field
the least incumbrance of debt—grateful
To Cure Constipation in One Week
was held in high esteem by the people of
for the vitality and vigor of the church
this city. While the active years of bis
To Purify the Blood in One Week
and the society which has enabled it unlife were given to the ministry, a vocation
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
der all depressing circumstances of the
in which he wielded a powerful influence,
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
year to raise perhaps a greater sum for rehe at the same time kept in close touch
ligious and benevolent purposes than in
with all those questions affecting the pubTake Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea any previous year of its history.
lic good, national as well as municipal,
We should be grateful that we have a
and discussed them with an intellectual 25c. trial size free. If it fails to cure
pastor who holds the heartiest love of his
grasp and a moral strength of purpose your money will be refunded.
A. A.
people, and who revives, as I have said,
that knew neither fear cor hesitancy
Howes & Co.
in big character and his aims, the best
when he felt it his duty to speak. It was
>

For Over Finj icars.
Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years
by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the. best, remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to tbe taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents abottie.
Its value is incalculable.
Re sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

gaining appetite, strength

and flesh until she wasentire.vu ell.
“She took three boxesof the pills
and to-day there Is not a Pea it bier,
more robust looking girl in Cart erville. She is fleshier h.id healthier
than ever before in her life.”
Mrs. .1 M Riggs.
Subscribed and sworn to before
me a notary public, this loth day
of October, l•'OS.
\V m. Wolcott, Notary Public.
"mm the Journal, Carterville, Mo.
A t Druggist* or direct from
Dr. Williams Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.
50 cents per box : 6 boxes $2.50.

1

ideals of our
early leaders. We have reason to be
grateful, not that we have a better gospel than our fathers, but a better
theology—a gospel which is less adulterated and weakeued by the theories of the
school. We have reason to be profoundly
thankful, not that we have a greater Jesus than those who went
before us, for
that could not be, but a Jesus, the divine
of
whose human character shines
glory
forth as never before, undarkened by the
midst of speculation or tradition.
With all these advantages we can look
forward to the coming years and to the
coming generations with a hope and assuranee that our Jesus shall assert his
power more and more over the hearts and
the conscience of the race, till at last
every tongue shall confess Him and every
knee shall bow to Him, and the kingdom
which He came to establish of peace on
earth, good will among men and glory to
Hod in the highest, shall rise supreme on
earth as it is supreme in heaven.

As

the

jn
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;

Saved
Her

it was eloquent, as convincing
as u v\ .is lucid and satisfying to his hearers; the drain on his physical strength by
reason of that boundless sympathy which
went out to his people whenever in affliction, the wonder is that he has remained
with us so long. In many and many a household the kindly face and tender words of
Dr. Field have brought a blessed sense of
hope and comfort where before all had
seemed dark and hopeless.
With all the
streugth and sincerity of a strong man he
spoke words of cheei and comfort with
the infinite tenderness of a woman, words
that always touched the right chord and
relieved the tensity of an overwhelming
In these households the ansorrow.
death will
nouncement of Dr. Field’s
A
come with a sense of personal loss.
beautiful life is closed, and while the entire city mourns the departure of one who
has so long filled a position peculiarly his
own in the hearts of the people, there is
comfort in the thought that he is now enjoying tin- realization of the beautiful
truths he lias s<> eloquently expounded
for the benefit of others.
[Bangor Whig
A t ourier.
f-
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this characteristic, a complete subordinati«»n of any possible self-interest or desire to avoid topics of discussion that
might have been passed over had a strict
si use of duty yielded to personal comfort,
u<> less than his pre-eminent ability as a
pulpit thinker and speaker, that gave Dr.
F eld bis wonderful hold upon the people
oi this community.
When we think of
ti e great vitality expended in his pulpit
u terances,
where the intensity of his

I

*

11T A] J HI SS. In Inn rt <>t I’: 'ba le. !ic:u at Bel
d
lav
.Eti.ua v. !’.urn.
VV
last, on the Ptli
FRANK 1 MORI LAN I*, a.immist rat-.r on t lie esBellas’., m said
tate ot SARAH CARR, late o|
County, ijAcascd. having pivst-nted In- lust at
count ot
isiration d said estate ! u allow■

ance.

Opinio

Ordered, that notice thereot be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said ( unty,
that all persons interested may attend it a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast., on tin- 13th day
of February next, and show cause, it any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNS' EN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Citas. P. Hazeltim., Register.

a

VV AI,I>(> SS. -In Court of Proliate, held at RelTf
fast, on the Pth day of January, IP(H).
WILLIAM W CLARK. Ailministratoi on the
estate'll WILLIAM (J. CLARK, late of Prospect,
in said County, deceased, having presented his
first account of administration of said estate tor
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 13th day
of February next, and show cause, it any they
have, whv the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
On as. P. Hazeltink, Register.

Relief in Six Hours.
i
Bobs.
I>.stressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
The
latest poem by Rudy aril Kipling is a
«*d in six hours by “New Great South I
It is a great! tribute to Geueral Roberts, who has been
■wkkkan Kidney Cure.”
on account of its exceeding prompt4,
placed in supreme command of the British
1,,
relieving pain in bladder, kidueys
k, in male or female. Relieves re- forces in South Africa and upon whose
If ability aud dash as a soldier such
I water almost immediately.
high
v .-it
quick relief and cure this is the British hopes hang.
General Roberts is
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., drugthe
most
man
personally
in the
popular
ii.-Ifast, Me.
Iyl8
British army, and is affectionately called
“Bobs” both iu the army and by the average
S\ aldo County hinances.
British citizen.
Here is what Kipling says
below the report of the County
of him aud to him.:
ners and
County Treasurer on
There’s a little red-faced man,
rl condition of the county of

Studying
Wliat Is

Being

Done for

Which is Bobs.
Rides the tallest ’orse ’e can—
Our Bobs.
If it bucks or kicks or rears,
’E can sit for twenty years.
With a smile round both 'is ears—
Can’t yer Bobs?
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Souls are built as temples are—
Based oil truth’s eternal law.
Sure and steadfast, without. Haw.
Through the sunshine, through the snows.
I p ami on the building goes ;
Every fair thing linds its place,
Every hard thing lends a grace,
Every hand may make or mar.
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Kobie Warned.

Ex-Gov. Rohie ;iin 1 Miss Martha E.
ot (ii'ihmii win1 m in quietly mari• < 1
t
tho paisouage ot tin- Congregational churcii al (»« hamWeduesday, Jan.
\ body was present
"tli. •!i 7 .1" ,i
m.
at
the rritiii'ii\
l:• 1
the tact that the
ia g« was to lake j 1; m
in a
that day was
not no turn 11 \ known, [m although freItieiit Illinois have hem current during
the p.*.st l w months that the marriage
w *uld
take place, no public announcement
bet n made.
bad
Consequently
when it was learned that tlie marriage
had occurred it catne as a surprise to the
friends of both the contracting parties.
The service was very simple and was performed by Rev. George \V. Reynolds of
Gorliam.
Gov. and Mrs. Robie left on
the morning ‘train for a trip of several
weeks iu the South.
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service at Court House ami

graph and Telephone service...
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furnishings Court
use and Jail.
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•xing at Register of Deeds_
11 Clark, Janitor of Court House.
for extra labor.
monuments for county roads.
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Souls are buiit as temples are—
Here a carving rich and (plaint,
There the image of a saint.;
Here a deep-hued pane to tell
Sacred truth or miracle;
Every little helps the much,
Every careful, careless touch,
Adds a charm or leaves a scar.
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folks of the kindergarten are
sent to work in their garden where early
in the spring they planted flower-seeds,
peas, beans, corn, and radishes.
Though
too young tostudy botany with a great big
even
these
babies
are
15,
studying plant

Sold

wee

growth.

»

Institute and its
next-door neighbor, the National Museum,
the children spend many happy hours
among things which constantly interest
Pain- Killer, ho justly celebrated, was inand delight them.
On Saturdays many of
troduced to the public about sixty years ago,
them go alone to see again the objects
and now enjoys a popularity unequalled by
which they studied with their teachers
For the cure of dysenany other medicine.
during the school week.
tery. cholera morbus, rheumatism, coughs
The group studying birds in the Smithami colds, scalds, burns, etc., it is without
sonian are either verifying work done in
an
equal Sold by ,11 druggists. Avoid
substitutes, there is hut one Pain-Killer, the fields or gathering information for a
Perry Davis’. Price 25c. and 50c.
j series of lessons; while the children leainto “tell tlie time” are in the museum,
Successful recital.
That story you told ! ing
in the case around widcli they
at Uinner pleased our host- very much,” said j where,
(iaz/.im
"I'm glad In: liked it,” replied i stand, all sorts of time-measuring devices
Mullins, deeply gratified
Yes, lie said that I may be fouud. from the very earliest to
he had never heart! it told better.”
[Har- i the most recent. The hour-glasses suuper’s Ha/, tr.
I dials, water-clocks, long candles with the
j hours marked along their sides, allowing
It will surprise you
try It.
! just enough tallow or wax between the
It is the nnaii 'iiic al»ove all others for
t<> burn for an hour, and
is
many
catarrh and
worth its weight in gold. j figures
ream
Halm dot-sail that is claimed i other queer “clocks,” arouse the chi 1Fly's
i dree s interest, and lead them to consider
lot-n
H. vV. Spf.T\. Hartford, Conn.
My soil v. as ..dinted with catarrh. He I the different conditions under which peoI us*-.i Fiy s Cream Halm ami the disagreeable
pie have lived, and how in different pecatarrh aii left him —J. C. Oliustead, Arco
I rinds of time their necessities have been
| M. HI,
met by man's inventions.
The history of
1 lie Halm does not irritate or cause sneez- |
the magnet, compass, thermometer, the
ing. Sold by druggists at 50 cts. or mailed |
electric
light, the electric car, various
by FI Hrotiiers, 50 Warren St., New York, I
means of communication, transportation,
i
‘‘When you have a nud other practical matters are studied in
\oung physician.
case which bailies you, whom do you.call
similar ways.
; in?”
“The underUul doctor (grullly).
The capitol with its many historical stattaker.” (Life.
ues and
paintings, the United States SeNext Minute May Mean Death. If the nate, House of Representatives, and the
lieart flutters, palpitates or tires easy, you
Supreme Court gives many opportunities
j for
this work.
may be next door to sudden death amt not
know it.
Dr. Aguew’s Cure for the Heart
1 he class gathered before the Rogers
gives instant relief and cures. “The pains
bronze doors which lead into the rotunda
about my heart were so severe. I could hard- is
studying scenes in the life of
ly breathe. I thought 1 must die. One dose and a more advanced class is Columbus,
represented
of l>r. Agnew’s Cure lor the Heart gave me
before Carpenter’s picture of the “Signing
perfect relief inside of 20 minutes. A few
of the Emancipation Proclamation.”
hotties cured.
1 firmly believe it saved my
The children receive an excellent idea
life.”
Mr. John Jamieson, Tara, Out. Sold
&
&
Wilson
and
A.
A.
Howes
of
Indian life from the large collection of
by Kilgore
Co. 81.
models, pictures, and relics of various
sorts in the National Museum.
Lifelike
"Do you retract,” demanded the inquisimodels of braves in full hunting costor,
“your statement that the world
moves?” “Yes,” faltered Galileo.
As he tumes, of mothers grinding corn, and
was led away by a sergeant of police, the
many other interesting phases of Indian
To Cure a Cough in One Day
a
furtive glance of defi- , life, teach the children how the earliest
philosopher darted
ance at his persecutors. “Everything goes,”
inhabitants of our country lived.
To Cure a Cold in One Day
he muttered. [Harlem Life.
From the Indian back to the Assyrian
To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
warriors is a long history lesson, but it is
A Pleasant Duty. “When 1 know’anyTo Cure Hoarseness in One Day
a class in art which is
a
really
making
|
thing w orthy of recommendation, l consider
it my duty to tell it,” says Rev. Jas. Mur- tour of the Halls of the Ancients, where
"Dr. Aguew’s
reproductions of an old Roman house,and
Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25 cents
dock, of Hamsburg, 1’a.
Catarrhal Powder has cured me of Catarrh of Egyptian, Assyrian, and Saracenic art
Trial size free.
If it fails tc cure, you,
of five years standing.
It is certainly magi- are to be found.
The Assyrian thronecal in its effect.. The first application beue- room is the
of interest shown money will he refunded. A. A. Howes
special
point
fitted me in five minutes.
I would not be : in the
lu one end of the room & Co.
picture.
without it in the house.” Sold by Kilgor &
I Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—82
I many steps, guarded by huge lions, lead
to such a throne as that on which
i
I! up
i
A word of warning. “I’m going to run Nebuchadnezzar sat, while the walls reacross the street just, a minute to bid Mrs. j llect the art ideas of liis time.
On a back.Jones good bye
Husband. “Well, you’ll ground of crude blue the yellow figures
leave to hurry. The train leaves in three I seem to be
pasted rather than painted,
hours.” [Chicago News.
i
; because there were no shadows in Assvrian
air.
Pile Terrors Swept Away.
Dr. Agnews Ointment stands at the head as a reOther photographs of art classes show i
j
liever, healer, and sure cure for Piles in all a sketching group in a private garden, and
forms. One application will give comfort in a
trip to the Corcoran Art Gallery, where
a few minutes, and three to six days’ appli- j
the children are pausing before Frederick j
cation according to directions will cure
Church’s “Niagara Falls.”
It relieves all itching and
chronic cases.
Painted in darker colors, hut hardly less 1
burning skin diseases in a day. Sold by
Kilgore & Wilsou and A. A. Howes & Co. interesting, is the picture of the girls who j
are dealing with the bread-and butter side
—83.
j
of life, which happens at this moment to
Fitz williams. “Our
A long step ahead.
be
a case of
how
to
broil
a
beeflearning
friend Smith has become more swell than
DR. CHARCOT'S TONIC TABLETS
are the only positively guaranteed
ever” Fitzjohuson. “What has he doue steak.
remedy for the
Drink Habit, Nervousness and Melancholy caused
The hosts of children wrho go only to
now’?” Fitz williams. “He has got to writby strong drink.
the indoor school, with arms full or bags
ing his name Smythe-Smythe.” [Puck.
W K <; A It A SfTKE FOIK ItOXKM
full of books, books, books, could learn
to cure any ease with a
positive writ ten guarLife’s a Burden. If the stomach is not
antee or refund the money, and to
destroy the
right. Is there Nausea? Is there Constipa- twice as fast aud more than twice as much
appetite for intoxicating liquors.
if
could
to
the
tion ? Is the Tongue Coated? Are you
out-of-door school
they
go
THE TABLETS CAN BE GIVEN WITHOUT
Light-Headed? Do you have Sick Head- too. This has been proved in the city of
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT.
aches? Any and all of these denote Stomach Washington by the very children whose
Mlaery. Poverty
ATOMIC
nmftlV
and Liver Disorder.
OlnUnD UniHK and l>eatli. i'pon receipt
Dr. Agnew’s Liver
faces are seen in the phointelligent,
happy
of f 10.00 we will mail you four [4 ] boxes and posiPills act quickly and will cure most stubshown you.
tive written guarantee to cure or
tographs
refund
born and chronic cases. 40 in a vial for 10
fourmuuey. Single boxes 13.00.
cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilsou and A. A.
H. MOODY, Sole A gen. Belfast, Me.
R.
Howes & Co —84.
Cat Sense.
At

the

Smithsonian

9 0S
170 45
r»0 20

house extension :
Kaudail (contractor).....§5,000 00
Fas s»*tt (architect)..
81K) 00
c.mrt.

Are known to all the world.
They are both picturesque and
useful, but useful as they are. they
could not compete with Chase .V
Sanborn's Coffee Mill. If they were
obliged to depend on wind mills,
many of their customers would be
kept on short allowance, for they
turn out
between forty and lifty
thousand pounds of coffee a day, a
feat which is quite beyond wind
mill power.
Stop and think what this enormous amount of coffee means, especially if you remember howfamously high grade it is.
Every bean is selected and even
the plantations on which it is raised
are famous for the
perfection of their

..

§5.890 00
v an >»rder from the
Supreme Court, the
iiiiiissioners were required to
comply
an old statute which is
Chapter 78.
I"11
11. of 1C S and reads thus: The
ud of Commissioners for each
county are.
I'hred to provide .u the shire town of
county, lire proof buildings of brick or
me. for the safe keeping of records ami
ll"*rs belonging to the otli ;rs of register
needs and of the probate, ami of the clerk
urts with separate tire
proof rooms and
otabi* alcoves, oases or boxes for each

And as an audition seemed to he the
only
'.ty to comply with the above statute,
Iice the extra
expense.
b. A Ci'suman, 1
Couuty Commissioners
J. W. Brock,
l
of
Wm A. Krai;g,
Waldo County.
Belfast, Dec. 80, 1899.

)

report.

Gentlemen:

'Pie whole number of com*
;iittuients to the jail for the year ending
November 80, 1899, have been seventy-six
M aud for the following offenses viz :

products.
Your grocer will deliver Chase &:
Sanborn’s Seal brand Java and
Mocha in one and two-pound tin
cans
or
any of the other high
grade coffees in parchment lined imand you can be sure
ported bags
there is none better.

■

•N*>. of prisoners in
jail Nov. .‘10. 1898 .17
No. of prisoners in
jail Nov. 80, 1899 .5
^ agrants.

—

Drunkenness. #
Selling liquor. 1
l’oor debtors.j#

—

Larceny.j<j

Total.7ti
Samuel G. Norton,
Sheriff and jailer.

,

|

Every woman in the world ought to
^now aboutTANGIN. TANGI Nis a cure
for womanly ills. It doesn’t cure half way
_

The hutter lobby were more numerous
The old phrase, “horse sense,” should
and influential than the oleomargarine lob- I
by, and the pure food legislation prevailed, j be modified with “cat sense.” If you do
Soon after this, Butter and Oleomargarine not believe it read this story from Fishchanced to meet, iu allegory. “How’s the I kill Landing, X. Y. :
battle?” asked Butter, not perhaps, in the
“A cat, weary and with the skin worn
‘The battle,” replied Oleo- from the bottom of its
best of taste
feet, came yestermargarine with terrible sarcasm, “is to the,
day to William Monfort’s home here.
srong!” [Detroit Journal.
Fussy had been presented by Mr. MouLittle but Searching. I)r. Von Stan’s | fort to Mrs. George Seaman of FlushPineapple Tablets are not big nauseous j ing, L. 1. Mrs. Seamau took the cat to
doses that contain injurious drugs or narcoFlushing, where it remained three days.
tics—they are pure vegetable pepsin
the j
it returned to Fislikill.
To
medicinal extract from this iuscious fruit, ! Yesterday
must have made her
and tablets are prepared m as palatable get back pussy
form as the fruit itself. The remedy searches ! way through two crowded cities, over
out the weak spots in the digestive organs— ! the Brooklyn bridge or acioss one of the
encourages and stimulates them —18 in a
ferries, and traveled mue than 00 miles.”
box—10 cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson
What was the intelligence that enabled
and A. A. Howes & Co.—So.
this little animal to thread its way for over
1 00 miles
“Yes, George, you very distinctly said in
through the bustling inhabitants
Now what did ! of two cities to its home?
your sleep, 'Is it my ante?'
A human beyou mean hy that?” “Mean?
Why, that’s, ing could not do as much if unfamiliar
1
was
I
was
a
simple.
dreaming
hoy again, I with the way and without the
ability to
And when another
waiting for Christmas.
ask questions.
Is the animal intelligence
hoy asked me it didn’t know who Santa ;
Claus was, I said questiouiugly, ‘is it my superior, or is there an unfathomable inauntie?’ The dear old lady brought me up, stinct which enables it to seek out its
you know.” “Oh, you darling, big-hearted ! home?
JSuqh cases are not rare, although
so far as wre know the Fislikill cat holds
boy. [Cleveland Plain-Dealer.
the
long distance record.
“Cure the cough and save the life.”
Dr.
Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup cures cough
and colds, down to the very verge of conA Terrbile Warning.

It cures all the way—
It has proved a perfect Godsend
to every woman who has used it.
TANGIN
acts on pain, weakness, nervousness and all of the

ailments peculiar to women just as water does on
fife—it stops the whole thing instantly. If you are
trying to get well without TANGIN, we are afraid
you will keep on trying. Sit down now and send us
a postal card, and we will send
you FREE a SAAfPEE BOTTEE and a valuable medical treatise on the
diseases of women.
It won’t cost a cent, and you’ll
find out for yourself just what a wonderful medicine

TANGIN is.
A. M. BININGER & CO.’S Successors
NEW YORK

Ii
51

It Has Stood the Test of T;me !
Three

Chase & Sanborn’s Coffees.

sumption.

“Do you know, dear,” remarked Mrs.
Homer, as her liege lord stumbled up stairs,
“that I’ve been awake for hours waiting for
you to come home from the club?” “That’s
just like a woman,” growled Homer. “Here
I’ve been at the club for hours waiting for
you to go to sleep.” [Chicago News.
“It is almost a miracle.
Burdock Blood
Bitters cured me of a terrible breaking out
all over the body.
I am very grateful.”
Miss Julia Filbridge, West Cornwell, Conn.

Here the heroine fell upon her knees at
the feet of the villian. “Oh, why do you
leave repentance until the eleventh hour?”
she implored. “If,” replied the villain, at
once, “one is to he a star one must needs
sin till late.” In the drama, it will be re-

called,

there is often

difficulty

in

d^awiug
[De-

the line between villany and comedy.
troit Journal.

Monarch over pain. Burns, cuts, sprains,
Dr. Thomas’ Eclecstings. Instant relief.
trie Oil. At any drug store.

There wag a man who was too stingy to
subscribe for his home paper, so sent his
little son to a neighbor to borrow one. As
the boy was going home be fell down and
broke bis leg.
The father heard his cries
and tan out to see what was the matter,
but slipped and fell, dislocating his knee
and tearing the bosom out of his ten-dollar pantaloons. His wife ran to his assistance, leaving a two-year-old baby on the
floor.
The baby crawled out and fell
down the well, and while the mother was
fishing the child out the house caught
fire and was totally destroyed.—MoralNow is the time to subscribe. [Cambridge
(Ohio) Sun.

CASTOniA.
Bean the
_>» The Kind You Hate Always Bought

to pale cheek sand
restores the lire of yo ith.
Bv mall HOcper l»ox: It boxes
!
lor Sii.riO: with a written jjiiuran* tee to cure or rei'iintl the mouey.

pink plow

1st.

A.

Hones

& Co

doy:ukts

Da. FELIX LE SRL'N'S

Steal

Pennyroyal Treatment

in tl.o nriiTMia! .‘M'donly FI1ENCH
R;;f« :ird ti-dablo ur*^ on tin* mar.tn; sent by mail.
*k- t. l’.'irt•.
»(b-nuim* sold only by

!

j

i
II

MOODY, Sole

Agent,

Belfast,
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Tobaccos made

by

us

not.

are

HARRY WEISSINGER TOBACCO CO.
IN

(NOT

THE

TRUST

IF YOU ENJOY

^

A CUP OF COFFEE
That sitisli *s, that ni ikes your breakfast tie* deiightful ne*ai of the day, ask your grocer t*n

for

tight

tm

U‘turnable

cans.

^

nssT

WCskw,

r

Kantl

tea

Watson's

&

ROYALTY CHOP.

Winslow, Rand
Sold by all the

leading

&

YORK

Watson,
BOSTON.
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tic and Foreign Correspondence, Short
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INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE
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For Women.

Dr. Toliuan's Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is itositively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remed.v will do this. No pain, no danger, no

interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the mostcomplete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance, 1 relieve hundreds of ladies whom 1 never see. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a privateor delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLMAN CO., *170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

SUBSCRIBE

Mug

am

you should

It is the best made.
2d. It is made by Union Labor.
3d. It is not made by a Trust.

Choicest M, idol F >i. osa Oolong, in
cans,
lleturnable if n -t -a istactory.

Ifclitt't. fie.

LAOS ES

it sells better than

why

We also make the following brands for chewing : •• Autumn.
“Burr Oak” and “Old Kentucky.”
Al- "Our Flag”
!
cut plug for smoking.
Do you believe in Ttn-ts
M
Ask your dealer if the brand you are using i> made 1
a
Dust.

Ask

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Clinton &. Jackson Sts., CHICACO, ILL.
Sold bv A.

reasons

Smoking, and why

Tjeans

|

I

good

IF YOU WISH FOR

AND

!

little while.

a

Packed n 1 an! 2 lb. ai
if not. satisfaetory.

H flail
ER WIT
A "vfiiV
11
MANHOOD
VI I «
Cures Impotency, Nifrht Emissions and
wasting diseases, all effects of selfabuse, or excess and indis*
cretion. A nerve tonic* and
blood builder. llrinps the

for

nor

absolutely.

WINSLOW, SAND & WATSON'S
“HIGH LIFE.”

|

—

§2,094 75

.jailer’s

The

|

00 i
00
00

\

Knowlton. Agt prevention of
"uelty.
■•tiers 1 nquest on dead bodies..

galleries.

1

Soil is are built as temples are—
lueli b\ iii»’li in gradual rise
M"Uin the Jasereil masonries.
Warring questions have, then day
K'ngs arise and pass away;
Laborers vanish one by one;
►Still the temple is not done,
►Still completion seems afar.

••

art

For some seven or eight years
past
there has been hauled up on the shore
just below the marine railway a small
craft, or rather the shell of one, which has
become quite a noticeable figure in the
landscape, specially from the fact that
the gentlemen who travel the
country in
the interests of various
soap, medicine
and tobacco concerns have
apparently
thought it placed there for their special
benefit.
I
From stem to stern and from
gar board
to rail, or where the rail
ought to be,
it has been covered with
tiD, cloth and
pasteboard signs in all colors, sizes,
shapes and various degrees of art.
This week the wreck has been demolished, reduced to tire-wood, and the
Martha M. is no more. The sign-tackers
will have more material to decorate the
ferry house aud the telegraph poles, aud
Cap’n Fogg fewer questions to answer.
The name of the Martha M. was dropped from Uncle Sam’s blue book over ten
years ago, and even before, the record of
place and date of launch were blank, as no
one seemed to know when aud where she
was built.
Legend has preserved the fact that the
Martha M. was of noble conception, a
blood relation to the cup defender Columbia and all of the wonderful craft planned
and built by the famous Herreshoffs, from
the designs and shops of the family who,
like the spirit of the times, have taught
the world speed, both by steam and
sail.
In the old “porgie times,” years and
years ago, a fleet of big cat-boats followed
the steamers in the chase over the waters
of Long Island Sound and the surplus
from the hauls were put on board these
“carraways” and sent in to the factories.
None got home ahead of the Martha
M., for the Herreslioff brains were in
her lines. She was a flyer.
But with
the exodus of the porgies the occupation
of the carraways was gone and the fleet
was scattered.
The Martha M. was sold
and re-sold until a down-east speculator
I brought her north and she eventually got
I a hailing port in Belfast. She was altered,
I re-rigged into a schooner cat, and then a
was added.
j bowsprit
Mie was purchased
hy the well known
lisliermen Joe and Thomas Dauey and
earned good money for them until she
| came near
ending their earthly career,
It was in a had November gale some fifteen years ago.
The Daneys were bound
|
to Iiangm with a load of fish.
They
! anchored their craft ofi'Cape Jellison with
three anchors down.
The win 1 breezed
up and Martha dragged clear across the
hay toward the Casline shore. The wind
increased to a fearful gale.
She sprung
;deak and 1 er crew took to the
dory just
as she
went down under them.
When
they struck the fiats of the “back bay”
the combe s capsized the dory and the
Daneys were obliged to swim for their
| lives, finally reaching shore soaked with
j vhe icy water.
Any but the strongest of
j constitutioi s would have succumbed,
but they succeeded in reaching a house
where they found warmth and shelter.
After the storm was over, the anchor
j ropes were picked up by grapples and
buoyed. The Ralph Ross came down and
making fast vo the lines forged ahead.
It was rather edd, towing a craft under
water, but the Ralph kept on across to
Cape Jellison \v?th the Martha M. down
below somewhere,skipping along over the
j mud like a wagon-sled in April. The
craft was successfully beached, calked
I and brought to Bucksport. The Daneys
went out of the shore
fishing business
and the Martha M. was sold to
Capt.
Hiram Fogg. Capt. Fogg had some idea
of fixing her up, but other business prevented, and so it lias been that she has
been a basis for a poster show until her
total disintegration this week.
Thus endeth the story of the Martha
M., once the lleet Herreslioff carraway.
[Bucksport Herald.

j

Snips are 1 n i I ▼ -IS temples an
SunUou deep, II iSt ••!). ;;,kl vv 11
I.ies : if sure foUndatloH-Stonc.
Then the <nurses framed
hear
Lit lie
leisters pillared lair.
Last of all T lie air spi re.
aring heavenward, higher and
Nearest sun and nearest star.
—
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book-learning.

Ooidvater, Alicia

Now thev've made a bloomin’ Lord
Outer Bobs.
Win, !i was but s fair reward—
Weren't it. lb bAn' VI! wo-ar 1 eoronet.
Where 'is Yinni used inset.
But we know you won't forget
-•
W di
i'obs

I lv.ni, iso", IsOS and
.8lo.2.d4 SO
iv.
do oo
Assat,oil.

Hour.

few of them

a

their

Visitors from different parts of the
United States are frequently surprised, in
the course of their sight seeing, to come
across these groups of children
busy with
note books and sketch-blocks.
Further
more, at any hour of the day a street-car
full of happy children is apt to speed
past a group of waiting passengers on the
corner, branches and flowers, collectingnets and cases, baskets, hammers and
trowels, all telling the story of a day in
the fields.
Perhaps this may seem more
like play than work, but in all of these
the
children
are
ways
cultivating their
own powers by observing
things, doing
things, gathering experiences and information with which to interpret the knowledge stored up in books.
All the photographs for the exposition
are intended to show children
getting the
experiences which in time are to lead to

everywhere.
Witt. A. COOMBS MI I,MM. Co.,

1 >o yer, Bolts

i*by tin- county comncssioi

pure,
flour.
The

that goes to make
some

see

public buildings

but

good, pure, whole-

At—'e—does—not—advertise—

8947 dS

nothing

white, nutritious
millers of

purity of tiieir products.
Hob
Hoy
Flour s famous for
Its purity, for its
nutriment, for ils
whiteness and lightness, for everything

What 'e dries not know o’ war,
Oen’ral Bobs.
You can arst the shop next door—
Can’t they, Bobs ?
Ob. e’s little, but b\s wise:
'E's a terror for 'is size;

■

is

members of the
Anti adulteration
League. They believe in pure food
aud have an unusual pride in the

If you stood ’im on ’is 'ead.
Father Bobs,
You could spill a quart o’ lead
Outer Bobs,
‘E’ been at it thirty years.
An-amassin’ sou veneers
In the way of o’ slugs an’ spears—
Ain’t ver, Bobs

00

no

There

on

mals, history, government, geography,
science, and art, and carrying on this
work iu the parks, fields, woods, libraries,

same.

•re

Oon’t it, Bobs?
So we'll not at all complain
Tlio’ Vs water on the brain,
If 'e, leads us straight again—
Blue-light Bobs.

Cushman,

in

trace,

a little down on drink,
Chaplain Bobs;
But it keeps us outer Clink—

401 40
1 si ] 7s
Old SO
dud 00
1-u, do
00 70
2 111 40

ipiiers.
.r serving venires....

b\

a

a

Under Bobs.

judicial

supreme

uni

-rimmal.

slipped

Bobs.

’E’

.§

irors

on

’ell—

Bobs?
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by

limbers’

’Ook
If

top;

the

adulteration at the
dirt at the bottom.

uo

Rob Roy
Flour

well,

$29,118
! ees.

the

a

we.

us

marker’s lost ’is place,
Dress by Bobs.
For 'e’s eyes all up ’is coat,
An’ abugle in 'is throat.
An’ you will not play the goat

les sold.
f telephone.

wul

Kandahader—Fightin’

Bobs,
Bobs, Bobs!
’E’ the Dook of Aggie Chel;

450 91
10 (X)
8 00

J.

T.

tries H. Buzzell

pukka

our

Roy Flour are

There is

Perhaps

you
before
they
loug journey. Several liuudred pictures have been taken
representing all the grades, and showing
the pupils at both their indoor and out-ofdoor work.
Do you go to an out of-door
school? If you come to Washington, you
will find classes studying plauts and aniwould like to

of Rob

Then ’ore’s

in

Elizabeth V. Brown tells the readers of
St. Nicholas about the outdoors studies
that are pursued by the school-children of
The children of the
Washington, D. C.
national capital are going to Paris in
large

--

lit;

School-Children

The Story of the Martha M.

Washington.

...

I

Out of Doors.

H«K^^

THE REPUBLICAN1 JOURNAL

Representing Over Twenty Million

Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE CLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
S^STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.. #3 ’Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractor*. Administrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited. ! Real estate bought and sold.

Great

FOR SALE.

Bargain.

tartn in Northport, two miles from ('amp
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. \\ ill be sold very low and on
40tl
easy terms.
b ine

A second hand sleigh, cost $125.00 when new.
Also an alum jaunt sale, huge and roomy lor
books. Will be sold at a bargain.
WM. C. MARSHALL.
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1900.—2tf

For Sale

or

Rent.

M. V. HILL,
31* Miller St., Belfast

A TENEMENT
To rent

Brick house on
Thurlow house.

very cheap.

Congress street, known

as the
WM. C. MARSHALL.

Belfast, July 6,1899.—27tf

Enquire of

W. C. MARSHALL.
Belfast ,L)ec.

14, 1800.

The Ladies’ Sewing Circle
Saturday at C. E. Carr’s. The
raised by supper was about $5still a complaint about the scarcity

Palermo.
met last
amount

There is
of water and

Royal p“

of the wells are dry....
spent three weeks visiting
friends in Bangor and Oldtown and returned
home last Saturday_Watson Nelson went
to Camden last Sunday.James Soule,
who has been sick for the past year, has
been much worse the past week.
Frank
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Walter Snow and James Clegg of Frankwere in town recently visiting friends.

Addle, wife of B. B. Gerry, died Tuesday
afternoon after a few hours sickness.
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receipt from Fra’.* C. Dutch of
photographic view of the interior of
his hair-dressing rooms, No. 4M2 Tremort
tire

Congregational sociable
this, Thursday, evening in the
Mrs. E.

room.

D.

will

as

con-

upper

hostesses.

Thorndike

The dance at Harmon’s hall
last Wednesday evening was w'ell attended.
The music by Prof. Keyes of Stetson, assisted by Jones of Brooks and others, was

Missionary contribution at the Cong’l
church next Sunday morning in behalf of
the Cong’l Educational Society
Women’s

dence of Mr
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sionaries from the Maine
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■who

the week of prayer,
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half.
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union services during the wek of
prater were luily attended, the closing
service being held at the Cong’i church last
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w as ;n
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very large audience
attendance and the sermon by Rev.
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of all former
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Centre Montville. Mr. and Mrs. C. O
who have brren visiting Mr. and

fright,

Dick was
sieigh and the horse ran to

Gilman

in

good
afternoon to hear Mr Adams.
The
hall was well tilled in the
evening to hear
the very interesting remarks of
Seo’y MrKeen, Mr. Adams and Mr Ellis_Sheriff
Norton, Deputy Geo. Jackson, Detective
Odlin ami the jurymen visited the scene of
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in the
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have been found in an ash hole in
the house where, the Blakes lived.

of

Prospect Village.

town.Charles

Preceptress

Wate.rville Saturday.... Po{laying 10 cents per bushel

Ward Jau. 13th and
Hrh.
Miss Ward has returned from the
Seminary for a fortnight's vacation preparatory for the spring high school in Prospect.
-The many friends of Miss Carrie Grant
will be pleased to know she arrived safely
in San Francisco and is thoroughly
enjoyiug
her visit. She is pleased with the climate.
-The village school will have a sociable
in the Grange hall in the near future... .Mr.
and Mrs. George West of Frankfort and Mr.
and Mrs. C. O. Hatch of Stockton
Springs
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Partridge
last Sunday-A goodly number from here
will attend the Odd Fellows’ installation in
Searsport Jan. 19th, and the Masons’ installation in Stockton Springs Jan. 17th_
Died at her home in Prospect, Jan. 10, Mrs.
Hannah Curtis, wife of Mr. Edwin Curtis.
The funeral was held Jan. 13th and the in-

for all kinds

of the very best
the town.
It will

one

thousand

people, which
benelif, both social13 ami financially to every inhabitant.
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sent in writing

The Journal.

Georgia Gilkey, Capt. W. B. Gilkey,
it New York Monday from Feruan-

arrived

dina,

Fla.

Mr am* Mrs. Taylor Surprised. The
members of the Aitauteau club of Campello
last evening tendered a surprise party to
one of its members, James H. Taylor, who
recently took a bride in the person of Miss
Anita Griffin of Searsport, Me., a most estimable young lady.
The club boys, accompanied by their
women
friends, gathered at the corner of
South ami Main streets, ami at 8 o’clock a
line of march was formed and the
pretty
home of Mr. and Mrs. Taylor on Essex
street was soon reached. The door bell was
given a decided pull and Mr. Taylor responded quickly. He had been told by one
of the gathering he was to be called
upon
last night, but when lie saw so many friends
standing on the walk laughing at Ins discomfiture be was ready to annihilate the
perpetrator <>t the ruse. The expression of surprise on Mr.Tajlor’s face, however,was soon
repiaeed bv his customary bland smile and
ail Were invited inside in a very affable
manner.

'L be guests bail hardly doffed their
wraps
w lien a handsome china closet arrived and
was placed in front of the astonished
couple
by some of the young men, and Horace H.
CJiase, the president, made a very appropriate speech, in which be said many
pleasant things to Mr. Taylor and bis wife.
Mr. Taylor responded in a hearty manner,
showing sincere appreciation of the friendship of his lubinates.
The guests did not intend to take Mr. and
Mrs. Tayloi by surprise, and made no arrangements for entertainment and refreshments, and the incident of the presentation
was soon forgotten in the
enjoyment of ice
cream, cake and other delicacies,
while
there were parlor games of various description, most of them calling for exercises of
the mental faculties, and thus the evening
was

passed.

About 11.30 the party broke up, but just
before leaving Mr. and Mrs. Taylor the
young men began to sing “Good Night, Ladies.”
The young women listened with
apprehension, until one broke the spell by
“I
don’t think,” and then of course,
crying,
they all paired off. [Mass, paper.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

John Dow arrived last Friday from New
York.
Miss Martha J. Mathews has
■from Monroe.

returned
^

Friday
pleasant call... .The Fitzgerald building on
Middle street, formerly occupied as a pant
shop aud dwelling house,has been remodeled
mony,

were

into

block

a

in

of

town

four

aud

made

tenements—two

a

up
for

terment

down.S. S. Hackett,
many years a respected lawyer of Detroit,
and later of Pittsfield, has entered the
law office of Dou A. H. Powers, Esq., in
Houlton.Misses Carrie Libby and Marie
Bryant returned to Lewiston Monday to resume their studies at Bates College, after
spending the usual holiday recess at home.
-Mrs. H. J. Brackett has gone to Somerville, Mass., to spend the winter.C. R.
Pliinney, baggage master at tlieM. C. depot.
stairs and two

of

Mary A. McKay,
Bucksport Seminary, was the

guest of Miss Agnes

except Green Mountain, which
| are 45 cents.... Martin Welch, while cutting
make i wood
Thursday, cut. off a small tree which
maniwas beut down
The tree tie w back,striking

organization.

Saturday. Interesting developexpected. Some of the stolen in-

struments

a se-

cases

64,283]

express my thanks to you for your kind
advice to me in
regard to my health, I
had been
running down in health for
about seven years.
I had doctored
with good doctors and taken a

great

many patent medicines. My trouble
began when my first child was born.
I had a very bard time and after its
birth would have severe flooding
spells.
“After my second child I had very
good health until last winter when I
again became pregnant and suffered
I came
▼ery much and miscarried
very near dying, and the doctor said I
must have an
operation, which frightened me very much, and concluded to
write to you for your advice, and take
your medicine. Was troubled with the
whites, great pain in back and hips,
sometimes when lying down or sitting
was unable to
Would have
get up.
such pain in groins could hardly walk.
I can say 1 have never seen anything so wonderful as Lydia E. rinkham's Vegetable Compound and Sanative Wash.
Your remedies have done
wonders for me.
Hoping that many
of my suffering sisters may be led to
take your medicine from r» uding this
'letter, I remain, sincerely yours, Mas.
; Maky Hayes, Harpinsrerg, Ky.’’

Letters like

the foregoing should
convince everyone that Mrs. Pinkham's
advice is certain help.
Sbibles has bought of Mr.
Dqlloff of Dixmont Corner the pure bred
Jersey bull Major Pogis. It is a nice looking animal and gets a good class of stock....
One or more cases of scarlet fever are reK.xox.

ported

Ed.

in towu.

Stockton Springs.
A buck board load
of brother Masons gave the members of
Pownall lodge a pleasant s urprise on the

few

dell.

weeks with her mother, Mrs. John R*nThe whole family have the sympathy

of the

community in their great suspense
nothing having been heard from

and sorrow,

Capt. Raudell
York, Aug. 14,

he sailed from New
Mobile.
It is feared he
encountered the hurricane sweeping up the
coast from the West Indies, at about that
time... Miss Emily Overlock arrived from
Somerville, Mass., by train, Jan. lOtb, to remain with her parents until spring....On
Friday last, Mr. Richmond Mudgett was
stricken with a shock of paralysis, from
which he has now partially rallied. His
wife, Mrs. Julia Mudgett, who has been sick
since fall passed away the following day.
since

for

sou, Mr. Albert Turner, called here by
illness, arrived Saturday, only to find
that death had already taken place....The
sad news was received Friday evening of
the death of Mrs. Edward Cheney of Portland, who has been violently ill with la
grippe, since Christmas. Mr. Cheney is a

Her,

her

Bennett, have returned to Jamai native of this place, where be was always a
ca Plains, Mass... .George E. Nash and fain
general favorite; and bis wife, during their
lly of Camden spent two days here last frequent visits here, has endeared herself to
week-W. C. Thompson returned to How- his
Her loss is
many friends and relatives.
Mrs. N. P.

people at home must
fest an interest.
A good way in which to
bun in the face, arm and baud, bruising and
interest everybody will be to issue a call,get !
cutting his face and mouth severely. The
our
town’s
a
together
people, appoint
targe
blow knocked him down.
general committee, and from this committee
Dr. T. M. Drake moved his
Piixsi iKLi)
j
appoint various sub-committees, such as a
and elf eta t«» Bangor a few days
famiiy
committee ou printing, reception, music and
ago, w here lie intend? to locate. Geo. Gage,
f t!mda>, field sports, parade, clam
orator
overseer of the Riverside mill.has moved inhake, bampiet; and a committee to solicit
to the house on Park street recently vacated
funds. Thus everybody will feel that some
I by Dr. Drake.... Mrs. Melvin Brown and
rests
on
and
the
affair
responsibility
them,
Mrs. Smith, her husband’s sister, of Harwill

patrous of these mills, aud will
do all in his power to merit their approba
tion.

Jordan,

nearly recovered from the injuries received
by being thrown from his wagon fit- made
Waterville Saturday.A little
a trip to

A

it

put in a rotary and such other
he deems necessary for the im-

as

and

mine. B R Hunt & Sou of
which weighed ()■_*(> pounds,
I'niiy
....Frank Walker and family intend to
move to Troy next, mouth, where he lias
hired a mill... .The free dance Friday night
was well attended.Burton Gross has

The ofiicers of Sears Lodge, and C. A
Mureli Encampment, I. 0 O. 1will be
publich installed Friday evening All Odd
Fellows and tlieir families are invited to be

Our former items in the columns of The
Journal have aroused a deep interest in tliei
scheme for a home-coming week, next summer. for all the residents >f Searsporc U'liat

took

Walker will

machinery

No

hath

killed

picnic supper will In* served
after ihe installation of the uili/ers of the
subordinate lodge, after winch ofiicers of
the camp will he installed by District Deputy E. H. liauey of Belfast.

Far we 11

I

Thursday night.

cars

the

stor

Roxlmrj

present.

Freedom_Burton

in

Rhoades is on
the sick list-Ned Carletou, who has been
quite sick with pneumonia, is now con vales
cent. Dr. M. T. Dodge attended him.C.
E. White has employment this winter at
Katahdin Iron Works, where he is working
with his span of horses..... The North
Troy
Reading Club was very pleasantly enterat
tained
the home of Mrs. E. D.
Sidelinger
Jan. 12th. The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. O. B. Rhoades,
February
16th.Frank Walker of Thorndike has
leased the Carleton Mills for a term of three
years beginning the middle of February. Mr.

injuries.... Everett Ward ard, R. I Jan. 9th.Jan. 9th a Farmer's
Cilley s ice pond F'ri- Institute was held at
Grange Hall. The
day Gilman is dealing out a first class armeeting was addressed in ttie morning by
ticle, tin congealed fluid being 15 inches
Seo'y Mr Keen. As it was very cold the
thick am! clear as a light of glass-Various
audience was not large, but the weather
correspondents are telling their little pig moderated and there was a
attendant

be glad to learn she is recovering
from the critical sickness with which she
icken

.lie

l)iek

thrown from tin*

Miss Annie Mor-

row wid

was sti

mother

by

owned

atteu-

tiou.

Hie

her

Gross ami Charles Heath visited friends in
Winslow Saturday and Sunday-Mrs. Caro
Roberts and daughter of Brooks passed last
week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. ,J. G.
Cilley.... Frank Prentiss and wife of Pittsfield visited their daughter. Mrs. Nancy
Stevens, last week-Farmers in this town
are very busy harvesting their ice.
The
ice comes from a pond on J. G. Gilley’s
farm and is of nice quality.A horse

attention from its dimensions.
informed that the load weighed four

deal of

great

Cunningham
enjoyed the nice

candy, nuts and popcorn-Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Higgins passed last Saturday
eveuing witli Mr. and Mrs. David Hasty_
Bert Steveus and wife visited K. J. Kcowlton aud wife in Bangor Jan. 12th. 13th and
14th....Mrs Alice Higgins passed last week

tity of hay bought in this vicinity
& B S. S. Co. Last Monday about ten tons
One of the loads hauled on a
wore shipped.
small sled by one pair of bors< s attracted a
We.

All

NO.

Saturday evening-Forest Clark, wife and
of Jan. 10th, and received a cordial
of Stoc kton Springs were at the evening
Thomas Clifford has been
Corner Sunday
N. E. Brown, wife and welcome-Capl.
quite seriously ill for some time, but is now
sou of Belfast were guest of Mell Clarke
Earnes of
last week.
Mr. Brown wants to buy a farm. slowly improving-Mrs. Clifton
with her children, is spendiug a
Prospect,
North Troy.
Mrs Reuben

Frank

Saturday evening.

.’ast

PINKHAM

MRS.

I daughter

treat of

there.

shipping

F. G White of Belfast is

and Mrs

TO

“•DearMrs. Pinkham—Words cannot

...

nice.
An oyster and pastry supper
served, and so ended the most pleasant
social dance of the season_V. N. Higgins
was in Troy last Saturday on business.... A
very pleasant party was given at the resi-

Cochrane, the mis

Miss

including

was

afternoon at 2

first class supper.
Mr. and

Fifteen were present,
Mrs. Stephen Larrabee,
Mr. and Mrs. G. Brown, Ernest Robertson
ami enough Clarks to make up the company.
.Mr. and Mrs. William Overlock and son
George ami a Miss Larrabee of Stockton
Springs were, guests of Eastman Clark last
a

very

o’clock.
and

Clark’s Corner (Prospect).
Mr. amt
Mrs. Almon Young of Jackson were in
tow n Jan. loth anil 14th, the guests of their
daughter, Mrs. Gabriel Brown_Mrs. Ida
Cole bad a party Satuiday night and served

CORRfcSPOINDfcNCfc.

visiting his brother, A. F. Raynes-Mrs.
C. W. Colby is finishing the school in the
Vose district, which was beguu by Willis J.
Young.... A I. Hail of Rochester, N. H., arrived here last week to buy apples.Willis McFarland has gone to West Sebois to
work in the woods.

all.

Gray

time.

is

A large number was present ami the stew,
which was one of Murphy’s best, was en-

Mrs.

Circle last Friday evening, and a very pleasant evening was enjoyed by all present_
The young people had a sociable at the
schoolliouse last Saturday evening. It was
well attended and all pronounced it a good
time-Willard Batcbelder is in very poor
health.

most

Rev. T. R. Pentecost preaches at the Vose school house last Sunday
afternoon.Richard P. Raynesof Bangor

Eggs
again plentiful
prices have
The dealers say
consequently dropped.
they wih no doubt go lower, as the warn’
weather west is making an overproduction.
Penobscot Engine Co gave a clam stewT to
the lire department last Thursday evening.

Missionary reading Friday

a

Halldale.

ami

are

and had

meet

Nichols and

P.

Miss O. J. Lawrence will act

joyed by

P. at Monroe

COUNTY

The

ing dressmaking for several about here_
Mrs. A. S. Wilson entertained the Ladies’

supply of ice.

a

street, Boston.

ference

past year.

The farmers about here are improving the
fine sledding by hauling spool wood to the
market, tire wood to their doors,and cutting

in

are

C. R. Hill and wife of
Wmterport visited Mr. and Mrs. W. D. narriman last Saturday and Sunday_Miss
Addie Partridge, of Stockton Springs is doProspect Ferry.

and

the N. E. O.

ing.
a

for the

last

Mrs. Freeman J. Dow of this
place attended the installation of officers of
Mr.

ladies, atof the officers of

installation

tended the

and

voyage to Barbados.

a

returned

Quite a delegation from this place attended the 1 installation of (dicers of CometGrange, Swanviile, Monday night.

home while his hark, the

at

in town

week
McGlathery
from Bedford, Mass where he has been em-

Club has beeu

A1 arson Ford arrived

H.

Frank

re-organized and will meet every Tuesday
evening at the Congregational parsonage.
will remain

reem-

and Joseph Harriman of Brewer
last week, guests of J. W.
Harriman.
E.

were

Messrs. Nickerson & Bailey are receiving
a tine lot of birch which they will convert
into spool timber.
The

home

at

was

cently from Winterport, where she has
ployment.

Crockett and wife leave to-day. Thursday, to hold a series of meetings in Waterville.
T.

[LETTER

some

Dr. Adelbert Millett
Searsmont.
been appointed pension examining surgeon
at Belfast.... F. B. Cooper and wife of New*
port were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Brown last Friday and Saturday.R. F.
Dunton, Esq and wile and Master Willie
were in town last Saturday. ..Victor Grange
enrolled twenty-three new members last
year... .Mrs. Charles Plaisted and daughter
arrived from Nova Scotia last Thursday and
are at Joshua Lincoln’s.... .See page 3 for
the vital statistics of 1899.

fort

Pinkham's Advice Saved
Mrs, "layes From an Operation.

Marden

has

SLARSPORT

Mrs.

was

Liberty.

in

Prospect cemetery.
On her birthday, last Thursday

all who bad been privileged
sterling qualities of bead and
heart, ami the sympathy of the entire community is extended to Mr. Cheney in his
His mother, Mrs. Ocgreat bereavement.
tavia Pettengill, arrived in Portland, Sunday night, from Sioux City, Dakota_The
Current Events Club is preparing several
dresses f< r the inmates of the Girls’ Home.
Belfast.... People generally have taken ad-

deeply

felt

by

to know her

vantage of

the first

sleighing

of the

season.

W Ion 72 deg, wished to be reported all
well.
Boston, Jan. 9. Ship Emilv F. Whitney
has been sold to Alexander & Baldwin of
She is now at
San Francisco for $27,000.
Manila and will proceed to San Francisco.
She will hereafter trade in the Pacific,
h. The three-masted schooner Flora Rogers,
recently soldfcby H M Beau of Camden to
George McQuestion of East Boston, has been
bought by Capt. Peter Kennedy, who will
The schooner is
be the managing owner.
now unloading hard pine at Bath and will
return to Brunswick lor another cargo.
It is now stated that Capt J G Crowley of
the big five-masted sell John B Prescott is
trying to get some one to build him a sevenmaster capable of carrying 6,500 tons of coal,
but that builders are shy of undertaking
such a contract
Bath, Me, Jan 10 The four-masted schoonlaunched I
er Marie Palmer was successfully

this forenoon. The schoouer was built by
William Rogers oil the order of William E.
Palmer.
She is of 1904 04 gross to image.
The Palmer was rigged and in every way
prepared for sea before she went into the
water.
She will be commanded by Capt. G.
V. Williams.
Capt. F. A. Peterson publishes the following card of thanks in the New York Herald :
“I wish to extend my thanks through your
valuable paper to the captain and officers of
the revenue cutter Dexter for the valuable
assistance they rendered me in towing the
schr Break of Day out of the ice at II annis
Jan 6th. 1900
More than the usual number
Hauled Up
of Ellsworth vessels are hauled up for the
The Lawinter away from home this year.
volta, Mary Augusta, Abigail Haynes, Fran
are
at
coma ami J. M.
Kennedy
Boston;
David Faust at Providence;
Victory at
Wood’s Hull; A. K. Woodward at Warren,
R. 1.; Otronto at New Bedford; Eastern
Queen at Salem; and Myra Sears at Rockland.
The four-masted schooner W. Wallace
Ward,which foundered recently while on the
voyage from Port Tampa to Carteret, N. J.,
laden with phosphate rock, was 1145 tons
register and was built at West Haven, Conn
in 1888, at a cost of 360.000.
Since she was
built she paid her owners in dividends the
sum of 364,700
Capt. Oscar Limehuruer of
this city had been first officer of the Ward
for many years.
Charters.
Sch Arthur V S Woodruff,
New York to Porto Rico aud back, general
Sch
cargo, lump sum and port charges.
Peudletou Brothers, Brunswick to New
York, ties 25 cents. Sch W M Oler, same.
Sch Scotia, Mobile to New York, lumber, 3‘J.
Sch Methehesec, Savannah to New York,
lumber, 37 50. Sell Odell, South Amboy to
Kail River, coal, 75 cents, Sch J B Prescott,
Newport News to Providence, coal, 31 90, 6
days aud G cents demurrage.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
& Co., New York, reports for the week ending Jan. 13: The Australian lines appear to
have their immediate aud early tonnage requirements covered, hence the uemaud from
that source has in some measure subsided
Rates, however, are not quotably easier,
owners in most instances asking the basis of
18s 6d@19s to Sydney.
Case oil shippers
continue in the market for tonnage to far
Eastern destinations, but their wants are
not readily tilled owing to the full views
generally entertained by owners. During
the w’eek charters have been made to Shanghai at 27 cents, and to Hong Kong 24 cents.
There is no change in the condition of the
market for barrel petroleum tonnage. The
demand is limited, but with suitable vessels
scarce, previous rates, say 2s 6d@3s 31 as to
size of vessel aud port, are sustained. Tonnage with lumber for the River Plate continues in good request, but shippers expeiience considerable difficulty in covering their
necessities owing to the scarcity of prompt
vessels. The market appears firm upon the
basis of 313 from Gulf to Buenos Ayres,
311 "12 from outside ports in the Provinces,
310 Portland, and 39 50 Boston. Brazil and
other South American freights are dull.
West Indian orders are submitted quite
liberally, and with no increase in the tonnage offerings, previous rates are tirinly sustained. Coastwise lumber orders are yet
offered sparingly, but there appears no special urgency upon the part of owners relative
to the placing of tonnage, therefore reo-nt
rates are yet quoted as representing the
market. There has been considerable action
in Tie frieghts, with rates ranging 22" 25
cents from Brunswick to New York, the inside representing contracts for continuous
trips. Coe. 1 freights East remain quiet, and
with considerable tonnage seeking business,
the market is regarded as easy to sav at 75
cents New York to Sound ports, and 31 50 to

_/*dhe

were

out iu

masses,

enjoying

coasting.
SHU'

Bought

tBORN.
Blake.
In Rockland, December 20, to Mr
and Mrs. Joseph Bl..ke, a son.
(O' I’ek. In Searsmont, January 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. Geoige M. Cooper, a daughter.
CnucKhTr. In Cambridge] <>rt. Mass.. t<> Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Crockett, formerly of Camden, a
son.

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.
AMERICAN FORTS.

New York, Jan 9.
Ar, sell Kit Carson,
Norfolk; 10, ar, schs Edward H Blake,
Smith, Feruandina; Carrie E Look, Haskeil,
Jacksonville; sld, sch John C Smith, Brunswick ; 11, ar, bark Mannie Swan. Pascagoula;
13, ar, sch Isaac Orbeton, Providence; 15, ar,
schs Georgia Giikey and Win H Sumner.
Feruandina; Annie P Chase, Providence;
sld, sch Methebesec, Savannah.
Philadelphia, Jau 10 Ar, sell Abbie S
Walker, Carvers Harbor; 12, cld, sch Young
Brothers, Quincy Point; 14, ar, sch Lucy E
Friend, Thomas, New' York.
Baltimore, Jan 12. Ar, sch Electa Bailey
New York; 14, ar, sch Sarah W Lawrence,
Carter, Boston.
Carrabelle, Jau 13.
Ar, sch Herald,
Lowell, Port Spain.
San Francisco, Jau 14.
Ar, ship Shenandoah, Murphy, Syduey, N S W.
Jan
8.
Sld
schs
S G Haskell,
Brunswick,
Boston; Florence Lelaud, New London;
Anna Pendleton, Satilla; 9,sld, sens R Bowers, New London; Mary L Crosby, New
York; 10, sld, sch Sadie Wileutt, Coombs,
Satilla; 12, sld, sch Gladys, Colson, New
York; 13, sld, sobs Alrneda Willey, New
York; D L> Haskell, Fall River; 15, old, sch

WASHING

POWDEIt

Silver

Cleaning

Instead of scouring and rubbing each
piece of
separately, the whole service can be as
effectively cleaned in a few minutes. After each
meal the silver should be
put into a pan (kept
especially for the purpose) and cover with lukewarm water, to which a
teaspoonfull of
silver

Gold Dust

Washing

Powder

Is added; set the pan on the
range until the water
gets to boiling point, then lift out each piece with
a wire spoon and
lay on a soft linen cloth, wiping
Quickly with chamois skin. The pieces so cleaned will be
highly polished and look like new.
Th8 above
~
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N. K. FAIRSANK COMPANY.
St. Louis.
New York.
Boston.
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GOLDEN' RULES
request to
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OWING TO k CHANGE;
in

business,

our

we

shall close out

...WINTER
Consisting

entire stock of

GOODS.

of_

Men’s and Boys’ Clothing,

Caps,
Gloves and Mittens,

Underwear,
Outside Shirts,
Cardigan Jackets,
Hosiery, Etc.
j|3p“Remember

this is

genuine

a

clearance sale.

STAPLES & COTTRELL,
Main Street.

12
Price

< uirtiit

eOKKF.' TKl) WKKM.V FOR Til K JOURNAL
/ net s ritiii f'ri'ii in > r.
ri'iiliii'i M ;/■/,.7.
S dha 12 (H)
50 a HO Hay. p ton,
Apples,
|j) bu,
••
dad 12
dried, p it., 4an Hides, p It),
12
2 15 Lamb, p It.,
Beans, pea,
2 15 Lamb Skins.
25a35
medium,
•k
6
2.15 Mutton, p lb.
yel'weves,
20 a22 Oats, p bu, 32 It*,
25 a 3d
Butter, p It

Beef, p lb,
Barley, p hu,
Cheese, p it•,
Cliieken, p tt-,

HuO;
4oa4-.
13
10

(’aIf Skins,
Duek, p tb,

Potatoes,

I F you feel ill and want t*

get well,

POOR & SON'S

35to40

Round H (jx,
Straw, p ton,

Turkey, p Hi,

5
6 00a7 (Hi
ltialT
1 1-2 u 3
d a 7

50a.75 Tallow.
14a 15 Veal, p lb,
i?
IK Wool, unwashed,
E^irs, p doz,
3 50a5ou
Fowl, p tb,
10@11 Wood, hard,
3 50,a4 00
13a 15 W ootl, soft,
Geese, p tb,
Pet ail Price.
lie tail Market

Clark. In Rockland, January i>, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Clark, a son.
'.tOalOO
(•inn. In Orland, January 1, to Mr. and Mrs. ! Beef, corned, p tb, 8(al0 Lime, p bbl,
Butter salt, 14 tb. lH(a20 Oat Meal, p lb,
4a.5
Norris (Jinn, a daughter.
5
50 Onions, p It),
Hatch. In Belfast, January 2, to Mr. and Mrs. j Corn, p bu,
Crack* d Corn, p bu, 50 Oil, kerosene, ual. 14 a 15
Walter (1 Hatch, a son.
Corn Meal, p bu,
4 h4 1 2
50 Pollock, p lb,
Littlefield. In Monroe. December 28, t<> Mr.
and Mrs. Frank A. Littlefield, twins, a son and
14etl5 Pork, p lb
T,s&
Cheese, p tt),
Cotton Seed, p ewt, 1 30 Plaster, p.bbl,
13
daughter.
5aK Rye Meal, p lb
Codfish, dry, p tb
Carnberries, p qt,
lOj Shorts, P cwt, 1 00 a ! 05
MARRIED.
Clover seed.
5 l-2ad
10fa.ll Sufxar, p lb,
32
Flour, p blit, 4 50^4 75 Salt, T. 1., p bu,
G. II. Seed, bu. 1 50(a.2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
2 12
Akey-Beyeraoe. In Vinalhaven, January 3,
3
Ka9 Wheat Meal,
Lard, p p,
Frederick Arey of Stonington and Miss Edith
Beverage of Vinalhaven.
Fernald-Maxcy. In Thomafton, January 2.
Fied H Fernald and Evelyn, daughter of Mrs.
Mahala Maxcy, both of Thomastou.
Fish-Jackson. In North Hope, December 31.
George Fish of Appleton and Angie May Jackson
of North Hope.
Vol. 22.
No. 8.
Harriman-Bray. In Orland, January 4, Everett Y\
Harriman and Miss Mildred F. Bray, both
Me.,
r8, igoo.
of Orland.
Robb ins-Robbins. In Stonington, January 3,
"The thing that makes the world go round
George E. Robbins and Mrs. Annie M. Robbins,
_Is plenty of printers' ink."
both of Stonington.
Small Smith.
In Deer Isle, December 28,
WE PRINT
YYrallace A. Small and Amy B. Smith, both of Deer
+
+
isle.
+
In Appleton, January 0,
Turnek-Gordon.
+ Programs, «B11I
Henry 1.. Turner of Washington and Eva M. GorA Note
don of Union.

MEDICINES
will help you, because they are mad
from the ri’KENT materials and piepai
ed by the most careful

iSK> Another

druggists.

Advantage

PRICES
ARE
WAY

|

Belfast.

;

j

DOWN

Jan.

ANYTHIN*!.—Leaflets,
-(■Envelopes, Flyers,* Pamphlets,
Farcls, Booklets,
Heads,+Posters.+Ac.,+Ae.
Smelts.
Schools.
Court days.
All runners now.
Splendid weather.
Its a long drought
Winter has half gone.
The “acclamation’' racket.
irs a common tiling i<*r a

A full line of

NEW RUBBER GOODS
just received, FRESH from the
factory. We warrant them. Tin

“concensus

<>t

NEWER the rubber the BETTER

opinion.

The manufacturers want rain, to “make the
wheels go round."
“They say" the next governor may he an
“Adonis” -the ladies do, at any rate.
We have a new book to sell—The Philippines-at half-price. Nobody has one in Belfast. Call at the office.

OUR
This

the goods.

POOR & SON,
_—.DRUGGISTS

SPECIALTIES,

Time,

NOTE HEADS.'

SS'

FANCY

1

»I Of IS.

: **

THE

THE SEA BREEZE.

evening, Miss Gertrude Kelley was very
pleasantly surprised by a party of young
1>1EL>.
people, six in number, meeting at her home. R F Pettigrew, New’ York.
Jan
15.
sch F C Pendleton,
Sld,
Darien,
A very pleasant time was reported
Annis. In Boston, January 9, Alden Annis, a
by all. Burgess, New York.
native of Camden, aged about 60 years.
She was presented with a tine lace-pin.
Savauuah, Jan 14. Sld, sch Humarock,
Bean. In Boston, January 13, Annie S. Bean
New' York.
A C. E. sociable was held Thursday evenof Liberty, aged 49 years and 9 months.
Colson. In Belfast, January J6, Prentiss ColKey West, Fla, Jan 9. Ar, sch Celia F,
ing, Jan. 11th, in Crockett’s hall. The reson. aged 67 years.
Smith, New York.
In Prospect, January 10, Hannah, wife
ceipts were about $5 00.Misses Blanche
Pascagoula, Miss, Jan. 10 Ar, sch Carrie ofCurtis
Edwin Curtis.
Moody and Emily Skidmore expect to start A Buckman, Bennett, Point-a-Pitre.
Eli.is. In Boston, January I, Miss Sarah Newell
Newport New'S, Jan 8 Ar, sch Jennie F Ellis, formerly of Bluehill, aged 77 years, 4
for the West soon. Miss Moody will
goto Potter (new), Caiuden, Me.
has recovered from an attack of measles_
months and 29 days.
and
Miss
Excelsior,
Minn.,
Skidmore
to
Jan 7. Ar, sch Annie Pendleton,
Satilla,
Gray. In Brooklin, January 1, William Gray,
G. I. Smith & Co. have sold their entire
New York.
Wisconsin.I.
P. Griflies of Boston, who
Patterson,
aged 76 years and 8 months.
stock, consisting of crockery, glass ware,
Horton. In Medford, Mass., January 5, George
9.
Ar, sch Estelle,
Feruandina, Jan
has been spending a few days here, has rea native of Camden.
musical goods, etc., to the Patten-Cory Co.
Hutchinson, Curocoa; 13, sld, bark Auburn- Horton,
Leach.
In Penobscot, January 8, Richard
turned
home.Mrs.
Hattie
Clough has dale, Dow, Baltimore.
and it is understood that Messrs. Harry
Leach, aged 68 years.
to
14.
Jan
sch
S
Massachusetts to visit her sister.
Galveston,
Ar,
Maggie
Lermond. In Marlboro, Mass., January 7, EvePatten aud Robert W. Cory will have charge. gone
line, widow of Capt. Edward Lermond, a native of
Mrs. White, and her sou, Walter Clough, Hart, Baltimore.
.Eugene Bickford has moved his family who is
Norfolk, Jan 15. Sld, sch Edward Smith, Thomaston, aged 87 jears.
in the service of his uncle, Frank
Pendleton. In Boston, January 12, Wealtha
New
York.
from Guilford to this town. He is employed
Pendleton, aged 86 years.
Clough. They are in the lumber business..
Providence. Jan 9.
Sld, sch Annie P (Drinkwater
at the Riverside mill_Martin Ames, who
Shea. In New York, January 1 l,Elinore FranThere are no new cases of scarlet fever, and Chase, Ellis, New York.
ces. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thus. E. Shea,aged
works in a box factory, got a bit of steel in j
Mobile Jan 9.
sch Ella M Willey, 6
Cld,
the scare is about over. The schools have
years, 4 months and 3 days.
one of his eyes Friday morning while
New York.
sharp- i
begun again. Dr. C. B. Hoit has been atNew London, Jau 10. Ar, sch Win Slater,
emng tools, ami (lid not get it out until Sattending the two cases at. Joel Pierce’s. New York.
urday. It was very painful and inflamed.... !
Jacksonville, Jau 11. Cld. brig Jennie
I. Morse has returned to Bates ColHulbert, New' York; 13, cld,schs Penobscot,
Meetings were held every evening last Ralph
Charleston, and Maud Snare, Lowell, New
week, except Saturday, at the Free Baptist lege.
Yorlf; 13, sld, sch Olive T Whittier, Philachurch.
One evening was devoted to the
Appleton.
The Union Dramatic Club delphia.
You Never Know the Moment When
Port Gamble, Jan 12. Sld, ship Great Admemory of Dwight L. Moody, the great
played the drama “Uncle Josh" at Riverside
This inforniatiou May Prove of
Sterling, Sydney, NSW.
evaugelist, whose memory should always be hall, Tuesday evening, Jan. 9th, to a good miral,
Port Reading, N J Jau 12.
Ar, sch A W
Intiniie Value.
honored.
Other topics of
interest were house. Every seat was filled and many were Ellis, Maddocks, St George.
New
dwelt upon during the week_The ladies
12.
H
Jan
sch
Edward
stand.
to
The
Union
Haven,
Ar,
band gave a
obliged
It is worth considerable to any citizen of Belfast
Blake, Feruandina.
of the W. C. T. U. held a Mother’s
meeting concert before and at the conclusion of the
to know the value and use of a medicine, for if
on the afternoon of Jan. 3d, in honor of
FOREIGN PORTS.
play, and furnished music for a dance, which
there is no occasion to employ it, in the mean
Francis E. Willard, the anniversary of her was enjoyed by a large number of dancers.
Havana, Dec 31. Ar, sch Hattie H Bar- time, frail humanity is subjected to so many in.Nearly all who intended to cut ice filled bour, Erskiue, Jacksonville; Jan 10, ar, sch fluences and unforseen contingencies that the
birthday. The meeting was at the home of
the president, Mrs. Eva Bryant. A very their ice houses the past week, and the mill Helen G Moseley, Holt, New York.
wisest are totally unable to gauge the future)
Ponce, PH, Jan 11. Ar, sch Sarah D #J
Know' then, that Doan’s Ointment will cure any
interesting program was well carried out. pond above the bridge has become a busy Rawson, Portland.
....Invitations have been issued to a large place. The ice is nearly one foot thick and
Bahia, Jan 10. Sid, bark Frances, Erick- case of hemorrhoids, commonly known as piles
or any disease of the cuticle or skin, generally
number of our citizens to attend the dedica- the best cut here for many years....Albert Bon (from Baltimore), Rio Janeiro.
Sydney, NSW, Jan 12. Ar, ship Reaper, termed eczema.
tion of Masonic Hall on the afternoon and
Sidelinger of Boston was here last week, the San Francisco.
Mrs. L. Boody, of 21 Court street, says:—“I saw
East Harbor, T I, Jan 5. Ar, bark Penob*
evening of January 19th. They anticipate a guest of his sister, Mrs. Charles Arthur.
Doan’s Ointment advertised and highly recomgrand time....Mr. Benj. Webb and wife, Rev. Geo. Jenkins had a rough experience scot, Barbados.
mended. I got a box at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug
Bermuda, Jan. 11. Ar, tug C W Morse,
who have spent three months with relatives New Years
evening. He was called to an Chase, Norfolk, to tow schr Wm E Downes store and gave it a trial. 1 am pleased to say that
and friends in St. Albans,Palmyra and other adjoining town to perform a marriage cere- to New York.
I used salves and ointit gave me great relief.
ments almost without number, hut none of them
towns,are in Pittsfield at this writing,calling mony, and starting from home after dark
MARINE MISCELLANY.
on old friends and relatives.
brought anything like the satisfactory results obThey intend took the wrong road. The night was very
Delaware Breakwater, Jan. 8. Sch. Carrie tained from Doan’s Ointment.”
to return to their home in Caribou this week.
dark and a furious snow storm raging. After E. Look,
for
from
Jacksonville
New
Yeazie,
Doan’s Ointment sold for 50 cents per box by
....Union Hall has been wired for electric driving a long distance on a road leading York, arrived here yesterday leaking. She
11 dealers. Mailed on receipt of price by Foster
lights....The little daughter of Dr. W. C. away from his home he called at a bouse will be towed to New York.
Spoken. Jan, 9, lat. 36.10, Ion. 73.30, bark Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agent for the
Marden was quite sick for about a week, but and go t a young man to drive his horse and
Mstanzas, from New York for Havana. U. 8.
is well again.
Quite a number of children finally reached his home without further Ship Gov Bobie. Capt Nichols, Hong Kong
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
for New York, Jan 13, N lat 32 deg 1 min, substitute.
had measles and rash at that time.
accident.
...

our

REGARDLESS OF COST,

Belfast

casvouia.
Kind You Have Always
Bears the

DUST

“Housework is had work without Gold Dust”

liostou.

Bells jingled merrily Sunday and Monday,
ami on Saturday and Monday eveuings, the
young people
the first good

GOLD

Sent by Express, Stage, or nail.
lO Main St.
BRACKETT & CO.

GOODS,

SMALI.

WAKES.

A. FRENCH & CO.,

PRINTERS, BELFAST, MAINE.

FANCY GOODS,

Birds

SHALL

No*

HARES,

HOSIERY and G 1.0 YES
We make

Hart/. Mt. Canaries,

mating pairs, $3 00, $4.00,
$5.00 to $10.00. Breeding cage,$l 50, $2Two to
$5.00. Campanini Canary, all song, $10, >12, $15

a

specialty <>f

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR
AM*.

and $2()
I’AliKOTS,

Bray and Mexican talkers.
BULLFINCHES, whistling opera airs &nd pol-

..

INFANTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

kas
Holden’s (new) Book on Birds. 130 pages, illustrated, all facts, mating, food, care. l>y mail 25c.
(«. H. HOLDEN, 11 Bowdoin Sq.. Boston.

The Cresco
Corset

Farm for Sale.
Situated

Cannot Break
at the

and one-half mile from the city
of land—40 tillage, 00 paslots; orchard of 400 apple trees,
4w3*
good buildings.
.JOHN W. MCINTYRE.
Agent, H. W. PITCHER, Belfast, Me.
one

containing 100

acres

turage and wood

Waist Line.
When next yos.

^

buy

WANTED AT ONCE.
1

a

Corset, try

it.
49 Church Street

33t

AGENT

In each of the following towns
Paper and Window Shades:

ISLESBOKO,
BROOKS,

to

sell

our

Room

FOR SALE.

SKARSPOKT,

CAMDEN.
LIBERAL commission. WE PAY the freight.
Large sample books FREE. Write or apply in
person for particulars.

CARLE & JONES,
Main Street, Belfast.

Double

runner delivery pun#, shaft?
pole, cheap for cash.
CHAS. B. SAMPSON,
3w2
Freedom, Me.

and

